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Short Abstract 

This document defines the functionalities of the different 
applications (vApps) to be developed in the project pilots. The level 
of functionality has been defined interactively by Manufacturing 
and Logistic Users and Software Providers, according to the 

methodology presented in D8.1a to define vf-OS applications.  
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Executive Summary 

Deliverable “D8.1b Validation Scenarios” and its annexed documents describe in detail the 
pilot applications (vApps) functionalities that will be developed during the course of the 
project. This document provides a brief introduction to the vApps described therein and 
motivates the organisation of the different annexed documents, explaining how the 
different sections relate to the Validation Scenarios methodology described in deliverable 
D8.1a. 

Each of the three annexes provides a detailed description of the features and 
functionalities of the vApps per pilot: 

 Pilot 1: Manufacturing and Logistics / Automation. Applications focused on 
providing support to maintenance and spare part stock management in automation 
production equipment 

 Pilot 2: Construction / Industrialisation. Applications to improve waste reduction in 

construction projects through advanced collaboration between construction 
managers and material providers 

 Pilot 3: Manufacturing Assembly / Collaboration. Applications to enable 

collaborative design and manufacturing of complex products 
 
Each vApp functionality is described using the story mapping strategy and represent the 
functional specifications agreed by pilot Software Developers and Manufacturing and 
Logistic Users at the time of writing. The annexed documents also include a formal 
description of each vApp functionality, accompanied with User Interface mockups and 
descriptions detailing main user interactions. Nevertheless, the story maps and mockups 
presented will continue to be iteratively reviewed and developed following an agile 
development methodology. 
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0 Introduction 

0.1 vf-OS Project Overview 

vf-OS – virtual factory Open Operating 
System – is a project funded by the 
H2020 Framework Programme of the 
European Commission under Grant 
Agreement 723710 and conducted in 
the period October 2016 until August 
2019. It engages 14 partners (Users, 
Technology Providers, Consultants 
and Research Institutes) from 7 
countries with a total budget of circa 
7.5M€. Further information can be 
found at www.vf-OS.eu.  

The World is facing the fourth 
industrial revolution based on ICT, 
specifically architectures and services, 
as key innovation drivers for manufacturing companies. Traditional factories will 
increasingly be transformed into smart digital manufacturing environments but currently 
the full potential for ICT in manufacturing is far from being fully exploited. Factories are 
complex systems of systems and there is a need to develop a platform on which future 
manufacturing applications can be built. Examples of platforms exist in some industrial 
sectors but there is a lack of cross cutting platforms based on open standards for creating 
an ecosystem for cooperative innovation. Innovative open platforms to attract talent from 
solution developers and to provide accessible manufacturing smart applications to 
European SMEs are examples of the kind of solutions being sought. 

The goal of vf-OS is to develop an Open Operating System for Virtual Factories composed 
of a kernel, application programming interface, and middleware specifically designed for 
the factory of the future. An Open Applications Development Kit (OAK) will be provided to 
software developers for deploying Manufacturing Smart Applications for industrial users, 
using the vf-OS Manufacturing Applications Store all operated through a Virtual Factory 
Platform. 

The Virtual Factory Platform is an economical multi-sided market platform with the aim of 
creating value by enabling interactions between four customer groups: 

 Software Developers (independent or within individual manufacturers) which 

will build Manufacturing Apps either through innovation or from manufacturing user 
demand 

 Manufacturing and Logistic Users which will explore the marketplace for already 

created solutions, ready to be run on the vf-OS 

 Manufacturing and Logistics Solutions Providers which will provide ICT 

interfaces and manufacturing connections 

 Service Providers (vf-OS innovators and third parties) will make available 

services (hosting, storage, connected cloud services, etc.) including those based on 
developed solutions 

file:///D:/_New%20User/ICE/Operations/vf-OS/WP/WP1/www.vf-OS.eu
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The Virtual Factory Platform will provide a range of services to the connected factory of the 
future to integrate better manufacturing and logistics processes. Manufacturing 
Applications Store will be open to software developers who, using the free Open 
Applications Development Kit provided, will be able to quickly develop and deploy smart 
applications to enable and optimise communication and collaboration among supply 
networks of all manufacturing sectors in all the manufacturing stages and logistic 
processes. 

vf-OS aims to become the reference system software for managing factory related 
computer hardware and software resources and providing common services for factory 
computational programs. This operating system will be the component of the system 
software in a real factory system where all factory application programs will run. 

0.2 Deliverable Purpose and Scope 

Deliverable D8.1b is a report detailing the different vApps requested in the vf-OS pilot 
domains, as agreed between the vf-OS Software Developers and Manufacturing Logistic 
Users involved on each project pilot. For every vApp, this deliverable describes: 

 Application request with the initial information provided by the pilot owners 

 Details of the interaction capturing the main results of the interviews held between 
pilot owners and vf-OS Software Developers 

 Story maps describing the functionalities of each vApp and its versions, to be 
developed in the pilots 

 
This document itself acts essentially as a cover sheet and introduction for the main part of 
the work which is presented in the three extensive annexes C, D and E for each pilot. 

0.3 Target Audience 

This public deliverable describes the vApps functionalities used to validate the vf-OS 
project and therefore, it is primarily aimed at project partners. However, since the vApps 
can be used to solve problems common to different sectors the document can be useful 
for the wider scientific and industrial community. This includes any other organisation that 
may be interested in the potential functionality of vf-OS technology, as well as other 
publicly funded projects which may be interested in collaboration activities. 

0.4 Deliverable Context 

This document is one of the main documents supporting the development of the 
applications that will be used to validate the vf-OS project. Its relationship to other 
documents is as follows: 

 Vision Consensus (D1.1): A report to strengthen the common understanding of the 

project vision and the overall aims and objectives of the project 

 User Scenarios Characterisation (D1.2): A report providing the characterisation of 

the main industrial scenarios and the initial pilot scenarios description 

 Requirements Specifications (D1.5): The requirements specifications for the vf-OS 

Platform and the pilot vApps 

 Validation Scenarios (D8.1a): Provides the methodology that establishes a 

reference for the interactions between different vf-OS customer groups developing 
and using new vApps 
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 Validation Scenarios (D8.1cd): A series of reports providing the results of the 

evaluation of pilot applications at different stages of the project, following the 
functional specifications defined in this document 

 Pilot 1: Manufacturing & Logistic – Automation (D8.2abc): A series of 

demonstrators of the applications developed for pilot domain 1 

 Pilot 2: Construction – Industrialisation (D8.3abc): A series of demonstrators of 

the applications developed for pilot domain 2 

 Pilot 3: Manufacturing Assembly – Collaboration (D8.4abc): A series of 

demonstrators of the applications developed for pilot domain 3 
 

0.5 Document Structure 

This deliverable is broken down into the following sections: 
 

 Section 1:  Validation Scenarios Methodology: An introduction to this deliverable 

in the context of the methodology used to define vf-OS pilots 

 Section 2:  Application Overview: A brief overview of the different vApps defined 

in the pilots 

 Section 3:  Pilot Definition Overview: A description of the structure of the different 

documents describing the pilot applications 
 

 Annexes: 

 

 Annex A: Document History 

 Annex B: References  

 Annex C: Pilot 1 Use Case Descriptions (Separate Document) 

 Annex D: Pilot 2 Use Case Descriptions (Separate Document) 

 Annex E: Pilot 3 Use Case Descriptions (Separate Document) 

0.6 Document Status 

This document is listed in the Description of Action as “public”.  

0.7 Document Dependencies 

This document has a preceding document, D8.1a, in which the methodology used to 
define and validate generic user scenarios in vf-OS project is described. D8.1b deliverable 
describes how vf-OS partners have applied this methodology in the definition of the pilots 
vApps. D8.1c, and D8.1d will describe the development process of the vApps and present 
the validation process applied to verify if the vApps development respond to user needs 
and expectations. 

0.8 Glossary and Abbreviations 

A definition of common terms related to vf-OS, as well as a list of abbreviations, is 
available in the supplementary and separate document “vf-OS Glossary and 
Abbreviations”. 

Further information can be found at http://www.vf-OS.eu/glossary. 

http://www.vf-os.eu/glossary
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0.9 External Annexes and Supporting Documents 

This document has the following external annexes: 
 

 Annex C: Pilot 1 Use Case Descriptions 

 Annex D: Pilot 2 Use Case Descriptions 

 Annex E: Pilot 3 Use Case Descriptions 
 

0.10 Reading Notes 

None 
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1 Validation Scenarios Methodology 

In D8.1a, a common methodology was presented, to support vf-OS Manufacturing and 
Logistic Users as well as Software Developers in the definition of use cases and to 
evaluate and validate vApps functionalities. One objective of this methodology is to 
establish standard procedures to capture the needs and expectations of Manufacturing 
and Logistic Users concerning the requested vApps. 

 

Figure 1. Methodology workflow and interactions 

As shown in Figure 1, the first step of the procedure is for Manufacturing and Logistic 
Users to fill an Application Request, according to the Use Case Definition Template and 
Guidelines. D8.1a describes the series of forms to be filled within an application request 
and provides guidelines to complete them. Following this, Software Developers and 
Manufacturing and Logistic Users interact to write the story map, which is one of the core 
components of the methodology. As described in D8.1a, story mapping is an effective tool 
used in agile software development to help software developers better understand user 
needs and applications specification. After this process, the actual development is carried 
being simultaneously validated through the Goals Questions Metrics (GQM) methodology. 
These final steps are covered in deliverables D8.2, D8.3 and D8.4. 

For the project pilots, the interaction process kicked off during the plenary meeting held in 
Lyon, where the project members participating in the development of the pilots worked 
together to start defining vApps functionalities. From then on, the project members have 

vf-OS Platform

Manufacturing Users

Software Developers

Evaluators

User Case Definition 

Template and Guidelines

Application 

Request
Story Mapping

GQM

Development
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used an interactive tool, “StoriesOnboard1” to perform and complete the different pilot 
application story maps. This tool implements collaborative features to develop the story 
maps interactively from remote locations. Consequently, there are three different annexes 
to this deliverable containing the application requests and story maps. 

As an introduction to these annexes, Section 2 provides an overview of the different vApps 
described therein. Section 3 describes how these annexes are structured and guides the 
reader through them. Section 3 also describes and motivates the different formats agreed 
to document the story maps. 

                                            
1
 https://vfos.storiesonboard.com/ 
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2 Application Overview 

D1.2 User Scenarios Characterisation defined a series of pilot applications addressing 
these needs. The main objectives of these applications are highlighted in the following 
tables. 

 

Figure 2: Pilot 1 vApps  

Pilot 1 Manufacturing and Logistics / Automation 

vfFailurePrevention The main objective of vfFailurePrevention is to predict failures 
of Tabber Stringer machines - owned by VS and provided by 
MASS - to support decision making in maintenance operations. 
In order to do this, the application needs to connect to the 
Tabber Stringer machine controller to collect sensor data and 
use machine learning algorithms to predict possible failures. 
Maintenance managers need to receive notifications when a 
possible failure has been detected. 

vfFailureManager The main objective of vfFailureManager is to help maintenance 
managers find the best solution to an actual problem. Once a 
failure state is registered in the Tabber Stringer machine, the 
application notifies maintenance managers at both MASS and 
VS. The application keeps a historic of past maintenance 
interventions and helps users find solutions that solved similar 
problems in the past. This information is passed to 
maintenance managers so that they can decide if the same 
solution is applicable to the current problem. 

vfStockPolicies vfStockPolicies’ main objective is to detect spare part stock 
shortage and warn maintenance managers with sufficient time 
to prevent stock breakout and the consequent repair delay in 
forthcoming maintenance operations. 

vfProductionFollowUp This vApp allows a production line manager to monitor the 
performance of the Tabber Stringer machine from any location 
and configuration notifications to be informed when the 
performance of the machine is low. 

vfMaintenanceCalendar The objective of vfMaintenanceCalendar is to manage the 
maintenance of the Tabber Stringer machine using an online 
calendar tool, instead of the printed papers used currently. 
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Figure 3: Pilot 2 vApps  

Pilot 2 Construction / Industrialisation 

vfDocumentPortal The aim of the vfDocumentPortal is to provide tools to edit, 
store and access all the relevant documentation regarding the 
construction site lifetime operations. This App will allow CON 
to manage all the documentation of a construction contract 
and to provide an easy to use web based tool to his partners to 
access necessary documentation. The vfDocumentPortal will 
manage not only editable templates from CON, but also 
external documents. 

vfSteelValidation The aim of vfSteelValidation is to provide tools to allow the 
identification of received steel bars at the worksite and validate 
them. This tool will speed up the reception of steel bars 
allowing a supervisor to have more time for other crucial 
activities. By using a camera and image processing 
capabilities, this vApp can do this time-consuming task faster 
and with more accuracy. 

vfOnSiteManager The objective of vfOnSiteManager is to allow the report of 
delays that might impact the supervision schedule regarding 
the construction site. The supervisor is informed of these 
delays and receives assistance in the rescheduling of its own 
supervision plan.  After reception of a notification that a new 
delay was reported, the supervisor will use the 
vfOnSiteManager app to define the impact level of this 
reschedule and re-plan accordingly. 

vfConcreteFeedback vfConcreteFeedback aims at providing feedback to the 
concrete plant, from the construction site, of the results of the 
on-site concrete tests. With the definition of thresholds for key 
values the vApp will be able to generate warnings for the 
concrete plant to improve the production to prevent or reduce 
the concrete rejection when it arrives at the construction site. 

vfProductValidation The aim of the vfProductValidation is to provide tools to 
submit, approve, and control the reception of construction 
products to the worksite and their validation. The supervisor 
must approve all the requests for the acquisition of any product 
to be installed in the structure being constructed, as well as 
validate that the product complies with all regulations. This 
vApp will manage the process of buying products (request, 
buy, and validate) through the exchange of the required official 
documents between the stakeholders. 
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Figure 4: Pilot 3 vApps 

                                            
2
 STEP (Standard for the Exchange of Product Data) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO_10303-21 

Pilot 3 Manufacturing Assembly / Collaboration 

vfCollaborationAnalyser The objective of vfCollaborationAnalyser is to evaluate the 
capacity of APR and TARDY to industrialize products from 
common customer projects. This evaluation is in the form of a 
classification of the business opportunity (ie, mandatory, high 
ROI, nice to have, or not relevant) and results from the 
analysis of the STEP2 file, customer project details, and the 
two companies' data. 

vfIndusEnabler vfIndusEnabler aims to provide support to the industrialisation 
teams of both companies by assisting in orders generation 
and providing a way to analyse the coherence between quote 
and production data. 

vfProductionPlanner vfProductionPlanner aims to coordinate the production 
sequence among two industrial plants and ensure coherence 
on the production lines. The application will share a generated 
production sequence between the industrial teams of both 
companies  and will keep them in touch in order to evaluate 
each proposed sequence. 

vfQualityAssurance vfQualityAssurance’s objective to analyse different aspects of 
the production such as the product quality, resources 
(machines, tools), and user environment in order to detect 
problems that might occur during manufacturing operations. 
Thus, vfQualityAssurance will generate events based on 
detected anomalies. 

vfProductionTracker vfProductionTracker’s objective is to analyse ongoing 
production, predict future production results, and compare it to 
the planned goals, taking into account the collaborative 
production plan. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO_10303-21
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3 Pilot Definition Overview 

The use case descriptions documents annexed to this deliverable (annexes C, D, and E) 
contain: 

 vApp Requests: The different vApps requests submitted by Manufacturing and 
Logistic Users, five for each pilot as presented in Figure 2Figure 3Figure 4 

 Interactions: A summary of the main interactions between Manufacturing and 

Logistic Users and Software Developers, in the form of the main questions and 
answers gathered from the different meetings 

 Story maps: The story maps with the description of vApp users, the steps they take, 

activities and backbone tasks carried by the vApp 

 User Stories: The user stories for software development describing the vApps 

functionality and its acceptance criteria  
 
The first forms in the application request require some context information to be filled in. 
Since this context information in every pilot is basically the same, the corresponding forms 
of the application requests are moved to a common section “Manufacturing and Logistic 
Users information”. More specifically, this common section contains two forms: 

 Organisations: a description of the organisations in the consortium requesting the 

application 

 Actors: a description of the final users interacting with the application 

 
Then, for every vApp, the Use Case description contains a subsection with the rest of the 
forms of the application request as defined in D8.1a, namely: 

 Application form: General description of the application 

 Goals form: A description of the main goals of the application 

 Activities: A coarse definition of the functionality and main interactions provided by 

the user. The activities form3 also includes mockups of the main User Interfaces 

 Terminology: Clarifies business specific concepts for Software Developers better 

understanding  

 Questionnaire: Short questionnaire to identify the main vf-OS components involved 

 
The Use Case description of every vApp contains a subsection describing the results of 
the interaction between Manufacturing and Logistic Users and Software Developers. First, 
the most relevant questions and answers developed in the different interviews are 
included, together with the story maps and a description of every user story for software 
development identified. 

As identified in Section 1, a collaborative tool has been used to develop the story maps. 
The main features identified and used in the preparation of the story maps are: 

 Advanced export features: The collaborative tool allowed the project partners to 

export the story maps in graphic and Excel formats. This facilitated the integration of 
the story maps into this deliverable 

                                            
3
 PNG (Portable Network Graphics) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Portable_Network_Graphics 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Portable_Network_Graphics
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 Advanced formatting options: As explained below, it is possible to apply different 

colours to the cards depicting the story maps, making it possible to set different 
colours to present the different concepts introduced in the methodology 

 Rich descriptions: It is possible to write rich text descriptions and attach files to 

each user story, allowing project partners to enter into the card all the inputs needed 
to fill in the user story forms in deliverable D8.1a 

 Comments: Adding comments is helpful to request clarifications and build shared 

understanding on the user stories 
 
The partners agreed to use different colours to differentiate the different concepts in the 
hierarchy of story maps introduced in the methodology: 

 Users (blue cards): User stories are expressed from the point of view of the subject 

that benefits from the functionality being described. This subject is referred to as the 
user and is represented by blue cards on the top of the story map 

 Steps (yellow cards): Yellow cards represent steps, which together conform the 

sequence used to describe each functionality of the requested vApp 

 Activities (green cards): Activities describe coarse functionality and are used to link 

to the initial functional description provided in deliverable D1.2. Activities are 
assigned to green cards 

 Backbone user tasks (orange cards): User tasks depict more specific interactions 

between the User and the system being described needed to complete an activity. 
User tasks are assigned the colour orange in the story maps 

 User Stories (white cards): User stories for software development, describing 

functionalities and related acceptance criteria are finally depicted as white cards  
 
Additionally, grey coloured cards have been included to represent steps that are important 
to describe the functionality, but are in the scope of other system element (such as an 
external service, legacy device or application, or an underlying vf-OS component) and thus 
out of the scope of the vApp. With this, Figure 5 shows a sample story map introducing the 
aforementioned concepts. 
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Figure 5: Sample story map 

Regarding the user stories; as described in D8.1a, each one needs a unique identifier for 
the sake of traceability. Thus, each pilot application has been assigned a prefix with the 
following format USP[N][M].[I], where USP stands for User Story – Pilot, [N] represents the 
pilot number, M the vApp numbering within the pilot and [I] the story map index within the 
story map. 

Moreover, descriptions have been used to include in every card the user story description 
and the related acceptance criteria, expressed from the point of view of the User. Figure 6 
shows a sample user story using the collaborative tool. 
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Figure 6: Sample user story 

Finally, when applicable, user stories are linked to the list of vf-OS functional and technical 
requirements that are related to that functionality. This mapping of user stories and 
requirements is included in every Figure of the Annexes CDE describing the user stories. 
Additionally, each user story is also linked when applicable to the vf-OS components 
identified in the architecture facilitating the feedback from the pilots back to the 
architecture definition and implementation. 
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4 Conclusions 

The main objective of this deliverable is to describe the vApps that are going to be 
implemented during the course of vf-OS project in its three use case pilots. The 
methodology defined in the previous iteration of this deliverable (D8.1a) has been used to 
this end. Pilot partners have used the application request forms to provide an initial 
definition of each required functionality. Analysing their requests and responses will help 
improve the application request forms when this mechanism is implemented in the vf-OS 
Platform. 

From the perspective of future iterations of this deliverable the User stories provide a 
granular description of the functionality of every vApp that are organized in the story maps 
by priority with different software releases. This is the basis for the next iterations of this 
deliverable in which the evaluation of the functionality of vApps is done using the Goal, 
Question and Metric methodology. In addition to this, each vApp has been linked to the 
user requirements identified in D1.7 in order to validate the results of development 
activities against the requirements specification. 
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Annex C, D, E: Pilot Descriptions 

The applications descriptions are handed as separate files. The series of annexed 
documents are named:  

 D8.1b: Annex C: Pilot 1 Use Case Descriptions 

 D8.1b: Annex D: Pilot 2 Use Case Descriptions 

 D8.1b: Annex E: Pilot 3 Use Case Descriptions 
 
These annexed documents can be found in the same folder as this document and with the 
appropriate version. This separation is made to help the reader managing the Use Case 
descriptions since they are more clearly presented grouped per project pilot. 
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Executive Summary 

Deliverable “D8.1b Annex Pilot 1 Use Case Definition” provides a detailed description of 
the features and functionalities of the vApps of Pilot 1: Manufacturing and Logistics / 
Automation. The pilot vApps described in this document focus on providing support to 
maintenance and spare part stock management in automation production equipment. The 
vApp functionalities are described using the story map methodology and represents the 
functional specifications agreed by pilot Software Developers and Manufacturing and 
Logistic Users at the time of writing this deliverable. Both deliverables D8.1a and D8.1b 
provide additional information on how the story map methodology is used in this 
document. The document also includes a formal description of the vApp, accompanied 
with user interface mockups and descriptions detailing main user interactions. 
Nevertheless, the story maps and mockups presented will continue to be iteratively 
reviewed and developed following an agile development methodology. 
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1 Manufacturing and Logistic Users Information 

1.1 Organisations 

The following tables, presented in Figure 1 and Figure 2 provide a description of the 
organisations involved in the vApp requests: 

Figure 1: Mondragon Assembly Organisation information form 

 

Figure 2: Viasolis Organisation Information Form 

Primary vf-OS Organisation 

Name Mondragon Assembly (MASS) 

Description Mondragon Assembly designs and manufactures systems and equipment for process 
automation for different sectors such as automotive, medical, household, electrical 
appliances, and also cutting-edge photovoltaic (PV) modules 

URL [Optional] www.mondragon-assembly.com 

Supply chain 
collaborators 
[Optional] 

Viasolis (VS) 

Supply chain roles 
[Optional] 

Supplier 

Primary vf-OS Organisation 

Name Viasolis (VS) 

Description Viasolis is a producer of photovoltaic modules, operating a flexible production line for 
innovative glass/glass type C-Si modules, mainly targeted to build integrated 
photovoltaics and modern architectural applications 

URL [Optional] www.viasolis.com 

Supply chain 
collaborators 
[Optional] 

Mondragon Assembly (MASS) 

Supply chain roles 
[Optional] 

Customer 
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1.2 Actors 

Figure 3 and Figure 4 present the different actors involved in all the applications described 
in this document. 

Figure 3: Actor Iñigo definition form 

 

Actor 

Name Iñigo Device preference 

(None, Low, High) 

Laptop: High 

Age [Optional]  Tablet: High 

Occupation Maintenance Manager Smartphone: High 

Company Mondragon Assembly Other 

Location Aretxabaleta Application use 

(None, Low, High) 

(Use of legacy software in daily jobs)  

High 

Needs 

(Describe in a couple of paragraphs the current job of this Actor and highlight why he needs the application) 

Iñigo is the Maintenance manager at Mondragon Assembly and his main tasks are: 

 Attending the demand of the customer, organising support and providing spare parts 

 Giving support to customers when a problem occurs in MASS production equipment 

 Making maintenance plans 

 Offering, buying, and selling spare parts 

 Organising MASS maintenance team activities 
 
Top goal 

Define in a sentence the main goal for the applications according to this Actor 

Iñigo would like to offer new added-value maintenance support services aimed to reduce maintenance costs 
and improve the performance of his products 

Prioritised key features 

Numbered list of features the Actor expects ordered by priority 

1. Remote connection to machines on customer premises 
2. Collaboration with customers to optimise maintenance plans 

 
Applications or devices owned and used 

Not applicable 

Actor 

Name Andrius Device preference 

(None, Low, High) 

Laptop: High 

Age [Optional] 27 Tablet: High 

Occupation Maintenance Manager Smartphone: High 

Company Viasolis Other 

Location Vilnius, Lithuania Application use 

(None, Low, High) 

(Use of legacy software in daily jobs)  

-High 

Needs 

(Describe in a couple of paragraphs the current job of this Actor and highlight why he needs the application) 
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Figure 4: Actor Andrius definition form 

 

Figure 5: Actor Andrius definition form 

Andrius is the production manager at VS, and his main tasks are: 

 Make sure that the production equipment is working properly 

 Make sure that the actual production meets the production plan 
 

Top goal 

Define in a sentence the main goal for the application according to this Actor 

Andrius would like to have better maintenance support for MASS equipment 

Prioritised key features 

Numbered list of features the Actor expects ordered by priority 

1. Advanced machine maintenance support 
2. Improved visibility of machine status and events 

 
Applications or devices owned and used 

Not applicable 

Actor 

Name Kestutis Device preference 

(None, Low, High) 

Laptop: -High 

Age [Optional] 31 Tablet: -High 

Occupation Production Manager Smartphone: -High 

Company ViaSolis Other 

Location Vilnius, Lithuania Application use 

(None, Low, High) 

(Use of legacy software in daily jobs)  

-Low 

Needs 

(Describe in a couple of paragraphs the current job of this Actor and highlight why he needs the application) 

Andrius is the maintenance manager at VS, and his main tasks are: 

 Granting MASS access to the production equipment 

 Giving support to MASS when a problem occurs in MASS production equipment 

 Performing maintenance operations in MASS production equipment 
 

Top goal 

Define in a sentence the main goal for the application according to this Actor 

Kestutis would like to improve MASS equipment efficiency 

Prioritised key features 

Numbered list of features the Actor expects ordered by priority 

1. Improved visibility of machine status, events and performance 
 

Applications or devices owned and used 

Not applicable 
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2 Pilot 1 vApp 1 

2.1 Application Request 

2.1.1 vApp Description 

Figure 6 presents a brief description of the vApp and the requested functionalities. 

Figure 6: vfFailurePrevention information form 

2.1.2 Goals 

Figure 7 describes the main goals of the application: 

 

Application 

Name vfFailurePrevention 

Description vfFailurePrevention uses predictive maintenance to anticipate failure events in the 
Tabber Stringer (TS) machine. The vApp sends notifications to maintenance 
managers at both MASS and VS when failures are likely to happen and they use this 
information to plan equipment maintenance operations more efficiently.  

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

https://rapidminer.com/solutions/predictive-maintenance/ 

Goal 1 

Automatic detection of possible equipment failure events 

Who is it for? Iñigo and Andrius 

What problem 
does it solve? 

Currently, the Tabber Stringer machine detects failures after they have already occurred, 
it is not possible to know whether an error is about to occur and take measures to 
prevent it 

Indicators 
[Optional] 

Average downtime loss due to spare parts failure 

Goal 2 

Maintenance plan optimisation 

Who is it for? Iñigo and Andrius 

What problem 
does it solve? 

Failures make it necessary to reschedule maintenance operations and cause long 
delays. Having the ability to estimate when a failure can occur makes it possible to plan 
maintenance operations much more efficiently 

Indicators 
[Optional] 

Costs for production overtime due to spare parts failure 
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Figure 7: vfFailurePrevention goals 

2.1.3 Activities 

Figure 8 describes the activities that actors take to complete the goal using the application. 

Activities 

Configuration 

Actor Iñigo 

Description Configure the application 

Details Iñigo manages the user accounts of vfFailurePrevention (including his own user account). 
He can update the user name shown in vApp pages and notifications, the email address 
used to login to the vApp, and the user password. He can create and manage new user 
accounts, both for Andrius and for other predictive maintenance service users. He can 
create and manage organisations (customers subscribed to the predictive maintenance 
service provided by the vApp) and their respective Tabber Stringer (TS) machines. He can 
also check the configuration of the application to read sensor data: Iñigo knows the 
configuration of the machine controller and can check that the configuration of the vApp to 
read the data it needs for predictive maintenance is correct 

Interfaces 
[Optional] 

Login 

Users 

Organisations 

TS machines 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 
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Configuration 

Actor Andrius 

Description Allow MASS to access the machine data 

Details Andrius must review and accept the terms of the predictive maintenance service the first 
time he logs in. By accepting the service terms and conditions, Andrius is allowing MASS 
to access the machine data through an Internet connection. This is clearly described in 
the terms of service of the predictive maintenance service. Once he has accepted the 
terms and conditions of the vApp, he needs to perform some basic configuration to 
connect vfFailurePrevention to the machine controller. Although he is the primary contact, 
he can add other users from his maintenance team, so that they can also login to the 
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vApp and receive notifications 

Interfaces 
[Optional] 

Terms of service 

TS Machine Configuration 

Users 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

 

Receive preventive alarm notification 

Actor Andrius and Iñigo 

Description Receive notification when a possible failure has been detected by the application 

Details Once the vApp is installed, configured, and connected to the machine, the vf-OS driver 
used by the vApp starts reading sensor data. When the mean value of a sensor varies 
significantly across a period of time, the vf-OS driver determines that an anomaly has 
been detected and sensor data is published and received by the vApp. Note that, this 
way, the vApp is only receiving sensor data from customers when something is not right, 
thus reducing the amount of data sent through the network. Later, the vApp uses the 
received sensor data to run predictive maintenance algorithms and determine if a failure is 
likely to occur or if a maintenance operation is needed. If the result is positive, the vApp 
generates a notification and forwards it to Andrius and Iñigo. The notification must be 
received both within the vApp (via the vf-OS notification enabler) and email. The anomaly 
detection and predictive maintenance algorithms used are designed offline, before the 
application is installed 

Interfaces 
[Optional] 

None 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

None 

Update alarm status 

Actor Andrius 
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Figure 8: vfFailurePrevention activities definition form 

2.1.4 Terminology 

Figure 9 contains the terminology needed by Software Developers to better understand 
the requested functionalities of vfFailurePrevention. 

Description Andrius must check the Tabber Stringer to manage the alarm generated by the vApp 

Details Andrius and Iñigo view the notification in the received email and in the vApp and check 
the details of the alarm that has been generated by the predictive maintenance algorithm. 
Andrius checks the Tabber Stringer machine to collect more information, analyse the 
situation together with Iñigo and decides if the TS machine needs a maintenance 
operation. Andrius updates the alarm status: ‘Dismissed’ in case there is no maintenance 
operation needed or ‘Accepted’ in case some maintenance operation is needed. He can 
provide additional comments for Iñigo. The predictive maintenance algorithm uses this 
feedback to make future predictions more accurate  

Interfaces 
[Optional] 

Alarms 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

  

Terminology 

Predictive 
maintenance 

Predictive maintenance uses data analytics to determine when maintenance 
operations should be performed. Predictive maintenance yields significant cost 
savings (spare parts costs and equipment downtime) compared to preventive 
maintenance (where maintenance operations are performed according to a 
predefined schedule) 

Anomaly detection Predictive maintenance can be embedded in the machine, in a separate computer in 
the industrial network, or in the cloud. The cloud allows predictive maintenance to use 
more source data and thus to become more accurate and efficient. However, 
uploading raw sensor data to the cloud can be challenging primarily due to its volume. 
Anomaly detection makes some basic outlier detection on sensor data before sending 
it to the cloud, so that data is only uploaded when a sensor detects something 
unusual 
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Figure 9: vfFailurePrevention terminology definition form 

2.1.5 Questionnaire 

The questionnaire in Figure 11 provides additional information for Software Developers. 

LDAP Lightweight Directory Access Protocol: An application level protocol to access 
hierarchical information, normally user authentication data 

TS machine Tabber Stringer machine: A particular type of production equipment that interconnects 
a series of solar cells, making a welded string of 10 to 12 silicon solar cells 

PLC Program Logic Controller: Automation hardware implementing the logic and 
interfacing the Tabber Stringer machine 

OPC UA Object Process Control Unified Architecture (OPC UA): A Machine to Machine 
communication protocol to interact with automation equipment such as machine 
controllers 

ADS Automation Device Specification: A Machine to Machine proprietary communication 
protocol to access Beckhoff automation equipment 

HMI Human Machine Interface: User interface of automation machines 

Synology An industrial PC equipment manufacturer 

Questionnaire  

1. What kind of login do you want for your application? 

(Login is required to identify who is interacting with your application) 

Email 
Other service (eg Google 

or ActiveX) 
No login 

I don´t know 

 LDAP or email + password 

 I d
o

n
´

t k
n

o
w

 

2. Do users need personal profiles? 

(The application needs to behave in different ways depending on who is using it) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

The behaviour is different for users of MASS and VS 

3. Do you need support for collaboration? 

(Partners from different organisations are going to collaborate through the application) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

 

4. Does your application need to connect with legacy devices? 

(This means you will need Drivers to connect to devices like production machines) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 
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Figure 10: vfFailurePrevention application questionnaire 

The application must connect to the Tabber Stringer Machine 

5. Does your application need to connect with legacy services? 

(This means you will need APIs to connect to systems and applications like ERP, MES, CRM) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

 

6. Are connected services or devices distributed among collaborators? 

(This means your application will need to be connected to systems in different organisations) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

 

7. Does your application need to manage large amounts of data? 

(The application needs infrastructure to securely manage data from connected devices and 
applications) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

The application needs to manage sensor data 

8. Does your application need to analyse data? 

(You want your application to help you discover useful information) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

The application needs to predict possible failures  

9. Does your application need to manage documents? 

(The application needs to handle different text or multimedia documents) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

10. How should your application look? 

(Provide an indication of the quality expected for your user interface)  

Bare-bone Stock Beautiful 
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2.2 User - Developer Interaction 

2.2.1 Questions and Answers 

Figure 11 contains the questions and answers formulated during the interviews with 
developers. 

Figure 11: vfFailurePrevention questions and answers 

2.2.2 User Stories 

2.2.2.1 Goal 1 Story Map 

Figure 12 shows the story map of the Goal 1: Automatic detection of possible equipment 
failure events. 

 

Questions Answers 

Is there any device in the TS machine able 
to provide a runtime environment for vf-OS 
software? 

Yes. The TS machine has a machine controller (PLC) that provides a 
runtime and a development environment that might be used, but it is 
preferable to use an industrial PC installed in the floor plant, because we 
want to connect more machines later on and it is better to centralise the 
solution for security reasons 

How to obtain and decode information to 
detect and predict failures? 

The program in the PLC has several variables with sensor data and failure 
status. This data is shown in the HMI of the Tabber Stringer machine. The 
application can connect to the PLC to be notified of changes in these 
variables using different communication protocols: ADS; OPC, or Pub/Sub 

Is the access to TS machine data 
restricted to the customer (VS) or can we 
assume that data can be accessed 
remotely, ie from MASS? 

Restricted access to equipment does not make sense. VS should consent 
the access and connect physically and remotely, the system to the 
Internet. Either VS allows connection and full machine information access 
to MASS, or VS cannot get diagnostics from its line and problems. But note 
that you cannot connect to the machine directly over the Internet using the 
aforementioned communication protocols, you should use some 
intermediate software and communication protocols suitable for the 
Internet 

Do you expect us to design the algorithms 
to predict failures? 

No. Actually, a partner (IKERLAN) is already developing that outside the 
scope of this vApp. We just need the vApp to connect the data and run the 
algorithms  

Can you provide an estimate of the 
amount of data generated by the machine 
in one second? 

Raw data cannot be uploaded since it is too much information. You need to 
process it somehow before you upload data to our facilities, so that you 
only send data when something is not working correctly 
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Figure 12: vfFailurePrevention goal 1 Story Map 
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The following tables describe the different user stories of the story map corresponding to 
the first goal of vfFailurePrevention: 

Figure 13: Login to vApp user story 

 

Figure 14: Access registered organisations page user story 

 

USP11.01 Login to vApp 

Description 

As Iñigo, I want to login to the vApp, so that I can manage users 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure there is a login page I can access from a web browser 

 Make sure I can enter my email 

 Make sure I can enter my password 

 Make sure that there is a ‘Login’ button to login with my email and password 

 Make sure that, once I login, I can access the rest of the pages of the vApp 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0668 vf-OS must provide the ability to login to the platform 

RQ_1164 The security component needs for each access one username and one password to make clear 
which user accesses which resource 

USP11.02 Access registered organisations page 

Description 

As Iñigo, I must have a registered organisations page, so that I can manage the organisations used to add 
new users 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that the registered organisation page has a registered organisations table 

 Make sure that the registered organisation table has a column showing the organisation name 

 Make sure that each row has a button to edit the information of the corresponding organisation 

 Make sure that the registered organisations page has a button ‘Register organisation’ to add a new 
organisation 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0831 vf-OS should have the provision for creation and assignment of roles to various users in order to 
enable role base access control 

RQ_1448 vf-OS platform must provide customised UI according to the privileges of each role 

USP11.03 Add organisation 

Description 

As Iñigo, I want to add a new organisation, so that I can register new customers 
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Figure 15: Add organisation user story 

 

Figure 16: Save organisation user story 

 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that there is a register organisation dialogue to enter the information of an organisation 

 Make sure that I can open the register organisation dialogue by clicking on the ‘Register organisation’ 
button in the registered organisations page 

 Make sure that I can open the register organisation dialogue by clicking on the edit button in the 
corresponding row of the organisations table in the organisations page 

 Make sure that I can enter the organisation name in the register organisation dialogue 

 Make sure that I can save the organisation by clicking on a ‘Save button’ in the register organisation 
dialogue 

 Make sure that I can close the register organisation dialogue if I do not want to save the changes 
 

User priority 

Important 

Related requirements 

RQ_1518 vf-OS frontend environment must provide standardised UI elements that can capture textual input 
from users, for web-based environments 

USP11.04 Save organisation 

Description 

As Iñigo, I want to save the organisation information, so that I can use it to configure new users 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that you save an auto-generated identifier for every organisation 

 Make sure that you save the organisation name 
 

User priority 

Important 

Related requirements 

RQ_0061 vf-OS must provide mechanisms to save/modify data in private data storage 

RQ_0307 vf-OS must provide an infrastructure to securely store data within the Cloud 

USP11.05 Access registered users page 

Description 

As Iñigo, I must have a registered users page, so that I can manage the credentials of registered users 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that the registered users page has a registered users table showing the registered users 
information 

 Make sure that the registered users table has a column showing the user name 

 Make sure that the registered users table has a column showing the user organisation name 

 Make sure that the registered users table has a column showing the user email 

 Make sure that each row has a button to edit the information of the corresponding user 

 Make sure that the registered users page has a button ‘Register user button’ to add a new registered 
user 
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Figure 17: Access registered users page user story 

 

Figure 18: Add registered user user story 

 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0510 vApps must provide configuration interfaces for notifications 

USP11.06 Add registered user 

Description 

As Iñigo, I want to manage maintenance manager user accounts, so that other users can access the vApp 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that there is a register user dialogue to enter the information of a registered user 

 Make sure that I can open the register user dialogue by clicking the ‘Register user button’ in the 
registered users page 

 Make sure that I can open the register user dialogue by clicking on the edit button in the corresponding 
row of the registered user table in the registered users page 

 Make sure that I can enter the user name in the register user dialogue 

 Make sure that I can select the user organisation in the register user dialogue 

 Make sure that I can enter the user email in the register user dialogue 

 Make sure that I can enter the user email notification preference in the register user dialogue 

 Make sure that I can enter the user notification preference in the register user dialogue 

 Make sure that I can enter the user alternative email in the register user dialogue 

 Make sure that I can save the user information by clicking a ‘Save button’ in the register user dialogue 

 Make sure that I can close the register user dialogue if I do not want to save the changes 
 

User priority 

Important 

Related requirements 

RQ_0952 vf-OS apps must be able to input user information via forms 

RQ_0073 vfFailurePrevention app must provide a way for end users to configure whether he wants to receive 
alarm notifications, emails, or both 

USP11.07 Save registered user 

Description 

As Iñigo, I want to save the registered user information so that registered users can use the vApp 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that you save an auto-generated identifier for every user 

 Make sure that you save the user name 

 Make sure that you save a reference to the user organisation 

 Make sure that you save the user email 

 Make sure that you save the user email notification preference 

 Make sure that you save the user notification preference 

 Make sure that you save the user alternative email 
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Figure 19: Save registered user story 

 

Figure 20: Access registered TS machines page user story 

 

User priority 

Important 

Related requirements 

RQ_0061 vf-OS must provide mechanisms to save/modify data in private data storage 

USP11.08 Access registered TS machines page 

Description 

As Iñigo, I must have a registered TS machines page, so that I can manage how the vApp handles the 
notifications from each machine 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that the registered TS machine page has a registered TS machines table showing the 
information of registered TS machines 

 Make sure that the registered TS machines table has a column showing the machine owner 
organisation 

 Make sure that registered TS machines table has a column showing the TS machine name 

 Make sure that each row has an edit button to edit the information of the corresponding TS machine 

 Make sure that each row has a ‘Managers’ button to edit the maintenance managers 

 Make sure the registered TS machines page has a button ‘Register machine’ to add a new registered 
machine 

 
User priority 

Important 

Related requirements 

None 

USP11.09 Add registered TS machine 

Description 

As Iñigo, I want to manage TS machines, so that I can add and configure TS machines subscribed to the 
service 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that the registered TS machine page has a register TS machine dialogue to enter the 
information of a registered TS machine 

 Make sure that I can open the register TS machine dialogue by clicking the ‘Register machine’ in the 
registered TS machines page 

 Make sure that I can open the register TS machine dialogue by clicking on the edit button in the 
corresponding row of the registered machine TS table 

 Make sure that I can enter the TS machine name in the register TS machine dialogue 

 Make sure that I can enter the TS machine URI in the register TS machine dialogue 

 Make sure that I can enter the TS machine organisation in the register TS machine dialogue 

 Make sure that I can save the registered TS machine information by clicking a ‘Save’ button in the 
register TS machine dialogue 

 Make sure that I can close the registered TS machine dialogue if I do not want to save the changes 
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Figure 21: Add registered TS machine user story 

 

Figure 22: Configure registered TS machine user story 

 

User priority 

Important 

Related requirements 

RQ_0952 vf-OS apps must be able to input user information via forms 

USP11.10 Save registered TS machine 

Description 

As Iñigo, I want to save the registered TS machine so that I can add and configure TS machines 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that you save an auto-generated identifier for the TS machine 

 Make sure that you save the TS machine name 

 Make sure that you save the TS machine URI 

 Make sure that you save the TS organisation name 

 Make sure that you save the customer TS machine as the TS machine name 

 Make sure that you save the TS machine IP address as an empty string 

 Make sure that you save the TS machine connection port as the built-in default connection port 

 Make sure that you save the TS machine connection status as ‘Not connected’ 
 

User priority 

Important 

Related requirements 

RQ_0061 vf-OS must provide mechanisms to save/modify data in private data storage  

USP11.11 Edit TS machine maintenance managers 

Description 

As Iñigo, I must have a dialogue to edit the maintenance managers of my organisation, so that I can manage 
which maintenance support managers provide support for a specific TS machine 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that the registered TS machines page has a TS machine maintenance managers dialogue 

 Make sure the registered TS machines page opens the TS machine maintenance managers dialogue 
when I click on the ‘Managers’ button of a registered TS machines table row  

 Make sure that, when I click this button, the page opens the TS machine maintenance managers 
dialogue 

 Make sure that the maintenance managers dialogue has a TS machine maintenance managers table 
with the names of the MASS maintenance managers assigned to this machine 

 Make sure that each row of the TS machine maintenance managers table has a button to remove the 
corresponding maintenance manager from the table 

 Make sure that the TS machine maintenance managers dialogue has an ‘Add manager’ button to add a 
new maintenance manager to the list of managers handling notifications from this machine 

 Make sure that, when I click on the ‘Add’ button, a new row is added to the maintenance managers 
table 

 Make sure that the new row has a combo box to select the new maintenance manager name 

 Make sure the dialogue has a ‘Save’ button to save the changes on the table 

 Make sure I can close the dialogue in case I do not want to save the changes 
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Figure 23: Edit TS machine maintenance managers user story 

 

Figure 24: Save TS machine maintenance managers user story 

 

Figure 25: Access sensors configuration page user story 

 

 

User priority 

Important 

Related requirements 

RQ_0952 vf-OS apps must be able to input user information via forms 

USP11.12 Save TS machine maintenance managers 

Description 

As Iñigo, I want to save the  MASS maintenance managers of the machine, so that the vApp can handle the 
notifications from the machine 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that you save an auto-generated ID for every TS machine maintenance manager  

 Make sure that, for every TS machine maintenance manager, you save a reference to the TS machine 
identifier 

 Make sure that, for every TS machine maintenance manager, you save a reference to the maintenance 
manager user identifier 

 
User priority 

Important 

Related requirements 

RQ_0061 vf-OS must provide mechanisms to save/modify data in private data storage 

USP11.13 Access sensors configuration page 

Description 

As Iñigo, I must have a sensors configuration page, so that I can manage the configuration parameters of the 
connection to the sensors via the machine controller 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure the sensors configuration page has a sensors configuration table showing the default 
sensors configuration built in the vApp 

 Make sure there is a column to show the sensor name 

 Make sure there is a column to show the sensor OPC UA node ID 

 Make sure each row has an edit button to edit the corresponding sensor information 
 

User priority 

Nice to have 

Related requirements 

None 
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Figure 26: Edit sensor configuration user story 

 

Figure 27: Save sensor configuration parameters user story 

 

USP11.14 Edit sensor configuration 

Description 

As Iñigo, I want to be able to register a new sensor, so that I can manage the connection to the sensors via 
the machine controller 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that the sensor configuration page has a sensor configuration dialogue to edit the sensor 
configuration 

 Make sure I can open the sensor configuration dialogue when I click on the edit button of a row in the 
sensors configuration table 

 Make sure that I can edit the sensor name in the sensor configuration dialogue 

 Make sure that I can edit the OPC UA node ID in the sensor configuration dialogue 

 Make sure the sensor configuration dialogue has a ‘Save’ button to save the changes 

 Make sure I can close the sensor configuration dialogue in case I do not want to save the changes 
 

User priority 

Nice to Have 

Related requirements 

RQ_0952 vf-OS apps must be able to input user information via forms 

USP11.15 Save sensor configuration  

Description 

As Iñigo, I want to save the sensor configuration, so that I can manage the connection to the sensors via the 
machine controller 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that there is a unique identifier for every sensor configuration 

 Make sure that you store the sensor name 

 Make sure that you store the sensor OPC UA node ID 

 Make sure that you store the sensor status as ‘Not connected’ 

 Make sure that you store the sensor status code as an empty string 
 

User priority 

Nice to Have 

Related requirements 

RQ_0061 vf-OS must provide mechanisms to save/modify data in private data storage 

USP11.16 Login to vApp 

Description 

As Andrius, I want to login to the vApp, so that I can use the vApp and receive notifications 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure there is a login page I can access from a browser 

 Make sure I can enter my email 
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Figure 28: Login to vApp user story 

 

Figure 29: Accept terms of service user story 

 

 Make sure I can enter my password 

 Make sure that there is a ‘Login’ button to login with my email and password 

 Make sure that, once I login, I can access the rest of the pages of the vApp 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0668 vf-OS must provide the ability to login to the platform 

RQ_1164 The security component needs for each access one username and one password to make clear 
which user accesses which resource 

USP11.17 Accept terms of service 

Description 

As Andrius, I must have a page to read and accept the terms of service of the vApp, so that I can grant MASS 
access to connect to TS machines remotely through the Internet to get diagnostics and provide predictive 
maintenance services 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that I can read the terms and conditions of predictive maintenance service with 
vfFailurePrevention 

 Make sure the terms and conditions specify that the machines need to be connected to vf-OS in order 
to get diagnostics 

 Make sure that there is an ‘Accept’ button to give my consent to MASS to monitor and analyse the TS 
machine data remotely through the Internet 
 

User priority 

Important 

Related requirements 

RQ_1099 The user must accept the requested access to hardware functionalities in order to use it 

USP11.18 Access VS users page 

Description 

As Andrius, I want a page to list the users of my organisation registered in the vApp, so that I can add and 
configure VS users 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure there is a registered users page that shows information about registered users 

 Make sure that there is a registered users table showing the registered users information of my 
organisation 

 Make sure that the registered users table has a column showing the user name 

 Make sure that the registered users table has a column showing the user email 

 Make sure that each row has a button to edit the information of the corresponding user 

 Make sure that rows show the information of users registered by  MASS , including my own 

 Make sure that the registered users page has a button ‘Register user button’ to add a new registered 
user for VS 
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Figure 30: Add VS users page user story 

 

Figure 31: Add VS registered user user story 

 

User priority 

Nice to have 

Related requirements 

None 

USP11.19 Add VS registered user 

Description 

As Andrius, I want to manage VS maintenance manager user accounts so that I can add and configure other 
users of my organisation 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that there is a register user dialogue to enter the information of a VS registered user 

 Make sure that I can open the register user dialogue by clicking the ‘Register user button’ in the 
registered users page 

 Make sure that I can open the dialogue by clicking on the edit button in the corresponding row of the 
registered user table in the registered users page in the register user dialogue 

 Make sure that I can enter the user name in the register user dialogue 

 Make sure that I can enter the user email in the register user dialogue 

 Make sure that I can enter the user email notification preference in the register user dialogue 

 Make sure that I can enter the user notification preference in the register user dialogue 

 Make sure that I can enter the user alternative email in the register user dialogue 

 Make sure that I can save the user information by clicking a ‘Save button’ in the dialogue 

 Make sure that I can close the register user dialogue if I do not want to save the changes 
 

User priority 

Nice to have 

Related requirements 

RQ_0952 vf-OS apps must be able to input user information via forms 

RQ_0073 vfFailurePrevention app must provide a way for end users to configure whether he wants to receive 
alarm notifications, emails, or both 

USP11.20 Save VS registered user 

Description 

As Andrius, I want to save the registered user information, so that registered users can use 
vfFailurePrevention 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that you save an auto-generated identifier for every registered user 

 Make sure that you save the user name 

 Make sure that you save a reference to the VS organisation identifier 

 Make sure that you save the user email 

 Make sure that you save the user email notification preference 

 Make sure that you save the user notification preference 

 Make sure that you save user alternative email 
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Figure 32: Save registered user story 

 

Figure 33: Access registered TS machines page user story 

 

User priority 

Nice to have 

Related requirements 

RQ_0061 vf-OS must provide mechanisms to save/modify data in private data storage 

USP11.21 Access registered TS machines page 

Description 

As Andrius, I must have a page to list all the registered TS machines, so that I can manage the configuration 
and check the status information 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure there is a registered TS machines page that shows information about registered TS 
machines 

 Make sure that there is a registered TS machines table showing the information of registered TS 
machines 

 Make sure that the table has a column showing the TS machine name 

 Make sure that the table has a column showing the TS machine connection IP address 

 Make sure that the table has a column showing the connection port 

 Make sure that each row has a button to edit the information of the corresponding TS machine 

 Make sure that each row has a column showing the status of the connection (either ‘OK’ or ‘NOT OK’) 

 Make sure that each row has a button labelled ‘More Information’ to check the details of the connection 
status 

 
User priority 

Important 

Related requirements 

None 

USP11.22 Configure registered TS machine 

Description 

As Andrius, I want to manage the configuration of TS machines, so that I can edit the connection parameters 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that there is a TS machine configuration dialogue to enter the configuration of a registered 
TS machine 

 Make sure that I can open the TS machine configuration dialogue by clicking on the edit button in the 
corresponding row of the registered machine TS table in the registered TS machine page 

 Make sure that I can enter the customer TS machine name in the TS machine configuration dialogue 

 Make sure that I can enter the TS machine IP address in the TS machine configuration dialogue 

 Make sure that I can edit the TS machine connection port in the TS machine configuration dialogue 

 Make sure that I can save the registered TS machine information by clicking a ‘Save’ button in the TS 
machine configuration dialogue 

 Make sure that I can close the TS machine configuration if I do not want to save the changes 
 

User priority 
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Figure 34: Configure registered TS machines user story 

 

Figure 35: Check TS machines connection status user story 

 

Important 

Related requirements 

None 

USP11.23 Check TS machines connection status 

Description 

As Andrius, I must have user interfaces to check the connection status of TS machines that I have previously 
registered and configured 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that there is a column in the registered TS machines table of the registered TS machine 
page that shows the current status of the connection (either ‘OK’ or ‘NOT OK’) 

 Make sure that each row shows the ‘OK’ status only if the vApp is successfully connected to the 
machine controller 

 Make sure that there is a connection status page to check the details of the connection to a machine 

 Make sure that I can access the connection status page by clicking on the button labelled ‘More 
Information’ in each row of the registered machine tables 

 Make sure that the connection status page shows the customer TS machine name 

 Make sure that the connection status page shows the TS machine IP address 

 Make sure that the connection status page shows the TS machine connection port 

 Make sure that the connection status page shows the current status of the connection 

 Make sure that the connection status page shows a sensor status table with the connection status of 
the sensors 

 Make sure that the sensor status table has a column with the sensor name 

 Make sure that the sensor status table has a column with the sensor status description 

 Make sure that the sensor status table has a column with the sensor status code 
 

User priority 

Important 

Related requirements 

RQ_1313 vf-OS must be able to show the status of connections 

USP11.24 Connect to TS machine via vf-OS driver 

Description 

As a vApp, I want to connect to the TS machine controller via a vf-OS driver so that I start receiving sensor 
data 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure I can connect to the embedded OPC UA server via a vf-OS driver 

 Make sure you use the TS machine IP address to connect to the embedded OPC UA server 

 Make sure you use the TS connection port to connect to the embedded OPC UA server 

 Make sure you use Sign and encrypt with RSA 256 OPC UA security policy 

 Make sure you use the built in application certificate to set the connection 
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Figure 36: Connect to TS machine via vf-OS driver user story 

 

Figure 37: Subscribe to status data user story 

 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0080 vfFailurePrevention app must guarantee frequency of data gathering to run proper calculations 

RQ_0950 vfFailurePrevention must be able to allow signal filtering 

USP11.25 Subscribe to status data 

Description 

As a vApp, I want to subscribe to changes on status data, so that I start receiving status data when there are 
changes on the status of the connection to the TS machine or the status of sensors 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure I can subscribe to changes in the connection status 

 Make sure I can subscribe to changes on sensor status 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0080 vfFailurePrevention app must guarantee frequency of data gathering to run proper calculations 

RQ_0950 vfFailurePrevention must be able to allow signal filtering 

USP11.26 Receive status data 

Description 

As a vApp, I want to subscribe to changes on status data, so that I start receiving status data when there are 
changes on the status of the connection to the TS machine or the status of sensors 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure I receive connection status data every time the status of the connection with the TS machine 
changes 

 Make sure the connection status data contains the connection status description 

 Make sure the connection status data contains the TS machine URI 

 Make sure I receive sensor status data every time the status of a sensor status changes 

 Make sure the sensor status data contains the OPC UA node identifier of the sensor 

 Make sure the sensor status data contains the sensor status description 

 Make sure the sensor status data contains the sensor status code 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0080 vfFailurePrevention app must guarantee the frequency of data gathering to run proper calculations 

RQ_0950 vfFailurePrevention must be able to allow signal filtering 
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Figure 38: Receive status data user story 

 

Figure 39: Update status data user story 

 

Figure 40: Subscribe to anomaly data user story 

 

USP11.27 Update status data 

Description 

As Andrius, I must have user interfaces to check the connection status of TS machines that I have previously 
registered and configured 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure you update the status of the TS machine where the same URI as the connection status TS 
machine URI to the connection status description 

 Make sure you update the sensor status code of the sensor with the same OPC node identifier as the 
sensor status identifier 

 Make sure you update the sensor status description of the sensor with the same OPC node identifier as 
the sensor status identifier 
 

User priority 

Important 

Related requirements 

RQ_1313 vf-OS must be able to show the status of connections 

USP11.28 Subscribe to anomaly data 

Description 

As a vApp, I want to subscribe to changes on anomaly data, so that I start receiving anomaly data when an 
anomaly is detected 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure I can subscribe to changes on anomaly data 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0080 vfFailurePrevention app must guarantee the frequency of data gathering to run valid calculations 

RQ_0950 vfFailurePrevention must be able to allow signal filtering 

USP11.29 Receive anomaly data 

Description 

As a vApp, I want to receive anomaly data, so that I can execute preventive alarm algorithms when an 
anomaly is detected 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure I receive anomaly data whenever an anomaly is detected 

 Make sure anomalies are detected using algorithms like the moving z-score on raw sensor data 

 Make sure that the anomaly data contains a timestamp indicating when the anomaly was detected 
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Figure 41: Receive anomaly data user story 

 

Figure 42: Save anomaly data user story 

 

 Make sure that the anomaly data contains the URI of the TS machine 

 Make sure that the anomaly data contains a list of sensor data objects 

 Make sure that each sensor data object contains the OPC UA node identifier of the sensor 

 Make sure that each sensor data object contains the sensor data value 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0080 vfFailurePrevention app must guarantee the frequency of data gathering to run proper calculations 

RQ_0950 vfFailurePrevention must be able to allow signal filtering 

USP11.30 Save anomaly data 

Description 

As a vApp, I want to save detected anomalies, so that I determine whether I should generate a preventive 
alarm 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that you store an auto-generated identifier for each detected anomaly 

 Make sure that you store the anomaly timestamp 

 Make sure that you store a reference to the TS machine with the received anomaly TS machine URI 

 Make sure that you store sensor data for every sensor data object received 

 Make sure that, for every sensor data, you store an auto-generated identifier 

 Make sure that, for every sensor data, you store a reference to the anomaly identifier 

 Make sure that, for very sensor data, you store a reference to the sensor with the received OPC node 
identifier 

 Make sure that, for very sensor data, you store the sensor data value 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0079 vfFailurePrevention app should save PLC data in a repository to run calculations 

USP11.31 Generate forecast scores 

Description 

As a vApp, I want to generate forecast scores so that I can predict different types of alarms from the detected 
anomalies 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure a machine failure model is used to predict preventive alarms for potential failures 

 Make sure the machine failure model uses data from all connected sensors 

 Make sure the machine failure model provides forecast scores for the occurrence of different potential 
machine failures 

 Make sure that forecast scores have a timestamp equal to the anomaly timestamp 

 Make sure the forecast scores have a failure type 

 Make sure the forecast score failure type has a failure code 
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Figure 43: Generate forecast scores user story 

 

Figure 44: Save failure types user story 

 

 Make sure the forecast score failure type has a failure description 

 Make sure that forecast scores have a score value 

 Make sure that forecast scores from previous machine failure model runs are used to optimise the 
model 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0504 Data Analytics must support predictive algorithms in order to be able to prevent and reduce 
machine failures 

RQ_0512 Data Analytics must support reliable predictive algorithms in order to maximise the failure prediction 
rate 

RQ_0734 Data Analytics component should offer several types of analytics techniques, incl. descriptive and 
predictive 

RQ_0915 Data analytics must support the development of predictive algorithms  

RQ_0997 Data Analytics must support reliable predictive algorithms in order to be able to prevent and reduce 
machine failures 

RQ_1432 Predictive analytics techniques must be executed on top of the data provided 

USP11.32 Save failure types 

Description 

As a vApp, I want to store the data of the possible failure types so that I can present the information to 
maintenance managers 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that, for every failure type, you store a unique identifier 

 Make sure that, for every failure type, you store a failure code 

 Make sure that, for every failure type, you store a failure description 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0949 vfFailurePrevention must be able to provide alarm definitions 

USP11.33 Save forecast scores 

Description 

As a vApp, I want to store the data of the forecast scores so that I can generate preventive alarm notifications 
and use the data to optimise the machine failure model 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that, for every forecast score, you store a unique identifier 

 Make sure that, for every forecast score, you store a reference to the failure type unique identifier 

 Make sure that, for every forecast score, you store a reference to the TS machine identifier 

 Make sure that, for every forecast score, you store the timestamp 
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Figure 45: Save forecast scores user story 

 

Figure 46: Save preventive alarm user story 

 

Figure 47: Generate preventive alarm notification user story 

 Make sure that, for every forecast score, you store the score value 

 Make sure that, for every forecast score, you store a maintenance label to indicate whether the 
maintenance manager has planned a maintenance operation from this forecast and set it to false 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0061 vf-OS must provide mechanisms to save/modify data in private data storage 

USP11.34 Save preventive alarm 

Description 

As a vApp, I want to store preventive alarms, so that I can log the information of the preventive alarms I have 
generated 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that you store an alarm whenever a forecast score value exceeds a preconfigured value 

 Make sure that you store the alarm corresponding to the failure with the highest forecast score 

 Make sure that, for every preventive alarm, you store a unique identifier 

 Make sure that, for every preventive alarm, you store a reference to the forecast score 

 Make sure that, for every preventive alarm, you store the status label as ‘Active’ 

 Make sure that, for every preventive alarm, you store the user comments as an empty string 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0076 vfFailurePrevention app must save detected alarms in a data storage in order to have an alarms log 

USP11.35 Generate preventive alarm notification 

Description 

As a vApp, I want to generate preventive alarm notifications, so that I can inform maintenance managers of 
possible failures I have anticipated 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure the preventive alarm notification description contains the text ‘Preventive alarm detected‘ 

 Make sure the preventive alarm notification description contains the failure type code 

 Make sure the preventive alarm notification description contains the failure score description 

 Make sure the preventive alarm notification description contains the failure score timestamp 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 
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Figure 48: Send preventive alarm notification via vf-OS notification enabler user story 

 

Figure 49: Send preventive alarm notification via email 

2.2.2.2 Goal 2 Story Map 

Figure 50 shows the story map of the Goal 2: Failure prevention notifications. 

USP11.36 Send preventive alarm notification via vf-OS notification enabler 

Description 

As the vApp, I must be able to send preventive alarm notifications via vf-OS notification enabler, so that I can 
inform maintenance managers of new preventive alarms 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure you send notifications to all  MASS maintenance managers of this machine 

 Make sure you send notifications to all VS maintenance managers 

 Make sure all pages have a notification icon indicating that there are unread notifications 

 Make sure the notification icon links to a "notification box" page listing all received notifications 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 

USP11.37 Send preventive alarm notification via email  

Description 

As the vApp, I must be able to send emails, so that I can inform maintenance managers of new preventive 
alarms 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure you send emails to all MASS maintenance managers of this machine 

 Make sure you send emails to all VS maintenance managers 

 Make sure the email subject contains the text ‘vfFailurePrevention preventive alarm detected’ 

 Make sure the email subject contains the failure code 

 Make sure the email subject contains the failure description 
 

User priority 

 

Related requirements 

None 
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Figure 50: Goal 2 Story Map 

The following tables describe the different user stories presented in the story map for goal 
2 of vfFailurePrevention. 

Figure 51: View preventive alarm notification user story 

 

USP11.38 View preventive alarm notification 

Description 

As Iñigo or Andrius, I want to view preventive alarm notifications, so that I can check the details of the 
anticipated alarm 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that the notification icon is no longer present if there are no unread notifications 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0071 vfFailurePrevention app must be able to notify the end users on his personal mobile device as 
soon as a potential failure has been detected in order for the end users to take action 

RQ_0074 vfFailurePrevention app must guarantee that end users always receive a preventive alarm warning 
them before that failure takes place to allow actions to be taken beforehand 

USP11.39 Access preventive alarm details page 

Description 

As Iñigo or Andrius, I must be able to access the preventive alarm details page of the preventive alarm so 
that I can collect more information 
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Figure 52: Access preventive alarm details user story 

 

Figure 53: Check TS machine user story 

 

Figure 54: Analyse information user story 

Acceptance criteria 

 I must be able to navigate to the preventive alarm details page by clicking on the received notification 

 Make sure the preventive alarm page shows the TS machine name 

 Make sure the preventive alarm page shows the timestamp 

 Make sure the preventive alarm page shows the failure code 

 Make sure the preventive alarm page shows the failure description 

 Make sure the page shows a sensor data table with the sensor data 

 Make sure the sensor data table has a column with the sensor name 

 Make sure the sensor data table has a column with the anomaly sensor data value 

 Make sure I can edit the preventive alarm status as either ‘Accepted’ or ‘Dismissed’ 

 Make sure I can edit the user comments 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0077 vfFailurePrevention app must permit attachment of comment to alarms 

RQ_0513 vfFailurePrevention must provide user interfaces to capture user comments and update alarm 
status 

USP11.40 Check TS machine 

Description 

As Andrius, I want to check the TS machine to collect more information 

Acceptance criteria 

None 

User priority 

Out of scope 

Related requirements 

None 

USP11.41 Analyse information 

Description 

As Iñigo and Andrius, we want to analyse the data together so that we can make a decision 

Acceptance criteria 

User priority 

Out of scope 

Related requirements 

None 
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Figure 55: Make a decision user story 

 

Figure 56: Edit preventive alarm details user story 

 

USP11.42 Make a decision 

Description 

As Iñigo and Andrius, we want to make a decision on whether we schedule a new maintenance operation 
based on the provided information, so that we optimise the maintenance plan 

Acceptance criteria 

None 
User priority 

Out of scope 

Related requirements 

None 

USP11.43 Edit preventive alarm details 

Description 

As Iñigo and Andrius, we want to edit the preventive alarm details, so that we can provide information about 
the decision we have made 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure I can edit the preventive alarm status in the preventive alarm details page as either 
‘Accepted’ or ‘Dismissed’ 

 Make sure I can edit the user comments in the preventive alarm details page 

 Make sure the preventive alarm details page has a ‘Save button’ to update alarm data 
 
User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0952 vf-OS apps must be able to input user information via forms 

USP11.44 update alarm data 

Description 

As Andrius, I must be able to save the changes of the preventive alarm, so that the vApp can use the 
feedback 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure you update the alarm data when I press the ‘Save’ button 

 Make sure you update the preventive alarm status  

 Make sure that, if the preventive alarm status is ‘Accepted’, you update to true the label of the 
corresponding forecast score 

 Make sure you update the preventive alarm user comments 
 

User priority 

Essential 
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Figure 57: Update alarm data user story 

Related requirements 

RQ_0061 vf-OS must provide mechanisms to save/modify data in private data storage 
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3 Pilot 1 vApp 2 

3.1 Application Request 

3.1.1 Application 

Figure 58 briefly describes the functionality of the requested application. 

Figure 58: vfFailureManager application information form 

3.1.2 Goals 

Figure 59 presents the main goals of vfFailureManager: 

 

Application 

Name vfFailureManager 

Description vfFailureManager automatically detects failure states in TS machines and notifies 
customer and supplier of the event of failure. It also keeps historic information of past 
failures and the solutions that were applied. This information is used to support future 
maintenance operations 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

https://www.openautomationsoftware.com/hmi-scada-web/ 

Goal 1 

Automatic and manual registration of equipment failure events 

Who is it for? Iñigo and Andrius 

What problem 
does it solve? 

Currently the TS machine detects failures and provides information in the HMI of the 
machine. Maintenance managers have to share the information offline and would like to 
handle this exchange of information via an application 

Indicators 
[Optional] 

Average spare parts replacement time after failure 

Goal 2 

Access historic failure event classification and related maintenance interventions  

Who is it for? Iñigo and Andrius 

What problem 
does it solve? 

Once a failure is detected, the maintenance managers need to figure out what is the best 
maintenance operation to solve the failure. Iñigo and Andrius would like the vApp to 
support failure classification and help them find maintenance operations that were 
successful in solving the same kind of failure in the past 

Indicators 
[Optional] 

Average spare part replacement time after failure 
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Figure 59: vfFailureManager goals 

3.1.3 Activities 

Figure 60 defines the main user interactions involved in vfFailureManager. 

Activities 

Configuration 

Actor Iñigo 

Description Configure the application 

Details The configuration of vfFailureManager is analogous to the configuration of 
vfFailurePrevention. Iñigo can manage customer organisations, users accounts, and 
registered TS machines so that he can control who can access the application and how user 
notifications are handled. In this case, it is not necessary to manage sensors since the TS 
machine controller identifies the failure automatically 

Interfaces 
[Optional] 

Organisations 

Users 

TS machines 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

See Section 2.1.3 

Configuration 

Actor Andrius 

Description Andrius must allow MASS to access the machine data 

Details Unlike vfFailurePrevention, vfFailureManager does not provide MASS remote access to TS 
machine data. Instead, Andrius has to explicitly ask the application to forward data to MASS 
when the application has detected a new failure. As with vfFailurePrevention, this is indicated 
in the service terms and conditions. Similarly, Andrius needs to configure the connection to 
the TS machine and he can create additional VS user accounts for other members of his team 

Interfaces 
[Optional] 

Terms of service 

Users 

TS Machine Configuration 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

See Section 2.1.3 

Receive detected failure notification 

Actor Andrius 

Description Receive a notification when the machine enters a failure state 

Details Once the vApp is installed, configured and connected to the TS machine, the vApp subscribes 
to changes on the status code of the machine, which is published by the vf-OS driver. If the 
machine enters a failure state, the status code changes and the vApp generates a notification 
to inform Andrius. He receives the notification and checks the additional information provided 
by the application, without having to check the information in the HMI of the machine 
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Interfaces 
[Optional] 

Detected alarms 

Failure details 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

 

Alarm management 

Actor Andrius 

Description Andrius must decide whether the alarm needs MASS intervention (or not) and updates the 
status of the alarm accordingly 

Details Andrius has to analyse whether the severity of the alarm requires opening an incident with 
MASS (or not). This activity is out of the scope of the vApp. Andrius may inspect the TS 
machine physically or perform some maintenance operation without having to inform MASS of 
the detected alarm. When the failure requires MASS intervention, Andrius updates the status 
as ‘Accepted’, otherwise he updates the status as ‘Dismissed’ 

Interfaces 
[Optional] 

Accept alarm dialogue 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

 

Create new alarm 
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Actor Andrius 

Description Andrius can create an alarm manually if the TS machine is not able to detect a failure state 
automatically 

Details Under some circumstances (eg a failure that interrupts the operation of the machine 
controller), the machine controller and in turn the application may not be able to detect a 
certain failure state. In these cases, Andrius can create a new alarm manually. The alarm will 
always open an incident with MASS 

Interfaces 
[Optional] 

Manual alarm dialogue 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

 

Receive notification 

Actor Iñigo 

Description Iñigo receives a notification when an alarm has been activated by Andrius 

Details Iñigo receives a notification when Andrius updates the status of the alarm or when he creates 
a new alarm manually. The notification must be received in the vApp and/or email, according 
to his preferences 

Interfaces 
[Optional] 

Alarm notification 
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Inspiration 
[Optional] 

 

Find solution 

Actor Iñigo and Andrius 

Description Iñigo and Andrius analyse the data and find the best maintenance intervention to solve the 
machine failure 

Details Iñigo checks the alarm details to validate it and assign a failure type to the alarm. Iñigo can 
define a new type or assign a type that was previously assigned to another alarm. According 
to this information, the application searches the historic data for past interventions that applied 
solutions that solved similar failures. With this information, they agree on the solution to apply. 
If it is a new solution, they define it in the application. Finally, they create a new intervention of 
the agreed solution for the alarm and the vApp sends a notification with the details of the 
intervention 

Interfaces 
[Optional] 

Validate alarm dialogue 

Interventions 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 
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Figure 60: vfFailureManager activities definition form 

3.1.4 Terminology 

Figure 61 contains the terminology needed by Software Developers. 

Figure 61: vfFailureManager terminology definition form 

3.1.5 Questionnaire 

Figure 62 includes a 10 questions form to provide additional information for Software 
Developers. 

 

Close Alarm 

Actor Andrius 

Description When the failure is solved, Andrius will close the alarm  

Details Andrius applies the suggested solution. If the problem is solved. Andrius approves the 
intervention and the application updates the status of the intervention as ‘Approved’ and the 
status of the alarm as ‘Closed’. He can provide additional comments that may be useful for 
finding possible solutions in the future. Otherwise he can reject the intervention, updating the 
status as ‘Rejected’. This means that they have to continue searching for a possible solution 
to the failure. All this feedback is available for the application to take advantage of 

Interfaces 
[Optional] 

Update alarm dialogue 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

None 

Terminology 

Intervention In the description, intervention refers to a particular maintenance operation 
maintenance managers agree upon to solve a failure  

Solution In the description, solution refers to a certain type of maintenance operations known 
to solve TS machine failures. For instance, calibrating the configuration of an 
actuator. There will be different interventions applying a given solution 
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Questionnaire  

1. What kind of login do you want for your application? 

(Login is required to identify who is interacting with your application) 

Email 
Other service (eg Google 

or ActiveX) 
No login 

I don´t know 

 LDAP or email + password   

2. Do users need personal profiles? 

(The application needs to behave in different ways depending on who is using it) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

There are users from different organisations 

3. Do you need support for collaboration? 

(Partners from different organisations are going to collaborate through the application) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

Maintenance Managers at VS and MASS need to collaborate to find the best maintenance 
intervention to solve a problem 

4. Does your application need to connect with legacy devices? 

(This means you will need Drivers to connect to devices like production machines) 

Yes No I don´t know 

  º 

If yes, can you provide some details? 

The vApp needs to read the machine status 

5. Does your application need to connect with legacy services? 

(This means you will need APIs to connect to systems and applications like ERP, MES, CRM) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

 

6. Are connected services or devices distributed among collaborators? 

(This means your application will need to be connected to systems in different organisations) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

Devices are located at VS (customer) 
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Figure 62: vfFailureManager application questionnaire 

3.2 User - Developer Interaction 

3.2.1 Questions and Answers 

Figure 63 contains the questions and answers formulated during the interviews with 
Software Developers. 

 

7. Does your application need to manage large amounts of data? 

(The application needs infrastructure to securely manage data from connected devices and 
applications) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

The application needs to store alarm data 

8. Does your application need to analyse data? 

(You want your application to help you discover useful information) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

 

9. Does your application need to manage documents? 

(The application needs to handle different text or multimedia documents) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

10. How should your application look? 

(Provide an indication of the quality expected for your user interface)  

Bare-bone Stock Beautiful 

   

Questions Answers 

What are the options for the storage of 
detected alarms? 

 

For the detected alarms, the preferred option for storage is to use the 
Synology DB that is part of the shop-floor solution. This way, the detected 
data remains inside the industrial network. We do not want to have any 
Service Level Agreement (SLA) with customers we just want to receive 
data when the customer decides they need our support to solve an 
incident. 

What are the options for the storage of 
activated alarms? 

For activated alarms, the preferred option for storage is to have different 
access policies for VS and MASS. We are going to deal with different 
customers and by no means, VS can have access to data of other 
customers. Also, there are interventions that each customer would like to 
handle and keep in private. 
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Figure 63: vfFailureManager questions and answers 

3.2.2 User Stories 

3.2.2.1 Goal 1 Story Map 

Figure 64 shows the story map of the Goal 1: Automatic and manual registration of 
equipment failure events. 

 

 

How to decode the failure  information? 

 

The program in the PLC has a variable with the failure code and another 
with the failure description. This data is shown in the HMI of the TS 
machine. The application can connect to the PLC to be notified of changes 
in the failure code using different communication protocols: ADS; OPC UA 
or Pub/Sub. 

Is it possible to have more information 
about the failure? 

 

Yes, both from the PC and from other connected systems, eg the Synology 
solution installed in the industrial PC in the VS floor plant, but it is not 
relevant information, we are interested only in the alarm code. 

Is it possible that, in the event of failure, 
the failure code changes multiple times? 
(eg power failure, low temperature) 

Yes, this is possible. If a component fails, you can get a failure code for this 
component and this might cause another sensor to trigger a change, then 
the failure code changes, but equally the application should generate two 
alarms. 

Is it useful to establish an order or 
hierarchy to the presentation of the 
alarms, to highlight most critical alarms? 

Well, it is interesting but we do not want to see it implemented, at least for 
the moment. 
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Figure 64: Goal 1 Story Map 
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The tables below describe the different user tasks presented in the story map. Note that, 
for the sake of clarity, user stories related to the configuration of the vApp and the 
connection to the machine are not described below, since the details are the same as in 
the previous vfFailurePrevention story map. 

Figure 65: Subscribe to failure data user story 

 

Figure 66: Receive failure data user story 

 

USP12.25 Subscribe to failure data 

Description 

As a vApp, I want to subscribe to changes on failure data, so that I start receiving failure data when the TS 
machine enters a failure state 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure I can subscribe to changes on failure data 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0036 vfFailureManager has to check the Tabber Stringer for several PLC data to get status information 

USP12.26 Receive failure data 

Description 

As a vApp, I want to receive failure data, so that I can notify users when a new failure state is detected 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure I receive failure data whenever the machine controller changes the failure status of the 
machine 

 Make sure that the failure data contains a timestamp indicating when the status change was detected 

 Make sure that the failure data contains the URI of the TS machine 

 Make sure that the failure data contains the failure status code 

 Make sure that the failure data contains the failure status description 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0036 vfFailureManager has to check the Tabber Stringer for several PLC data to get status information 

USP12.27 Save failure alarm 

Description 

As a vApp, I want to store received failure alarms, so that I can log the information of the failure the TS 
machine controller has detected 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that you store a failure alarm whenever new failure data is received 

 Make sure that, for every failure alarm, you store a unique identifier 

 Make sure that, for every failure alarm, you store the failure data timestamp 

 Make sure that, for every failure alarm, you store a reference to the registered TS machine 
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Figure 67: Save failure alarm user story  

 

Figure 68: Generate failure alarm notification user story  

 

corresponding to the failure data TS machine URI 

 Make sure that, for every failure alarm, you store the failure status code 

 Make sure that, for every failure alarm, you store the failure status description 

 Make sure that, for every failure alarm, you store the status as ‘Detected 

 Make sure that, for every failure alarm, you store the origin as ‘Automatic’ 

 Make sure that, for every failure alarm, you store the user comments as an empty string 

 Make sure that, for every failure alarm, you store a reference to the failure type as null  

 Make sure that, for every failure alarm, you store the provider validation as false 

 Make sure that, for every failure alarm, you store the customer validation as false 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0038 vfFailureManager has to store information in the event of a failure in the alarm data storage 

RQ_0082 vfFailureManager app must guarantee that all alarm information is saved in the data storage in 
order to decrease solution search time 

USP12.28 Generate failure alarm notification 

Description 

As a vApp, I want to generate failure alarm notifications, so that I can inform VS maintenance managers of a 
detected failure 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure the failure alarm notification description contains the text ‘Failure alarm detected‘ 

 Make sure the failure alarm description contains the failure status code 

 Make sure the failure alarm description contains the failure status description 

 Make sure the failure alarm description contains the failure timestamp 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0039 vfFailureManager has to notify users in an event of failure 

USP12.29 Send failure alarm notification via vf-OS notification enabler 

Description 

As the vApp, I must be able to send failure alarm notifications through the vf-OS notification enabler, so that I 
can inform VS maintenance managers of new failure alarms 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure you send notifications to all VS maintenance managers 

 Make sure all pages have a notification icon indicating that there are unread notifications 

 Make sure the notification icon links to a "notification box" page listing all received notifications 
 

User priority 
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Figure 69: Send failure alarm notification via vf-OS notification enabler user story 

 

Figure 70: Send failure alarm notification via email user story  

 

Figure 71: View failure alarm notification user story 

 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0039 vfFailureManager has to notify users in an event of failure 

USP12.30 Send failure alarm notification via email  

Description 

As the vApp, I must be able to send failure alarm notification emails, so that I can inform VS maintenance 
managers of new preventive alarms 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure you send emails to all VS maintenance managers 

 Make sure the email subject contains the text ‘vfFailureManager failure alarm detected’ 

 Make sure the email subject contains the failure code 

 Make sure the email subject contains the failure description 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0039 vfFailureManager has to notify users in an event of failure 

USP12.31 View failure alarm notification 

Description 

As Andrius, I want to view failure alarm notifications, so that I can check the details of the detected failure 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure the notification icon indicates there are no new notifications whenever the user checks the 
notification box 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0039 vfFailureManager has to notify users in an event of failure 

USP12.32 Access failure alarms page 

Description 

As Andrius, I want to access the failure alarms page so that I can collect more information 

Acceptance criteria 

 I must be able to reach the failure alarms page by clicking on the received notification 

 Make sure the failure alarms page shows a failure data table with the failure data of failure alarms 
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Figure 72: Access failure alarms page user story 

 

Figure 73: Make a decision user story 

 

 Make sure the failure data table has a column with the TS machine names 

 Make sure the failure data table has a column with the timestamps 

 Make sure the failure data table has a column with the failure codes 

 Make sure the failure data table has a column with the failure descriptions 

 Make sure the failure data table has a column with the failure alarm status 

 Make sure the failure data table has a column with the user comments 

 Make sure the timestamp is displayed in a readable date format 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 

USP12.33 Make a decision 

Description 

As Andrius, I want to make a decision on whether I need support from MASS to find a solution to the failure, 
so that the downtime caused by the failure is reduced 

Acceptance criteria 

None 
User priority 

Out of scope 

Related requirements 

None 

USP12.34 Edit failure alarm  

Description 

As Andrius, I want to edit the failure alarm, so that I can provide information about the decision I have made 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure I can edit the failure alarm in the failure alarms page 

 Make sure every row has a checkbox to select the failure alarm for edition 

 Make sure the failure alarms page has a ‘Dismiss’ button to dismiss selected alarms 

 Make sure that, when I click the ‘Dismiss’ button, the failure alarms page shows the confirm failures 
dismissal dialogue 

 Make sure that the confirm failures dismissal dialogue has a ‘Save’ button 

 Make sure the failure alarms page has an ‘Accept’ button to accept selected alarms 

 Make sure that, when I click the ‘Accept’ button, the failure alarms page shows the confirm failures 
acceptance dialogue 

 Make sure that the confirm failures acceptance dialogue has a ‘Save’ button 

 Make sure the failure alarms page has an ‘Add Comments’ button to add comments to selected alarms 

 Make sure that, when I click the ‘Add Comments’ button, the page shows the add user comments 
dialogue 

 Make sure that I can edit the user comments in the add user comments dialogue 
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Figure 74: Edit failure alarm user story 

 

Figure 75: Update alarm data user story 

 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0952 vf-OS apps must be able to input user information via forms 

USP12.35 Update failure alarm 

Description 

As Andrius, I must be able to save the changes to the failure alarm status, so that the vApp can use this 
information 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure you update the failure alarm status of the selected failure alarms to ‘Accepted’ when I click 
the ‘Save’ button of the confirm alarm acceptance dialogue 

 Make sure you update the failure alarm status of the selected failure alarms to ‘Dismissed when I click 
the ‘Save’ button of the confirm alarm dismissal dialogue 

 Make sure you update the user comments of the selected failure alarms to the value I edited in the user 
comments dialogue when I click its ‘Save’ button 

 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0083 vfFailure Manager must give the option to reject the automatic alarm to the MM in order to discard 
false alarms 

RQ_0084 vfFailure Manager has to update stored alarm information in the alarm data storage in order to have 
a better failure traceability 

RQ_0520 vfFailureManager must provide user interfaces to delete or modify the status of false alarms 

USP12.36 Create alarm manually 

Description 

As Andrius, I want to create alarms manually so that I can report problems that were not registered 
automatically by the machine controller in the TS machine 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure the failure alarms page has a ‘Create alarm’ button to create a new alarm manually 

 Make sure that, when I click the ‘Create alarm’ button, the failure alarms page shows the create 
manual alarm dialogue 

 Make sure I can select the TS machine 

 Make sure I can edit the user comments in the create manual alarm dialogue 

 Make sure that the create manual alarm dialogue has a ‘Save’ button 
 

User priority 

Essential 
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Figure 76: Create alarm manually user story 

 

Figure 77: Save manual alarm user story 

 

Related requirements 

RQ_0051 vfFailureManager must allow the equipment owner to trigger/create an alarm manually to 
communicate a fault 

RQ_0491 vfFailureManager must provide user interfaces to generate alarms manually 

USP12.37 Save manual alarm 

Description 

As Andrius, I want to store manual alarms for later analysis 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that you store a failure alarm when I click the ‘Save’ of the create manual alarm dialogue 

 Make sure that you store a unique identifier for the failure alarm 

 Make sure that you store the failure data timestamp as the current date 

 Make sure that you store a reference to the registered TS machine I selected 

 Make sure that you store the status as ‘Accepted 

 Make sure that you store the origin as ‘Manual’ 

 Make sure that you store the user comments I edited 

 Make sure that you store a reference to the failure type and set it to null  

 Make sure that, for every failure alarm, you store the provider validation as false 

 Make sure that, for every failure alarm, you store the customer validation as false 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0038 vfFailureManager has to store information in the event of a failure in the alarm data storage 

RQ_0049 vf-OS must store all historical data about failures and solutions applied to support owner/supplier 
of equipment on decision making 

RQ_0082 vfFailureManager app must guarantee that all alarm information is saved in the data storage in 
order to decrease solution search time 

USP12.38 Generate accepted alarm notification 

Description 

As a vApp, I want to generate accepted alarm notifications, so that I can inform MASS maintenance managers 
of accepted alarms 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure the accepted alarm notification is generated when the failure alarm status is set to 
‘Accepted’ 

 Make sure the accepted alarm notification is generated when the manual alarm is saved 

 Make sure the accepted alarm notification description contains the text ‘Failure alarm accepted‘ 

 Make sure the accepted alarm notification description contains the organisation name of the TS 
machine owner organisation  

 Make sure the accepted alarm notification description contains the name of the TS machine 

 Make sure the preventive alarm description contains the failure status code 

 Make sure the preventive alarm description contains the failure status description 
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Figure 78: Generate accepted alarms notification user story 

 

Figure 79: Send accepted alarm notification via vf-OS notification enabler user story 

 

Figure 80: Send accepted alarm notification via email 

 

 Make sure the preventive alarm description contains the failure status timestamp 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0039: vfFailureManager has to notify users in an event of failure 

USP12.39 Send accepted alarm notification via vf-OS notification enabler 

Description 

As the vApp, I must be able to send accepted alarm notifications through the vf-OS notification enabler, so 
that I can inform MASS maintenance managers of new accepted alarms 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure you send notifications to all MASS maintenance managers of this machine 

 Make sure all pages have a notification icon indicating that there are unread notifications 

 Make sure the notification icon links to a "notification box" page listing all received notifications 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 

USP12.40 Send accepted alarm notification via email  

Description 

As the vApp, I must be able to send emails, so that I can inform MASS maintenance managers of new 
accepted alarms 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure you send emails to all MASS maintenance managers of this machine 

 Make sure the email subject contains the text ‘vfFailurePrevention preventive alarm detected’ 

 Make sure the email subject contains the failure code 

 Make sure the email subject contains the failure description 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0072 vfFailurePrevention app must be able to notify the end users by sending emails as soon as a 
potential failure has been detected in order for the end users to take action 

RQ_0074 vfFailurePrevention app must guarantee that end users always receive a preventive alarm warning 
before that failure takes place to allow actions to be taken beforehand 
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3.2.2.2 Goal 2 Story Map 

Figure 81 shows the story map of the Goal 2 of vfFailureManager. 

 

Figure 81: Goal 2 Story Map 
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The tables below describe the different user stories presented in the map. 

USP12.41 View accepted alarm notification 

Description 

As Iñigo, I want to view accepted alarm notifications, so that I can check the information and assess the 
situation 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that the notification icon is no longer present if there are no unread notifications 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 

Figure 82: View accepted alarm notification user story 

 

USP12.42 Access accepted alarm details page 

Description 

As Iñigo, I want to access the preventive alarm details page of the accepted alarm so that I can collect more 
information 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure I can access the accepted alarm details page by clicking on the received accepted alarm 
notification 

 Make sure the accepted alarm details page shows the TS machine name 

 Make sure the accepted alarm details page shows the timestamp 

 Make sure the accepted alarm details page shows the origin 

 Make sure the accepted alarm details page shows the user comments 

 Make sure the accepted alarm details page has a TS machine validated alarms table 

 Make sure the TS machine validated alarms table shows data of previous validated alarms of the TS 
machine 

 Make sure the TS machine validated alarms table has a column with the timestamp 

 Make sure the TS machine validated alarms table has a column with the origin 

 Make sure the TS machine validated alarms table has a column with the user comments 

 Make sure the TS machine validated alarms table has a column with the failure type 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0085 vfFailureManager app must facilitate access to information in order to reduce solution search time 

RQ_0522 vfFailureManager must provide accessible UIs to reduce the time needed to find a solution 

Figure 83: Access accepted alarm details page 

 

USP12.43 Validate alarm 

Description 

As Iñigo or Andrius, I want to validate the alarm, so that I can find a possible solution to the problem 
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USP12.43 Validate alarm 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure the intervention details page has a ‘Validate alarm’ button to validate the alarm 

 Make sure the intervention details page shows the validate alarm dialogue when I click on the 
‘Validate alarm’ button 

 Make sure the validate alarm dialogue has a combo box to enter the failure type 

 Make sure the combo box dialogue contains the types already defined  

 Make sure the validate alarm dialogue has a ‘Save’ button to save the changes 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 

Figure 84: Validate alarm user story 

 
USP12.44 Add failure type 

Description 

As Iñigo or Andrius, I want to add a new failure type, so that I can assign a new failure type whenever I do 
not find the identified failure type in the validate alarm dialogue 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure the validate alarm dialogue has a ‘New type’ button to add a new type 

 Make sure that, when I click on the ‘New type’ button, the validate alarm dialogue shows the new type 
input field 

 Make sure that I can enter the new failure type description in the input field 

 Make sure that the new failure type is saved when I click on the ‘Save’ button of the validate alarm 
dialogue 
 

User priority 

Important 

Related requirements 

None 

Figure 85: Add failure type user story 

 
USP12.45 Save failure type 

Description 

As Iñigo or Andrius, I want to save the new failure type, so that I can use it to classify validated alarms 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure you store an auto-generated identifier for the failure type 

 Make sure you store the failure type 
 

User priority 

Important 

Related requirements 

RQ_0061 vf-OS must provide mechanisms to save/modify data in private data storage 
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Figure 86: Save failure type user story 

 
USP12.46 Update failure alarm 

Description 

As Iñigo or Andrius, I want to update the alarm data, so that is validated 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure you update the failure alarm data when I click on the ‘Save’ button of the validate alarm 
dialogue 

 Make sure you update the failure alarm status to ‘Validated’ 

 Make sure that, if my organisation is MASS, you update the provider validation to true, else you 
update the customer validation to true 

 Make sure you update the failure type to the identifier of the failure type I selected or created  
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 

Figure 87: Update failure alarm user story 

 
USP12.47 Access interventions page 

Description 

As Iñigo or Andrius, I want to access the interventions page, so that I can find solutions to resolve the alarm 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure the interventions page has a combo box to select a failure alarm validated by my 
organisation 

 Make sure the interventions page has a search button to search interventions that where applied to 
this failure alarm and to similar failure alarms 

 Make sure that, if my organisation is MASS I can only search interventions of failure alarms validated 
by my organisation, else I can only see interventions of failure alarms in TS machines owned by 
organisation 

 Make sure that there is an intervention tree table that shows the details of applied interventions 

 Make sure that the intervention tree table data is updated when I click on the search button 

 Make sure that the intervention tree table has a column with the solution descriptions 

 Make sure that the intervention tree table has a column with the TS machine names 

 Make sure that the intervention tree table has a column with the intervention date 

 Make sure that the intervention tree table has a column with the alarm type of the failure alarm 
referenced by the intervention 

 Make sure that the intervention tree table has a column with the intervention user comments 

 Make sure that the intervention tree table has a column with the intervention duration 

 Make sure that the intervention tree table has a column with the intervention status 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0081 vfFailureManager must show and give the option to filter all failures of the TS machine to help in 
the search of the solution 

RQ_0085 vfFailureManager app must facilitate access to information in order to reduce solution search time 

RQ_0518 vfFailureManager must provide user interfaces to filter historical alarms and improve failure 
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USP12.47 Access interventions page 

traceability 

RQ_0522 vfFailureManager must provide accessible UIs to reduce the time needed to find a solution 

Figure 88: Access interventions page user story 

 

USP12.48 Make decision 

Description 

As Iñigo or Andrius, I want to make a decision on the solution we need to apply, so that we can solve the 
failure 

Acceptance criteria 

None 

User priority 

Out of scope 

Related requirements 

None 

Figure 89: Make decision user story 

 
USP12.49 Add intervention 

Description 

As Iñigo or Andrius, I want to create a new intervention, so that I can define the details of the intervention we 
are going to apply to solve the current failure 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure the interventions page has a ‘Add intervention’ button to add a new intervention 

 Make sure that, when I click on the ‘Add intervention’ button, the interventions page shows the add 
intervention dialogue 

 Make sure the add intervention dialogue has a combo box to select the intervention solution 

 Make sure the add intervention dialogue has a ‘Save’ button to save the new intervention 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 

Figure 90: Add intervention user story 

 
USP12.50 Add solution 

Description 

As Iñigo or Andrius, I want to add a new solution, so that I can assign a new solution to an intervention 
whenever I do not find the solution in the combo box of the add intervention dialogue 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure the add intervention dialogue has an ‘New solution’ button to add a new solution 

 Make sure that, when I click on the ‘New solution’ button, the interventions page shows the new 
solution input field 

 Make sure that I can enter the new solution description in the input field 
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USP12.50 Add solution 

 Make sure that the new solution description is saved when I click on the ‘Save’ button 

 Make sure the add new solution is saved when I click the ‘Save button’ of the add intervention 
dialogue 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 

Figure 91: Add solution user story 

 
USP12.51 Save solution 

Description 

As Iñigo or Andrius, I want to save the solution, so that I can use it in future interventions 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure you store an auto-generated identifier for the solution 

 Make sure you store the solution description 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0061 vf-OS must provide mechanisms to save/modify data in private data storage 

Figure 92: Save solution user story 

 

USP12.52 Save intervention 

Description 

As Iñigo or Andrius, I want to save the new intervention, so that I keep track of maintenance operations 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure you store an auto-generated identifier for the intervention 

 Make sure you store a reference to the solution identifier 

 Make sure you store a reference to the failure alarm 

 Make sure you store the creation date as the current date 

 Make sure you store the application date as null 

 Make sure you store the duration as null 

 Make sure you store the intervention user comments as an empty string 

 Make sure you store the intervention status as ‘Pending’ 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 

Figure 93: Add new intervention user story 
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Figure 94: Generate intervention notification user story 

 

Figure 95: Send intervention notification via vf-OS notification enabler user story 

 

USP11.53 Generate intervention notification 

Description 

As a vApp, I want to generate intervention notifications, so that I can inform maintenance managers of new 
interventions 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure the intervention notification is generated when the intervention is saved 

 Make sure the intervention notification description contains the text ‘New intervention ‘ 

 Make sure the intervention notification description contains the organisation name of the TS machine 
owner organisation 

 Make sure the intervention notification description contains the name of the TS machine 

 Make sure the intervention description contains the solution description 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 

USP11.54 Send intervention notification via vf-OS notification enabler 

Description 

As the vApp, I must be able to send intervention notifications through the vf-OS notification enabler, so that I 
can inform maintenance managers of new interventions 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure you send notifications to all maintenance managers of the owner organisation of the 
machine 

 Make sure you send notifications to MASS maintenance managers of this machine if the failure alarm 
was validated by MASS 

 Make sure all pages have a notification icon indicating that there are unread notifications 

 Make sure the notification icon links to a "notification box" page listing all received notifications 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 

USP11.55 Send intervention notification via email  

Description 

As the vApp, I must be able to send emails, so that I can inform maintenance managers of new interventions 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure you send emails to all maintenance managers of the owner organisation of the machine 

 Make sure you send notifications to MASS maintenance managers of this machine if the failure alarm 
was validated by MASS 

 Make sure the email subject contains the text ‘vfFailureManager intervention scheduled’ 
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Figure 96: Send intervention notification via email 

 

USP12.56 View intervention notification 

Description 

As Andrius, I want to view intervention notifications, so that I can check the solution that I have to apply 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that the notification icon is no longer present if there are no unread notifications 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 

Figure 97: View available information for the TS machine user story 

 

USP12.57 Access open interventions page 

Description 

As Andrius, I want to access the open interventions page, so that I can manage open interventions 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure I can access the open interventions page by clicking on the received intervention 
notification 

 Make sure the open interventions page has an open interventions table 

 Make sure the open interventions table shows data of Pending and Accepted interventions 

 Make sure the open interventions table has a column with the TS machine name 

 Make sure the open interventions table has a column with the solution description 

 Make sure the open interventions table has a column with the intervention status 

 Make sure that each row has a checkbox to select the intervention 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 

Figure 98: Access open interventions page user story 

 

USP12.58 Accept intervention 

 Make sure the email subject contains the name of the TS machine 

 Make sure the email subject contains the solution description 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 
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USP12.58 Accept intervention 

Description 

As Andrius, I want to accept the intervention, so that I can keep track of maintenance operations I perform 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure the interventions page has an Accept button to accept the selected intervention 

 Make sure that, when I click on the Accept button, the page opens the accept intervention dialogue 

 Make sure the accept intervention dialogue has a Confirm button 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 

Figure 99: Accept intervention user story 

 

USP12.59 Reject intervention 

Description 

As Andrius, I want to reject the intervention, so that I can reject interventions suggested by MASS 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure the interventions page has a Reject button to reject the selected intervention 

 Make sure that, when I click on the Reject button, the page opens the reject intervention dialogue 

 Make sure the reject intervention dialogue has a Confirm button 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 

Figure 100: Reject intervention user story 

 

USP12.60 Test solution 

Description 

As Andrius, I want to perform the intervention and test the result, so that I can check that the machine is not 
in a failure state 

Acceptance criteria 

None 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 

Figure 101: Test solution user story 
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USP12.61 Update intervention 

Description 

As Andrius, I want to update the intervention, so that the vApp gets my feedback to look for solutions in 
future interventions 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that you update the intervention status to Accepted when I click the confirm button of the 
accept intervention dialogue 

 Make sure that you update the intervention acceptance date to the current date when I click the 
confirm button of the accept intervention dialogue 

 Make sure that you update the intervention status to Rejected when I click the confirm button of the 
reject intervention dialogue 

 Make sure that you update the intervention user comments with the input I provided in the close 
intervention dialogue 

 Make sure that you update the intervention duration to the difference between the end date and the 
acceptance date when I click the confirm button of the close intervention dialogue  

 Make sure that you update the intervention status to the status I have selected when I click the confirm 
button of the close intervention dialogue 

 Make sure you update the intervention failure alarm to Closed if I have selected the Successful status 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 

Figure 102: Update intervention page user story 
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4 Pilot 1 vApp 3 

4.1 Application Request 

4.1.1 Application 

Figure 103 describes the requested vf-OS application. 

Figure 103: vfStockPolicies information form 

4.1.2 Goals 

Figure 104 provides information about the main goal of vfStockPolicies. 

Figure 104: vfStockPolicies Goal 1 definition form 

4.1.3 Activities 

Figure 105 describes the main activities and interactions of the requested application. 

Application 

Name vfStockPolicies 

Description vfStockPolicies help prevent a spare part shortage by monitoring the stock levels and 
generating alerts when they fall below a certain threshold 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

None 

Goal 1 

Spare part stocks management 

Who is it for? Iñigo and Andrius 

What problem 
does it solve? 

The spare parts inventory is not managed within both companies in a collaborative way 
and when a part is broken the replenishment process can be slow and result in long 
machine downtimes 

Indicators 
[Optional] 

Spare part stock levels 

Activities 

Configuration 

Actor Iñigo 

Description Configure organisations and users 

Details The configuration of vfStockPolicies is similar to the configuration of vfFailurePrevention 
and vfFailureManager, except that in this case the application does not need to manage 
connection to TS machines. Thus, it is not necessary to configure TS machines. Iñigo can 
manage customer organisations and user accounts using the configuration pages of 
vfStockPolicies 
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Interfaces 
[Optional] 

Organisations 

Users 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

See Section 2.1.3 

Configuration 

Actor Andrius 

Description Allow MASS to access stock level data 

Details Andrius has to express his consent to vfStockPolicies terms and conditions. Andrius 
agrees to provide access to information regarding stock levels of the spare parts used in 
maintenance operations of TS machines. vfStockPolicies will share this information with 
MASS maintenance managers 

Interfaces 
[Optional] 

Terms of service 

Users 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

See Section 2.1.3 

Manage MASS spare part information 

Actor Iñigo  

Description Manage spare part inventory 

Details MASS has developed an accurate criticality analysis of TS machines, based on the history of 
failures of their customers and the maintenance plan. Iñigo can upload a CSV file with 
information about the spare parts needed by vfFailureManager to manage spare part stocks. 
The CSV file contains columns for the product code, product name, criticality, supplier lead 
times stock levels, etc. He can also edit the information using forms 

Interfaces 
[Optional] 

Spare parts 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 
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Manage VS spare part information 

Actor Andrius 

Description Maintenance managers at both organisations manage spare part information 

Details Andrius has different policies to manage the TS machine spare part inventory and 
consequently VS has different data to determine the status of their MRO inventory. Therefore, 
Andrius needs to upload VS spare part information within a different CSV file, specifying 
which spare parts corresponds to each of the spare parts managed by MASS, using the 
information provided by Iñigo. vfFailureManager will use VS and MASS spare part information 
jointly to support decision making 

Interfaces 
[Optional] 

Spare parts 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

None 

Monitor information 

Actor Iñigo and Andrius 

Description Iñigo and Andrius monitor spare part stock levels 

Details Maintenance managers can monitor stock levels in real time using vfStockPolicies. They can 
edit the stock levels manually after a maintenance operation in order to keep this information 
updated. The vfFailureManager performs a risk analysis based on the spare parts stock 
levels and spare part criticality.  They then may generate stock level alarms when new spare 
parts orders should be placed by each organisation 
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Interfaces 
[Optional] 

Monitor spare part information 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

 

Receive stock shortage warnings 

Actor Iñigo or Andrius 

Description Receive notification when vfStockPolicies detect spare parts stock shortages 

Details The application must notify Iñigo and Andrius that there is a stock problem so that they can 
launch the order to supply a new spare part. vfFailureManager keeps the alarm active until 
the maintenance manager registers the spare part order in the system 

Interfaces 
[Optional] 

Stock level alarms 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 
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Figure 105: vfStockPolicies definition form 

 

4.1.4 Terminology 

Figure 106 contains the terminology needed to clarify the information provided. 

Figure 106: vfStockPolicies terminology definition form 

4.1.5 Questionnaire 

The form in Figure 107 provides additional information for Software Developers: 

Terminology 

Criticality analysis Analysis to determine the criticality of a spare part. The criticality is an indicator of the 
impact that a failure related to a spare part would have in the operation of the 
equipment, expressed as a score from 0 to 100 or as a rating into three categories: 
catastrophic, significant or insignificant. The criticality analysis considers factors such 
as equipment downtime, Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF), and the maintenance 
program 

MRO inventory Maintenance, Repair, and Operations inventory of spare parts to ensure uninterrupted 
operation of a particular production equipment in a manufacturing plant. The MRO 
inventory must hold at least all critical spare parts determined in the criticality 
analysis. The rest of the items in the MRO inventory are treated as normal 
consumable items  

CSV files Comma Separated Value text files 

Questionnaire 

1. What kind of login do you want for your application? 

(Login is required to identify who is interacting with your application) 

Email 
Other service (eg Google 

or ActiveX) 
No login 

I don´t know 

 LDAP or email + password 

 I d
o

n
´

t k
n

o
w

 

2. Do users need personal profiles? 

(The application needs to behave in different ways depending on who is using it) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

 

3. Do you need support for collaboration? 

(Partners from different organisations are going to collaborate through the application) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 
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4. Does your application need to connect with legacy devices? 

(This means you will need Drivers to connect to devices like production machines) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

 

5. Does your application need to connect with legacy services? 

(This means you will need APIs to connect to systems and applications like ERP, MES, CRM) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

The application has to import Excel files 

6. Are connected services or devices distributed among collaborators? 

(This means your application will need to be connected to systems in different organisations) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

There are different Excel file formats for MASS and for customers 

7. Does your application need to manage large amounts of data? 

(The application needs infrastructure to securely manage data from connected devices and 
applications) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

 

8. Does your application need to analyse data? 

(You want your application to help you discover useful information) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

The application needs to analyse stock and spare part information to generate warnings 

9. Does your application need to manage documents? 

(The application needs to handle different text or multimedia documents) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

10. How should your application look? 

(Provide an indication of the quality expected for your user interface)  

Bare-bone Stock Beautiful 
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Figure 107: vfStockPolicies application questionnaire 

4.2 User - Developer Interaction 

4.2.1 Questions and Answers 

Figure 108 contains the questions and answers formulated during the interviews with 
Software Developers. 

Figure 108: vfStockPolicies application questionnaire 

4.2.2 User Stories 

4.2.2.1 Goal 1 Story Map 

Figure 109 shows the story map of the Goal 1: Spare part stocks management. 

 

Questions Answers 

Is it possible to obtain the spare part and 
stock level information from other legacy 
application, such as a Warehouse 
Management System or an Enterprise 
Resource Manager? 

This is an interesting option. However, we do not manage stock levels in 
our legacy applications and therefore, the data we need to integrate is 
rather static. In any case, it can be interesting for our customers, so we 
would wish to start working with plain Comma Separated Values (.CSV) 
files to import the data and when we validate the functionality, we can 
consider the integration with our legacy applications. 
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Figure 109: vfStockPolicies goal 1 Story Map
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Figure 110: Access TS machine spare parts user story 

 

USP13.08 Access TS machine spare parts page 

Description 

As Iñigo, I must have a TS machine spare parts page, so that I can manage the spare part information used 
by the vApp 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that the TS machine spare parts page has a spare parts table 

 Make sure that the spare parts table has a column showing the spare part product code 

 Make sure that the spare parts table has a column showing the spare part product name 

 Make sure that the spare parts table has a column showing the spare part criticality 

 Make sure that the spare parts table has a column showing the spare part supplier lead time 

 Make sure that the spare parts table has a column showing the spare part minimum stock level 

 Make sure that the spare parts table has a column showing the spare part stock level 

 Make sure that the spare parts table has a column showing the spare part MTBF 

 Make sure that each row has a button to edit the information of the corresponding spare part 

 Make sure that the TS machine spare parts page has a button ‘Upload file’ to upload a TS machine 
spare parts information file 

 Make sure that the TS machine spare parts page has a button ‘Add spare part’ to add a spare part 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 

USP13.09 Upload TS machine spare part information file 

Description 

As Iñigo, I want to upload spare part information from an external file, so that we can manage spare part 
information 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that there is an upload spare part information file dialogue in the TS machine spare parts 
page 

 Make sure that I can open the upload spare part information dialogue by clicking on the ‘Upload file’ 
button in the TS machine spare parts page 

 Make sure that I can enter the location of the file in my local system in the upload spare part information 
file dialogue 

 Make sure that I can upload the file by clicking on a the ‘Save file’ button in the upload spare part 
dialogue 

 Make sure that I can close the dialogue if I do not want to import the file 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0086 vfStockPolicies app must import spare-parts information automatically to the Data Storage in order 
to load information from companies’ information systems 

RQ_0523 vfStockPolicies must collect stock levels from SGAs, Excel files or ERPs to load information about 
spare part availability 
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Figure 111: Upload spare part information from external file user story 

 

Figure 112: Import TS machine spare part information from  uploaded file user story 

 

USP13.10 Import TS machine spare part information from uploaded file 

Description 

As Iñigo, I want to import the spare part information from the uploaded file, so that we can manage spare part 
information 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure you import the file when I click on the ‘Save file’ of the upload spare part information file 
dialogue 

 Make sure you can import information from CSV files format 

 Make sure that each line in the CSV file represents a different spare part 

 Make sure that each line contains the product code of the corresponding spare part 

 Make sure that each line contains the product name of the corresponding spare part 

 Make sure that each line contains the criticality of the corresponding spare part 

 Make sure that each line contains the supplier lead time of the corresponding spare part 

 Make sure that each line contains the minimum stock level of the corresponding spare part 

 Make sure that each line contains the stock level of the corresponding spare part 

 Make sure that each line contains the MTBF of the corresponding part 

 Make sure that you save a spare part for every line 
 

User priority 

Important 

Related requirements 

None 

USP13.11 Add TS machine spare part 

Description 

As Iñigo, I want to add a new TS machine spare part, so that I can add new spare part information 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that there is an add spare part dialogue to enter the spare part information 

 Make sure that I can open the add spare part dialogue by clicking the ‘Add spare part’ button of the TS 
machine spare parts page 

 Make sure that I can open the dialogue by clicking on the edit button in the corresponding row of the 
spare parts table in the TS machine spare parts page 

 Make sure that I can enter the spare part product code in the spare part dialogue 

 Make sure that I can enter the spare part product name in the spare part dialogue 

 Make sure that I can select the spare part criticality as either Critical, Significant or Insignificant in the 
spare part dialogue 

 Make sure that I can enter the spare part supplier lead time code in the spare part dialogue 

 Make sure that I can enter the spare part minimum stock level in the spare part dialogue 

 Make sure that I can enter the spare part stock level in the spare part dialogue 

 Make sure that I can enter the spare part MTBF in the spare part dialogue 

 Make sure that I can save the spare part by clicking a ‘Save button’ in the add spare part dialogue 

 Make sure that I can close the add spare part dialogue if I do not want to save the changes 
 

User priority 
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Figure 113: Add TS machine spare part user story 

 

Figure 114: Save spare part user story 

 

Important 

Related requirements 

None 

USP13.12 Save spare part 

Description 

As Iñigo, I want to save the spare part information, so that the vApp can generate spare part alarms 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that you save an auto-generated id of every spare part 

 Make sure that you save a unique product code for every spare part 

 Make sure that you save the spare part product name 

 Make sure that you save the spare part criticality as either Critical, Significant or Insignificant 

 Make sure that you save the spare part supplier lead time 

 Make sure that you save the spare part minimum stock level 

 Make sure that you save the spare part stock level 

 Make sure that you save the spare part you save the MBTF 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0061 vf-OS must provide mechanisms to save/modify data in private data storage 

USP13.15 Access customer spare parts page 

Description 

As Andrius, I must have a customer spare parts page, so that I can manage the customer spare part 
information used by the vApp 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure there is a customer spare parts page that shows information about the spare parts in my 
organisation 

 Make sure that the customer spare parts page has a customer spare parts table 

 Make sure that the customer spare parts table has a column showing the customer spare part product 
code 

 Make sure that the customer spare parts table has a column showing the customer spare part product 
name 

 Make sure that the customer spare parts table has a column showing the customer spare part MASS 
supplier flag 

 Make sure that the customer spare parts table has a column showing the customer spare part supplier 
lead time 

 Make sure that the customer spare parts table has a column showing the customer spare part minimum 
stock level 

 Make sure that the customer spare parts table has a column showing the customer spare part stock 
level 

 Make sure that the customer spare parts table has a column showing the customer spare part last 
failure time 
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Figure 115: Access customer spare parts user story 

 

Figure 116: Upload customer spare part information file user story 

 

 Make sure that the spare parts table has a column showing the customer spare part MASS spare part 
code 

 Make sure that each row has a button to edit the information of the corresponding spare part 

 Make sure that the customer machine spare parts page has a button ‘Upload file’ to upload a customer 
spare parts information file 

 Make sure that the customer spare parts page has a button ‘Add spare part’ to add a spare part 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 

USP13.16 Upload customer spare part information file 

Description 

As Andrius, I want to upload spare part information from an external file, so that I can manage spare part 
information of my organisation 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that there is an upload customer spare part information file dialogue in the customer spare 
parts page 

 Make sure that I can open the upload customer spare part information file dialogue by clicking on the 
‘Upload file’ button in the customer spare parts page 

 Make sure that I can enter the location of the file in my local system in the upload customer spare part 
information file dialogue 

 Make sure that I can upload the file by clicking on a the ‘Save file’ button in the upload customer spare 
part dialogue 

 Make sure that I can close the upload customer spare part information file dialogue if I do not want to 
import the file 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0086 vfStockPolicies app must import spare-parts information automatically to the Data Storage in order 
to load information from companies’ information systems 

RQ_0523 vfStockPolicies must collect stock levels from SGAs, Excel files or ERPs to load information about 
spare part availability 

USP13.17 Import customer spare part information from uploaded file 

Description 

As Andrius, I want to import the customer spare part information from the uploaded file so that I can manage 
spare part information 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure you import the file when I click on the ‘Save file’ of the upload customer spare part 
information file dialogue 

 Make sure you can import information from CSV files format 
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Figure 117: Import customer spare part information from file user story 

 

 Make sure that each line in the CSV file represents a different customer spare part 

 Make sure that each line contains the product code of the corresponding customer spare part 

 Make sure that each line contains the product name of the corresponding customer spare part 

 Make sure that each line contains the MASS supplier flag of the corresponding customer spare part 

 Make sure that each line contains the supplier lead time of the corresponding customer spare part 

 Make sure that each line contains the minimum stock level of the corresponding customer spare part 

 Make sure that each line contains the stock level of the corresponding customer spare part 

 Make sure that each line contains the last failure time of the corresponding customer spare part 

 Make sure that each line contains the MASS product code of the corresponding customer spare part 

 Make sure that you save a spare part for every line 
 

User priority 

Important 

Related requirements 

RQ_0523 vfStockPolicies must collect stock levels from SGAs, Excel files or ERPs to load information about 
spare part availability 

USP13.18 Add customer spare part 

Description 

As Andrius, I want to add a new spare part, so that I can add new spare part information 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that there is an add customer spare part dialogue to enter the customer spare part 
information 

 Make sure that I can open the add customer spare part dialogue by clicking the ‘Add spare part’ button 
of the customer spare parts page 

 Make sure that I can open the dialogue by clicking on the edit button in the corresponding row of the 
spare parts table in the customer spare parts page 

 Make sure that I can enter the customer spare part product code in the customer spare part dialogue 

 Make sure that I can enter the customer spare part product name in the customer spare part dialogue 

 Make sure that I can select the customer spare part MASS supplier flag as True or False in the 
customer spare part dialogue 

 Make sure that I can enter the customer spare part supplier lead time in the customer spare part 
dialogue 

 Make sure that I can enter the customer spare part minimum stock level in the customer spare part 
dialogue 

 Make sure that I can enter the customer spare part stock level in the customer spare part dialogue 

 Make sure that I can enter the customer spare part last failure time in the customer spare part dialogue 

 Make sure that I can select the customer spare part MASS product code from a MASS product code 
combo box in the customer spare part dialogue 

 Make sure that the MASS product code combo box contains the product code of the spare parts 
uploaded by Iñigo 

 Make sure that I can save the customer spare part by clicking a ‘Save button’ in the register 
organisation dialogue 

 Make sure that I can close the customer spare part dialogue if I do not want to save the changes 
 

User priority 

Important 

Related requirements 

RQ_0087 vfStockPolicies app must import spare-parts information manually to the Data Storage in order to 
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Figure 118: Add customer spare part user story 

 

Figure 119: Save customer spare part user story 

 

load any spare-part information 

USP13.19 Save customer spare part 

Description 

As Andrius, I want to save the spare part information, so that the vApp can generate spare part alarms 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that you store an auto-generated id of every customer spare part 

 Make sure that you store a reference to the identifier of my organisation 

 Make sure that you store a unique product code for every customer spare part of an organisation 

 Make sure that you store the customer spare part product name 

 Make sure that you store the MASS supplier flag as true or false 

 Make sure that you store the customer spare part supplier lead time 

 Make sure that you store the customer spare part minimum stock level 

 Make sure that you store the customer spare part stock level 

 Make sure that you save the customer spare part last failure time 

 Make sure that you save a reference to the identifier of the spare part with the selected MASS product 
code 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0061 vf-OS must provide mechanisms to save/modify data in private data storage 

USP13.20 Generate spare parts alarms 

Description 

As a vApp, I want to generate spare parts alarms, so that I can notify maintenance managers of possible 
problems with spare part stock levels 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that you calculate (potential) spare parts alarms every time a user edits spare part stock 
levels 

 Make sure that you calculate (potential) spare parts alarms at least once a day 

 Make sure that you calculate s(potential) spare parts alarms for every spare part 

 Make sure that you generate a spare part alarm of type Critical if the spare part criticality is set to 
Critical and the customer spare part stock level is lower than the customer spare part minimum stock 
level 

 Make sure you calculate the lead time as: 

 The spare part lead time plus the customer spare part lead time  

 When: 

 The customer spare part MASS supplier flag is true and 

 The spare part stock level is lower than the minimum stock level  

 Else the customer spare part lead time 

 Make sure that you generate a spare part alarm of type Significant: 

 If the spare part criticality is set to Significant and  

 The customer spare part level is lower than the customer spare part minimum stock level and  
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Figure 120: Generate spare parts alarms 

 

Figure 121: Save spare parts alarms 

 

 The customer spare part last replacement time plus the spare part MBTF is lower than the 
current time plus the lead time 

 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0089 vfStockPolicies app must detect and generate spare-part shortage in stock alarm in order to 
guarantee correct spare-part levels in the stock 

USP13.21 Save spare parts alarms 

Description 

As a vApp, I want to save spare parts alarms so that I can notify maintenance managers of possible problems 
with spare part stock levels 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that you store every generated spare part alarm 

 Make sure that, for every spare part alarm, you save an auto-generated identifier 

 Make sure that, for every spare part alarm, you store a reference to the customer spare part identifier 

 Make sure that, for every spare part alarm, you store the generation date as the current date 

 Make sure that, for every spare part alarm, you store the spare part alarm type 

 Make sure that, for every spare part alarm, you store the status as Active 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0061 vf-OS must provide mechanisms to save/modify data in private data storage 

USP13.22 Generate spare part notification 

Description 

As a vApp, I want to generate spare part notifications, so that I can inform maintenance managers of possible 
problems with spare parts stock levels 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure the spare part notification is generated when the spare part alarm is saved 

 Make sure the spare part notification description contains the text ‘Spare part stock level alarm‘ 

 Make sure the spare part notification description contains the organisation name of the customer spare 
part owner organisation 

 Make sure the spare part notification description contains the product name of spare part 

 Make sure the intervention description contains the spare part alarm type 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0526 vfStockPolicies must generate notifications when stock levels reach a threshold value 
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Figure 122: Generate spare part notification user story 

 

Figure 123: Send spare part notification through vf-OS Notification Enabler user story 

 

Figure 124: Send spare part notification via email 

 

USP13.25 View spare part notification 

Description 

As Iñigo or Andrius, I want to view spare part notifications, so that I can check the solution that I have to 

USP13.23 Send spare part notification through vf-OS Notification Enabler  

Description 

As the vApp, I must be able to send spare part notifications through the vf-OS Notification Enabler, so that I 
can inform maintenance managers of possible problems with spare part stock levels 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure you send notifications to all maintenance managers of the owner organisation of the 
customer spare part 

 Make sure you send notifications to MASS maintenance managers if the spare part alarm type is 
Critical 

 Make sure you send notifications to MASS maintenance managers if the spare part alarm type is 
Significant and the customer spare part MASS supplier flag is true 

 Make sure all pages have a notification icon indicating that there are unread notifications 

 Make sure the notification icon links to a "notification box" page listing all received notifications 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_1007 vfStockPolicies must send email and UI notifications 

USP13.24 Send spare part notification via email  

Description 

As the vApp, I must be able to send emails, so that I can inform maintenance managers of new interventions 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure you send emails to all maintenance managers of the owner organisation of the customer 
spare part 

 Make sure you send emails to MASS maintenance managers if the spare part alarm type is Critical 

 Make sure you send notifications to MASS maintenance managers if the spare part alarm type is 
Significant and the customer spare part MASS supplier flag is true 

 Make sure the email subject contains the text ‘vfStockPolicies stock level alarm’ 

 Make sure the email subject contains the spare part product name 

 Make sure the email subject contains the alarm type 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_1007 vfStockPolicies must send email and UI notifications 
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USP13.25 View spare part notification 

apply 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that the notification icon is no longer present if there are no unread notifications 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0527 vfStockPolicies must support email and UI notifications 

Figure 125: View spare part notification user story 

 

USP13.26 Access monitor spare parts page 

Description 

As Iñigo and Andrius, we want to access the monitor spare parts page, so that we can monitor spare parts 
information and make decisions 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure I can access the monitor spare parts page by clicking on the received intervention 
notification 

 Make sure the monitor spare parts page has an Edit stock level button to edit the spare parts quantity 

 Make sure the monitor spare parts page has a spare part status table 

 Make sure the monitor spare parts page has a button to filter spare part status table data 

 Make sure that every spare part status table row has a select checkbox to select the corresponding 
spare part 

 Make sure the spare parts table shows the spare part product code if my organisation is MASS else the 
customer spare part product code 

 Make sure the spare parts table shows the spare part product name if my organisation is MASS else 
the customer spare part product name 

 Make sure you calculate the stock level as the spare part stock level if my organisation is MASS else 
the customer spare part stock level 

 Make sure the spare parts table shows the stock level 

 Make sure you calculate the minimum stock level as the spare parts minimum stock level if my 
organisation is MASS else the customer spare part minimum stock level 

 Make sure the spare parts table shows the minimum stock level 

 Make sure the spare parts table shows the lead time 

 Make sure you calculate the lead time as the spare part lead time plus the customer spare part lead 
time when the customer spare part MASS supplier flag is true and the spare part stock level is lower 
than the minimum stock level else the customer spare part lead time 

 Make sure that the spare parts table shows a red warning icon if there is an active Critical spare part 
alarm referencing the spare part 

 Make sure that the spare parts table shows an orange warning icon if there is an active Significant 
spare part alarm referencing the spare part 

 Make sure that stock level cells have a yellow background when the stock level is equal to the minimum 
level plus 2 

 Make sure that stock level cells have a red background when the stock level is below the minimum 
stock level 
 

User priority 

Essential 
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Figure 126: Access monitor spare parts page user story 

 

Figure 127: Edit stock levels data user story 

Related requirements 

RQ_0048 vf-OS apps must monitor stock information 

USP13.27 Edit stock levels 

Description 

As Iñigo or Andrius, I want to edit the stock level of spare parts, so that I can update the stock level after a 
maintenance operation or a spare part replacement 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure the monitor spare parts page has an edit stock level dialogue 

 Make sure the monitor spare parts page opens the edit stock level dialogue when I click the Edit stock 
level button 

 Make sure that, for every selected spare part, the dialogue shows an input field to edit the quantity 

 Make sure that each input field is labelled with the spare part product code if my organisation is MASS 
else the customer spare part product code 

 Make sure that the edit stock level dialogue has a Save button to save the changes 

 Make sure that I can close the dialogue if I do not want to save any changes 
 
User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0088 vfStockPolicies app must update spare-parts Data Storage information manually in order to have 
updated spare-part information 
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5 Pilot 1 vApp 4 

5.1 Application Request 

5.1.1 Application 

Figure 128 contains information describing the application being requested on vf-OS. 

Figure 128: vfProductionFollowUp application information form 

5.1.2 Goals 

The main goal of vfProductionFollowUp is described in Figure 129: 

Figure 129: vfProductionFollowUp goal definition form 

5.1.3 Activities 

Figure 130 highlights the main activities involved in the requested application. 

Application 

Name vfProductionFollowUp 

Description vfProductionFollowUp monitors production KPIs and sends notifications when the 
machine performance is low 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

http://w3.siemens.com/mcms/automation/en/manufacturing-execution-system-
mes/pages/default.aspx 

Goal 

Improve visibility of the production process 

Who is it for? Andrius 

What problem 
does it solve? 

The machine controller can calculate production KPIs but this information is not visible 
outside the floor plant 

Indicators 
[Optional] 

Average OEE 

Activities 

Set objectives 

Actor Andrius 

Description Set objectives and thresholds 

Details Andrius must configure the theoretical cycle time and target values for production 
indicators (ie availability, performance, OEE, etc.). The user sets the ideal cycle time 
(used to obtain the theoretical speed), the target cycle time (used to calculate the target 
speed), and the target availability and the target quality. These configuration parameters 
are used to evaluate the production and generate alarms when the production KPIs are 
below the target values 
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Interfaces 
[Optional] 

Objectives Configuration 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

 

Monitor data 

Actor Andrius 

Description Andrius monitors the production information on his laptop, tablet, or smartphone in order 
to follow up the production status 

Details The application connects to the TS machine and monitors the machine status and the 
machine production. With this information, the application is capable of calculating the 
machine availability, performance, and quality and then compares these KPIs with the 
target values provided by the user. Andrius can check this information in an intuitive and 
comprehensive dashboard 

Interfaces 
[Optional] 

OEE Monitor 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 
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Figure 130: vfProductionFollowUp activities definition form 

 

5.1.4 Terminology 

Figure 131 describes the terminology used by Manufacturing and Logistics Users that may 
need clarification to be understood by Software Developers. 

Figure 131: vfProductionFollowUp terminology definition form 

Receive notification 

Actor Andrius 

Description A notification is received when a production alarm has been detected by the 
vfProductionFollowUp 

Details Every time the vApp receives data from the machine, production KPIs are calculated and 
compared with the target values. The vApp generates alarms when a given indicator is 
below the target values. The notification must be received in the vApp and by email 

Interfaces 
[Optional] 

Low performance notification 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

 

Terminology 

Availability Production KPI that indicates the percentage of the time that the machine is available 
for production (production time), not idle, or not in a failure state 

Performance Production KPI that indicates the ratio of the real production speed to the theoretical 
speed as a percentage 

Production speed Total units produced divided by the production time 

Quality Ratio of good (conformant) units produced to total units produced 

OEE Overall Equipment Efficiency resulting from the product of the availability, the 
performance, and the quality KPIs 
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5.1.5 Questionnaire 

The 10 questions in Figure 132 provide additional information for Software Developers: 

Questionnaire  

1. What kind of login do you want for your application? 

(Login is required to identify who is interacting with your application) 

Email 
Other service (eg Google 

or ActiveX) 
No login 

I don´t know 

 LDAP or email + password 

 I d
o

n
´

t k
n

o
w

 

2. Do users need personal profiles? 

(The application needs to behave in different ways depending on who is using it) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

 

3. Do you need support for collaboration? 

(Partners from different organisations are going to collaborate through the application) 

Yes No I don´t know 

  º 

If yes, can you provide some details? 

 

4. Does your application need to connect with legacy devices? 

(This means you will need Drivers to connect to devices like production machines) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

We need production data from the TS machine 

5. Does your application need to connect with legacy services? 

(This means you will need APIs to connect to systems and applications like ERP, MES, CRM) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

 

6. Are connected services or devices distributed among collaborators? 

(This means your application will need to be connected to systems in different organisations) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 
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Figure 132: vfProductionFollowUp application questionnaire 

5.2 User - Developer Interaction 

5.2.1 Questions and Answers 

Figure 133 contains the questions and answers formulated during the interviews with 
Software Developers. 

Figure 133: vfProductionFollowUp application questionnaire 

5.2.2 User Stories 

5.2.2.1 Goal 1 Story Map 

Figure 134 shows the story map of Goal 1. 

7. Does your application need to manage large amounts of data? 

(The application needs infrastructure to securely manage data from connected devices and 
applications) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

 

8. Does your application need to analyse data? 

(You want your application to help you discover useful information) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

 

9. Does your application need to manage documents? 

(The application needs to handle different text or multimedia documents) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

10. How should your application look? 

(Provide an indication of the quality expected for your user interface)  

Bare-bone Stock Beautiful 

   

Questions Answers 

Is it possible to obtain production data from 
the TS machine to calculate the production 
indicators? 

Yes. Data such as the TS machine runtime and downtime as well as non-
conformant units are available in the machine controller and can be 
published with OPC UA or ADS.  
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Figure 134: vfProductionFollowUp goal 1 Story Map 
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The following tables describe the different user tasks presented in the story map. User 
stories related to user login, vApp configuration, and connection to the TS machine are 
equivalent to those presented in the vfFailurePrevention story map. 

Figure 135: Configure target production indicators values user story 

 

Figure 136: Configure target production values user story 

 

USP14.12 Configure target production indicators  

Description 

As Kestutis, I want to manage the configuration target production such that I can edit the connection 
parameters 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that there is a production configuration dialogue to enter the configuration of the target 
production KPIs values 

 Make sure that I can open the production dialogue by clicking on the edit production configuration 
button in the registered TS machine page 

 Make sure that I can enter the theoretical cycle time in the production configuration dialogue 

 Make sure that I can enter the target cycle time in the production configuration dialogue 

 Make sure that I can enter the target availability in the production configuration dialogue 

 Make sure that I can enter the target quality in the production configuration dialogue 

 Make sure that I can start the default start time in the production configuration dialogue 
 

User priority 

Important 

Related requirements 

None 

USP14.13 Save target production indicators 

Description 

As Kestutis, I want to manage the configuration of TS machines, so that I can edit the connection parameters 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that you store the theoretical cycle time provided in the production configuration dialogue 

 Make sure that you store the target cycle time provided in the production configuration dialogue 

 Make sure that you store the target availability provided in the production configuration dialogue 

 Make sure that you store the target quality provided in the production configuration dialogue 

 Make sure that you store the default start time in the production configuration dialogue 
 

User priority 

Important 

Related requirements 

RQ_0494 vfProductionFollowUp must support the definition of threshold values to generate when KPIs are 
below / over these thresholds 

USP14.14 Connect to TS machine controller 
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Figure 137: Connect to TS machine controller user story 

 

Figure 138: Collect production data user story 

 

Description 

As a vApp, I want to connect to the TS machine controller so that I start receiving production data 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure I can connect to the embedded OPC UA server 

 Make sure you use the TS machine IP address to connect to the embedded OPC UA server 

 Make sure you use the TS connection port to connect to the embedded OPC UA server 

 Make sure you use Sign and encrypt with RSA 256 OPC UA security policy 

 Make sure you use the built-in application certificate to set the connection 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 

USP14.15 Collect production data 

Description 

As a vApp, I want to collect production data, so that I can update the production indicators 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure the production counter node counts production units 

 Make sure the rejected counter node counts rejected units 

 Make sure the operating time counter node counts operating time in seconds 

 Make sure you read the production counter, the rejected counter, and the operating time counter values 
every minute 

 Make sure I receive production data containing the read values 

 Make sure that production data contains the number of units produced 

 Make sure that production data contains the number of units rejected 

 Make sure that production data contains the operating time in seconds 

 Make sure that production data contains the planned time in seconds 

 Make sure that production data contains a timestamp indicating when the values are read 

 Make sure that production data contains the URI of the TS machine 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0044 vfProductionFollowUp must be able to count in real time the number of items produced 

RQ_0057 vfProductionFollowUp must collect specific production data from the TS machine in real time to 
monitor production KPIs 

USP14.16 Save production data 

Description 

As a vApp, I want to store production data, so that I can show historic values to the users 
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Figure 139: Save production data user story 

 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure you store an auto-generated identifier for each production data 

 Make sure you store the TS machine identifier 

 Make sure you store the production data timestamp 

 Make sure you store the units produced 

 Make sure you store the units rejected 

 Make sure you store the operating time 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0055 vfProductionFollowUp must store specific production data to visualise and analyse production 
KPIs offline 

USP14.17 Calculate production indicators 

Description 

As Kestutis, I want to calculate the production indicators of the TS machine, so that I can quantify the loss of 
efficiency 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that you calculate production indicators in a period of time 

 Make sure that the default start date is the current date at the default start time 

 Make sure that the default end date is the current time 

 Make sure that you sort production data by date in descending order 

 Make sure that operating time measurements are calculated as the difference between two 
consecutive production data operating times 

 Make sure that the accumulated operating time is calculated as the sum of the operating time 
measurements 

 Make sure that planned production time measurements are calculated as the difference between two 
consecutive production data planned operating times 

 Make sure that the accumulated planned production time is calculated as the sum of the planned 
production time measurements 

 Make sure the availability is calculated as the ratio between the accumulated operating time and the 
accumulated planned production time 

 Make sure that units produced measurements are calculated as the difference between two 
consecutive production data units produced 

 Make sure that the accumulated units produced is calculated as the sum of units produced 
measurements 

 Make sure the cycle time is calculated as the ratio between the accumulated units produced and the 
accumulated operating time 

 Make sure the performance is calculated as the ratio between the cycle time and the theoretical cycle 
time 

 Make sure that units rejected measurements are calculated as the difference between two 
consecutive production data units rejected 

 Make sure that the accumulated units rejected is calculated as the sum of the units rejected 
measurements 

 Make sure the total units produced is calculated as the accumulated units produced plus the 
accumulated units rejected 

 Make sure the quality is calculated as the ratio between the accumulated units produced and the total 
units produced 

 Make sure the OEE is calculated as the product of availability, performance and quality 
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Figure 140: Calculate production indicators user story 

 

Figure 141: Generate efficiency alarms user story 

 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0056 vfProductionFollowUp must calculate production KPIs from specific production data (in real time 
and offline) 

USP14.18 Generate efficiency alarms 

Description 

As a vApp, I want to detect when the performance indicators are below the target values threshold, so that I 
can notify users 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure you calculate efficiency alarms when production data is collected 

 Make sure you calculate indicators with the default start time and end time 

 Make sure you calculate the target performance as the target cycle time divided by the theoretical 
cycle time 

 Make sure you calculate the target OEE as the product of the target availability times the target quality 
times the target performance 

 Make sure you generate an efficiency alarm of type Performance when the performance is lower than 
the target performance 

 Make sure you generate an efficiency alarm of type Availability when the availability is lower than the 
target availability 

 Make sure you generate an efficiency alarm of type Quality when the quality is lower than the target 
quality 

 Make sure you generate an efficiency alarm of type Efficiency when the OEE is lower than the target 
OEE 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0054 vfProductionFollowUp must compare production KPIs with preconfigured values and generate 
alarms to warn the production line manager 

USP14.19 Save efficiency alarm 

Description 

As a vApp, I want to save efficiency alarms, so that I can notify users 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure you store efficiency alarms only if there are no active alarms of the same type 

 Make sure you save an auto-generated identifier for the efficiency alarm 

 Make sure you save the generated alarm type 

 Make sure you save the alarm active status as true 

 Make sure you save a reference to the TS machine identifier 

 Make sure you save the alarm date as the current date 
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Figure 142: Save efficiency alarm user story 

 

Figure 143: Update efficiency alarm status user story 

 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0061 vf-OS must provide mechanisms to save/modify data in private data storage 

USP14.20 Update efficiency alarm status 

Description 

As a vApp, I want to update active efficiency alarms, so that I only notify users when production indicators 
fall below the target values 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure you update efficiency alarms when production data is collected 

 Make sure you calculate the target performance as the target cycle time divided by the theoretical 
cycle time 

 Make sure you calculate the target OEE as the product of the target availability times the target quality 
times the target performance 

 Make sure you update the active status of alarms of type Performance to false if the performance is 
greater than the target performance 

 Make sure you update the active status of alarms of type Availability to false if the availability is 
greater than the target availability 

 Make sure you update the active status of alarms of type Quality to false if the quality is greater than 
the target quality 

 Make sure you update the active status of alarms of type Efficiency to false if the OEE is greater than 
the target OEE 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 

USP14.21 Generate efficiency alarm notification 

Description 

As a vApp, I want to generate efficiency alarm notifications, so that I can inform users when the production 
indicators are below the target values 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure the efficiency alarm notification contains the text Efficiency alarm detected 

 Make sure the efficiency alarm notification description contains the TS machine name 

 Make sure the efficiency alarm notification description includes the alarm type 

 Make sure the efficiency alarm notification description includes the alarm date 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 
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Figure 144: Generate efficiency alarm notification user story 

 

Figure 145: Send efficiency alarm notification via vf-OS notification enabler user story 

 

Figure 146: Send efficiency alarm notification via email 

 

RQ_0061 vf-OS must provide mechanisms to save/modify data in private data storage 

USP11.22 Send efficiency alarm notification via vf-OS notification enabler 

Description 

As the vApp, I must be able to send efficiency alarm notifications through the vfOS notification enabler, so 
that I can inform maintenance managers of new efficiency alarms 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure you send notifications to all VS users 

 Make sure all pages have a notification icon indicating that there are unread notifications 

 Make sure the notification icon links to a "notification box" page listing all received notifications 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 

USP14.23 Send efficiency alarm notification via email  

Description 

As the vApp, I must be able to send emails, so that I can inform maintenance managers of new preventive 
alarms 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure you send emails to all VS users 

 Make sure the email subject contains the text ‘vfProductionFollowUp efficiency alarm detected’ 

 Make sure the email subject contains the alarm type 

 Make sure the email subject contains the alarm date 
 

User priority 

RQ_0046 vfProductionFollowUp must be able to warn the production line manager through emails 

Related requirements 

None 

USP14.24 View efficiency alarm notification 

Description 

As Kestutis, I want to view efficiency alarm notifications, so that I can check production data details 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that the notification icon is no longer present if there are no unread notifications 
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Figure 147: View preventive alarm notification user story 

 

Figure 148: Access production indicators page user story 

 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 

USP14.25 Access production indicators page 

Description 

As Kestutis, I want access to the production indicators page, so that I can collect more information about the 
TS machine 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure navigate to the production indicators page by clicking on the received notification 

 Make sure the production indicators page shows the TS machine name 

 Make sure the production indicators page has a production indicators table showing calculated 
production indicators 

 Make sure the production indicators table has a row for OEE data 

 Make sure the production indicators table has a row for performance data 

 Make sure the production indicators table has a row for availability data 

 Make sure that the production indicators table has an Indicator column showing the indicators name 

 Make sure that the production indicators table has a Target column showing the target value 

 Make sure that the production indicators table has a Value column showing the value 

 Make sure that the production indicators table has a Value column showing the difference 

 Make sure that the production indicators table has an Alarm column showing if there is any active 
alarm of the type of the indicator 

 Make sure the product indicators table has a filter button to apply a date filter 

 Make sure the product indicators table has a Day checkbox to apply a built-in filter by date 

 Make sure the production indicators page is updated when new production data is collected 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0053 vfProductionFollowUp must implement a dashboard to monitor and filter information according to 
specific criteria (date, value) for the PLM 

RQ_0064 vf-OS should provide an app for monitoring of productivity KPIs in order to support decision 
making 

RQ_0493 vfProductionFollowUp must provide User interfaces to filter historical data according to specific 
criteria (Value, Date) 

USP14.26 Select dates 

Description 

As Kestutis, I want to select a date interval so that I can check production data on a specific period of time 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that the production indicators page has a select filter dates dialogue 
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Figure 149: Check measurement data user story 

 

Figure 150: Filter by day user story 

 

 Make sure that the production indicators page opens the select filter dates dialogue when I click on the 
filter button 

 Make sure the filter dates dialogue has a calendar input to enter the start date 

 Make sure the filter dates dialogue has a calendar input to enter the end date 

 Make sure the filter dates dialogue has a Save button to filter production data by date 

 Make sure I can close the filter dates dialogue if I do no longer want to filter data 
 

User priority 

Important 

Related requirements 

None 

USP14.27 Filter by date 

Description 

As Kestutis, I want to filter production data by date so that I can check production indicators calculated over 
a period of time 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure you filter data when you press the Save button of the filter date dialogue 

 Make sure you select production data where the timestamp is between the start date and the end date 

 Make sure you calculate production indicators using the selected production data 

 Make sure you update the indicators table with the calculated indicators 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 
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6 Pilot 1 vApp 5 

6.1 Application Request 

6.1.1 Application 

Figure 151 describes the application requested and includes a preliminary name and a 
brief description of the wanted functionality. 

Figure 151: vfMaintenanceCalendar application information form 

6.1.2 Goals 

Figure 152 describes the main goal of the application: 

Figure 152: vfMaintenanceCalendar goal definition form 

6.1.3 Activities 

Figure 153 describes the main activities and interactions of the requested application. 

Application 

Name vfMaintenanceCalendar 

Description Supports preventive maintenance, providing calendars for maintenance operations 
and notifications informing when maintenance operations are due, to help planning 
the acquisition of spare parts 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

http://calendar.google.com 

Goal 

Reduce spare part replacement costs 

Who is it for? Andrius 

What problem 
does it solve? 

Currently, a maintenance manager may waste valuable time provisioning spare parts 
replacements before a maintenance operation, if they do not place the purchase orders 
within sufficient time 

Indicators 
[Optional] 

Replenishment costs (shipping and logistics) 

Activities 

Configuration 

Actor Iñigo 

Description Configure organisations and users 

Details The configuration of vfMaintenanceCalendar is the same as the configuration of 
vfStockPolicies 

Interfaces 
[Optional] 

Organisations 
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Users 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

See Section 2.1.3 

Configuration 

Actor Andrius 

Description Allow MASS to receive maintenance operation notifications 

Details Andrius has to express his consent to vfMaintenanceCalendar terms and conditions. 
With vfMaintenanceCalendar, Andrius will implement preventive maintenance on the TS 
machines and will use the vApp to support purchase orders for TS machine spare parts 
provided by MASS. Andrius agrees to share information with MASS about scheduled 
maintenance operations of TS machines 

Interfaces 
[Optional] 

Terms of service 

Users 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

See Section 2.1.3 

Add or update maintenance operation data 

Actor Iñigo  

Description Manage spare part inventory 

Details Iñigo uses the developed criticality analysis to design the preventive maintenance 
calendar for TS machines. Iñigo can upload a CSV file with information about the spare 
parts: spare part name, criticality, supplier lead times stock levels, etc. He can also edit 
this information using forms. Then, he configures the maintenance operation calendars. 
He enters a name, an average duration, the periodicity, and the spare parts used in each 
operation 

Interfaces 
[Optional] 

Spare parts 

Maintenance operations 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

 

Generate TS machine Calendar 

Actor Andrius 

Description Set TS machine maintenance Calendar 

Details Andrius enters the information needed by vfMaintenanceCalendar to generate the maintenance 
calendar for TS machines. Andrius sets restrictions, which are specific dates or date intervals 
where the factory is closed or it is not possible to perform maintenance operations. Based on the 
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maintenance operation data and the restrictions, the vApp generates a maintenance calendar for 
the TS machine 

Interfaces 
[Optional] 

Edit restrictions 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

 

Calendar monitoring 

Actor Iñigo and Andrius 

Description Check the dates for planned maintenance operations 

Details Iñigo and Andrius access vfMaintenanceCalendar to check the generated TS maintenance 
calendar. They can edit the suggested dates in case they need to reschedule a maintenance 
operation. When this happens, vfMaintenanceCalendar updates the entire calendar 

Interfaces 
[Optional] 

Maintenance operations and spare part information 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 
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Figure 153: vfMaintenanceCalendar activities definition form 

6.1.4 Terminology 

Figure 154 includes the different terms that needed a clarification to be understood by 
Software Developers. 

Figure 154: vfMaintenanceCalendar terminology definition form 

6.1.5 Questionnaire 

Fill in the following 10 questions form to provide additional information for Software 
Developers: 

Notifications 

Actor Iñigo and Andrius 

Description Receive notifications to remind of spare parts that we need to purchase and of forthcoming 
maintenance operations 

Details It would be nice to be able to set the format and the reminder time for the notifications 

Interfaces 
[Optional] 

None  

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

None 

Terminology 

Preventive 
Maintenance 

Preventive maintenance increases equipment life span and efficiency by planning 
periodic maintenance operations to prevent failures, based on historic data. The main 
advantages with respect to predictive maintenance is that it is not necessary to 
monitor the status of equipment 

iCal iCal and the .ical file extension refer to the iCalendar standard to exchange calendar 
data 

Questionnaire  

1. What kind of login do you want for your application? 

(Login is required to identify who is interacting with your application) 

Email 
Other service (eg Google 

or ActiveX) 
No login 

I don´t know 

 LDAP or email + password 

 I d
o

n
´t

 
k
n

o
w

 

2. Do users need personal profiles? 

(The application needs to behave in different ways depending on who is using it) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

 

3. Do you need support for collaboration? 

(Partners from different organisations are going to collaborate through the application) 

Yes No I don´t know 
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If yes, can you provide some details? 

 

4. Does your application need to connect with legacy devices? 

(This means you will need Drivers to connect to devices like production machines) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

 

5. Does your application need to connect with legacy services? 

(This means you will need APIs to connect to systems and applications like ERP, MES, CRM) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

 

6. Are connected services or devices distributed among collaborators? 

(This means your application will need to be connected to systems in different organisations) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

 

7. Does your application need to manage large amounts of data? 

(The application needs infrastructure to securely manage data from connected devices and 
applications) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

 

8. Does your application need to analyse data? 

(You want your application to help you discover useful information) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

 

9. Does your application need to manage documents? 

(The application needs to handle different text or multimedia documents) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

10. How should your application look? 

(Provide an indication of the quality expected for your user interface)  
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Figure 155: vfMaintenanceCalendar application questionnaire 

6.2 User - Developer Interaction 

6.2.1 Questions and Answers 

Figure 156 contains questions and answers formulated during the interviews with Software 
Developers. 

Figure 156: vfMaintenanceCalendar questions and answers 

6.2.2 User Stories 

6.2.2.1 Goal 1 Story Map 

Figure 157 shows the story map for the vfMaintenanceCalendar vApp. 

 

Bare-bone Stock Beautiful 

   

Questions Answers 

How many maintenance operations do 
you need to perform on a TS machine 
during a year? 

Every day there is maintenance work to do. There are also weekly 
and monthly maintenance operations 

What is an estimate for the delivery of 
spare parts? 

If spare parts are stocked in MASS, they can be delivered to the 
customer within 2-3 business days. However, the lead time may be 
much longer if MASS needs to order the spare parts 

Is it very risky to operate the TS 
machine for a period of time, say 
weeks, without maintenance when the 
maintenance operation is due? 

This is possible. It is another approach to maintenance 
management called run-to-failure. It is sometimes an interesting 
option, depending on the maintenance of the device, but we do not 
want to regard this possibility at least for the moment 

What is a ballpark estimate for the 
average maintenance operation 
duration? 

15-30 minutes in a work day 
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Figure 157: vfMaintenanceCalendar story map 
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The following tables describe the different user stories identified in the 
vfMaintenanceCalendar story map. The user stories related to user login and vApp 
configuration are equivalent to those described for previous vApps and are therefore 
omitted from the detailed description below. 

Figure 158: Access maintenance operations page user story 

 

USP15.11 Access maintenance operations page 

Description 

As Iñigo, I want to access the maintenance plans page so that I can manage maintenance operations 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure there is a maintenance operations page that allows me to configure maintenance 
operations 

 Make sure the maintenance operations page has a New maintenance operation button 

 Make sure the maintenance operations page has a maintenance operations table 

 Make sure the maintenance operations table has a column showing the maintenance operations name 

 Make sure the maintenance operations table has a column showing the maintenance operations 
periodicity 

 Make sure the maintenance operations table has a column showing the maintenance operations spare 
parts string 

 Make sure the maintenance operations table shows the names of referenced spare parts separated 
clearly 

 Make sure the maintenance operation table shows the maintenance operation average duration 

 Make sure every maintenance operation table row has an edit button to edit the maintenance 
operation data 
 

User priority 

Important 

Related requirements 

RQ_0091 vfMaintenanceCalendar app must allow users to add or update manually Tabber Stringer 
maintenance operations in the Data Storage in order to list all maintenance operations 

RQ_0093 vfMaintenanceCalendar must save scheduled maintenance operations in the Data Storage 

USP15.12 Add maintenance operation 

Description 

As Iñigo, I want to edit the maintenance plans page so that I can set or update maintenance operations for 
TS machines 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure the maintenance operations page has an edit maintenance operation dialogue to enter the 
maintenance operation information 

 Make sure I can open the edit maintenance operation dialogue by clicking on the New maintenance 
operation button of the maintenance operations page 

 Make sure I can open the edit maintenance operation dialogue by clicking on the edit button of a 
maintenance operations table row 

 Make sure I can enter the maintenance operation name in the edit maintenance operation dialogue 

 Make sure I can enter the maintenance operation periodicity in the edit maintenance operation 
dialogue 

 Make sure I can enter the maintenance operation duration in the edit maintenance operation dialogue 
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Figure 159: Add maintenance operation user story 

 

Figure 160: Save maintenance operation user story 

 

 Make sure I can enter the default reminder time in weeks 

 Make sure the edit maintenance operation dialogue has an Add spare part button 

 Make sure the edit maintenance operation dialogue has a spare parts table 

 Make sure the spare parts table has a column showing the maintenance operation spare parts code 

 Make sure the spare parts table has a column showing the maintenance operation spare parts name 

 Make sure I can select a spare part to be added to the maintenance operation spare parts 

 Make sure the edit maintenance operation dialogue has an add spare part button to add the selected 
maintenance spare part 

 Make sure the edit maintenance operation dialogue has a Save button to save changes 

 Make sure I can close the edit maintenance operation dialogue if I do not want to save the changes 
 

User priority 

Important 

Related requirements 

RQ_0091 vfMaintenanceCalendar app must allow users to add or update manually Tabber Stringer 
maintenance operations in the Data Storage in order to list all maintenance operations 

RQ_0535 vfMaintenanceCalendar must provide User interfaces to add or modify maintenance operations 

USP15.13 Save maintenance operation 

Description 

As Iñigo, I want to save the maintenance operation information so that it is used to generate the 
maintenance operation calendar 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure you store an auto-generated identifier for the maintenance operation 

 Make sure you store the maintenance operation description 

 Make sure you store the maintenance operation periodicity 

 Make sure you store the maintenance operation duration 

 Make sure you store the maintenance operation default reminder time 

 Make sure you store the maintenance operation status as scheduled 

 Make sure that, for every maintenance operation spare part, you store an auto-generated identifier  

 Make sure that, for every maintenance operation spare part, you store a reference to the maintenance 
operation 

 Make sure that, for every maintenance operation spare part, you store a reference to the spare part 
 
 

User priority 

Important 

Related requirements 

RQ_0093 vfMaintenanceCalendar must save scheduled maintenance operations in the Data Storage 

USP15.16 Access calendar restrictions page 

Description 

As Andrius, I want to access a calendar restrictions page showing information about calendar restrictions, so 
that I can adapt the maintenance calendar 
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Figure 161: Access calendar restrictions page user story 

 

Figure 162: Add restriction user story 

 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure the calendar restrictions page has an Add restriction button to add a new restriction 

 Make sure the calendar restrictions page has a restrictions table 

 Make sure the restrictions table has a column showing restrictions start date 

 Make sure the restrictions table has a column showing restrictions duration 

 Make sure the restrictions table has a column showing restrictions periodicity 

 Make sure the restrictions table has a column showing restrictions end date 

 Make sure the restrictions table has a column showing restrictions Comments 

 Make sure each restrictions table row has an edit button 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 

USP15.17 Add restriction 

Description 

As Andrius, I want to add restrictions, so that I can adapt the maintenance operations calendar to my 
working calendar 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure the calendar restrictions page has an edit restriction dialogue 

 Make sure the calendar restrictions page opens the edit restrictions dialogue when I click on the Add 
new restriction button 

 Make sure the calendar restrictions page opens the edit restrictions dialogue when I click on a 
restrictions table row edit button 

 Make sure I can enter the restriction start date in the edit restrictions dialogue 

 Make sure I can enter the restriction duration in the edit restrictions dialogue 

 Make sure I can enter the restriction periodicity in the edit restrictions dialogue 

 Make sure I can enter the restriction end date in the edit restrictions dialogue 

 Make sure I can enter the restriction comments in the edit restrictions dialogue 

 Make sure the edit restrictions dialogue has a Save button to save the restriction 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0092 vfMaintenanceCalendar app must allow users to set calendar restrictions to be considered in the 
algorithm 

USP15.18 Save restriction 

Description 

As Andrius, I want to add restrictions, so that I can adapt the maintenance operations calendar to my 
working calendar 

Acceptance criteria 
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Figure 163: Set calendar restrictions with online form user story 

 

Figure 164: Generate personalised calendar user story 

 

 Make sure you store an auto-generated identifier for each restriction 

 Make sure you store the restriction start date 

 Make sure I can enter the restriction duration in the edit restrictions dialogue 

 Make sure I can enter the restriction periodicity in the edit restrictions dialogue 

 Make sure I can enter the restriction end date in the edit restrictions dialogue 

 Make sure I can enter the restriction comments in the edit restrictions dialogue 

 Make sure the edit restrictions dialogue has a Save button to save the restriction 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0092 vfMaintenanceCalendar app must allow users to set calendar restrictions to be considered in the 
algorithm 

USP15.19 Generate maintenance operation calendar events 

Description 

As a vApp, I want to generate a maintenance plan adapted to my calendar restrictions so that I can establish 
a preventive management calendar for the TS machine 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that, for every maintenance operation, you generate maintenance operations from the 
current date to the current date plus one year 

 Make sure you sort maintenance operations by periodicity 

 Make sure that, for every maintenance operation, you find available dates that are not in any 
restriction or any maintenance operation event and that are separated by a maximum of the 
maintenance operation periodicity 

 Make sure that, for every maintenance operation, you add maintenance operation events in the 
available dates 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0529 vfMaintenanceCalendar must manage maintenance plans for machines 

USP15.20 Save maintenance operation calendar events 

Description 

As a vApp, I want to generate a maintenance plan adapted to my calendar restrictions, so that I can 
establish a preventive management calendar for the TS machine 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that you store an auto-generated identifier for the maintenance operation calendar event 

 Make sure that you store the maintenance operation calendar event date 

 Make sure that you store the maintenance operation calendar event status as Planned 

 Make sure that you store a reference to the TS machine identifier 

 Make sure that you store the duration 

 Make sure that you store a reference to the maintenance operation 
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Figure 165: Save maintenance operation calendar events user story 

 

Figure 166: Generate maintenance operation reminders user story 

 

Figure 167: Save maintenance operation reminders user story 

 

 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0529 vfMaintenanceCalendar must manage maintenance plans for machines 

USP15.21 Generate maintenance operation reminders 

Description 

As the vApp, I want to generate maintenance reminders so that I can remind maintenance managers of 
forthcoming maintenance operations 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that you schedule (potential) maintenance operation reminder generation at least once a 
day 

 Make sure that you generate a maintenance operation reminder if the maintenance operation date 
plus the default notification period is equal to the current date 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0529 vfMaintenanceCalendar must manage maintenance plans for machines 

USP15.22 Save maintenance operation reminders 

Description 

As the vApp, I want to save maintenance operation alarms, so that I can remind maintenance managers of 
forthcoming maintenance operations 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that you store an auto-generated identifier for the reminder 

 Make sure that you store the reminder type as Maintenance operation 

 Make sure you store a reference to the maintenance operation identifier 

 Make sure you store a reference to the TS machine identifier 

 Make sure you store the reminder date as the current date 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0061 vf-OS must provide mechanisms to save/modify data in private data storage 
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Figure 168: Generate spare parts reminders user story 

 

Figure 169: Save spare part reminders user story 

 

USP15.23 Generate spare parts reminders 

Description 

As the vApp, I want to generate spare part notifications, so that I can remind maintenance managers of 
spare parts they need to purchase for forthcoming maintenance operations 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that you generate spare parts reminders at least once a day 

 Make sure that you generate a maintenance spare part notification if the maintenance operation date 
plus the spare part lead time plus the default notification period is equal to the current date 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0529 vfMaintenanceCalendar must manage maintenance plans for machines 

USP15.24 Save spare part reminders 

Description 

As the vApp, I want to save spare parts alarms so that I can remind maintenance managers of spare parts 
they need to purchase for forthcoming maintenance operations 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that you store an auto-generated identifier for the reminder 

 Make sure that you store the reminder type as spare part 

 Make sure you store a reference to the maintenance operation identifier 

 Make sure you store a reference to the TS machine identifier 

 Make sure you store a reference to the spare part identifier 

 Make sure you store the reminder date as the current date 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0061 vf-OS must provide mechanisms to save/modify data in private data storage 

USP15.25 Generate reminder notification 

Description 

As the vApp, I want to generate reminder notifications, so that I can remind maintenance managers of 
forthcoming maintenance operations 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure the reminder notification contains the text Maintenance operation reminder 

 Make sure the reminder notification description contains the TS machine name 

 Make sure the reminder notification description contains the reminder type 

 Make sure the reminder notification description contains the maintenance operation name 

 Make sure the reminder notification description contains the reminder date 
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Figure 170: Generate reminder notification user story 

 

Figure 171: Send reminder notification through the vf-OS notification enabler user story 

 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0096 vfMaintenanceCalendar must generate alarms in advance in order to notify users before the 
maintenance operation 

RQ_0098 vfMaintenanceCalendar must notify users when some spare-part orders overdue 

RQ_0536 vfMaintenanceCalendar must generate notifications when scheduled maintenance operations are 
to be due 

USP15.26 Send reminder notification through the vf-OS notification enabler 

Description 

As the vApp, I must be able to send maintenance operation reminder notifications through the vf-OS 
notification enabler, so that I can inform maintenance managers of new reminders 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure you send reminder notifications to MASS users 

 Make sure you send reminder notifications to all VS users if the reminder type is Maintenance 
operation 

 Make sure all pages have a notification icon indicating that there are unread notifications 

 Make sure the notification icon links to a "notification box" page listing all received notifications 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 

USP15.27 Send reminder notification via email  

Description 

As the vApp, I must be able to send emails, so that I can inform maintenance managers of reminders related 
to forthcoming maintenance operations 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure you send email reminders to MASS users 

 Make sure you send email reminders to all VS users if the reminder type is Maintenance operation 

 Make sure the email subject contains the text ‘vfMaintenanceCalendar reminder 

 Make sure the email subject contains the reminder type 

 Make sure the email subject contains the TS machine name 

 Make sure the email subject contains the maintenance operation name 

 Make sure the email subject contains the reminder date 
 

User priority 

RQ_0046 vfProductionFollowUp must be able to warn the production line manager through emails 

Related requirements 
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Figure 172: Send reminder notification via email 

 

Figure 173: View reminder notification user story 

 

Figure 174: Check operations calendar user story 

 

RQ_0529 vfMaintenanceCalendar must manage maintenance plans for machines 

USP15.28 View reminder notification 

Description 

As Iñigo or Andrius, I want to view the reminder notification, so that I can check maintenance plan details 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that the notification icon is no longer present if there are no unread notifications 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 

USP15.29 Access maintenance operations calendar page 

Description 

As Iñigo and Andrius, I want a maintenance operations calendar page, so that I can view maintenance 
operations 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that there is a maintenance operations calendar date 

 Make sure that the maintenance operations calendar page has a maintenance operations calendar 

 Make sure that the calendar has a Settings button 

 Make sure that the maintenance operations calendar page has a maintenance operations calendar 

 Make sure that the maintenance operations calendar shows maintenance operation calendar events 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0094 vfMaintenanceCalendar must implement a dashboard to the Tabber Stringer maintenance 
calendar 

USP15.30 Place spare part purchase order 

Description 

As Iñigo, I want to request spare parts to providers, so that I can purchase the spare parts needed perform 
maintenance operations 

Acceptance criteria 

None 

User priority 
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Figure 175: Place spare part purchase order user story 

 

Figure 176: Perform maintenance operation user story 

 

Figure 177: Edit maintenance operation calendar event user story 

 

Out of scope 

Related requirements 

None 

USP15.31 Perform maintenance operation 

Description 

As Iñigo and Andrius, we want to perform the maintenance operation so that the preventive management 
plan is implemented 

Acceptance criteria 

None 

User priority 

Out of scope 

Related requirements 

None 

USP15.32 Edit maintenance operation calendar event  

Description 

As Andrius, I want to edit a maintenance operation calendar event, so that I can enter the actual date when 
the operation was performed 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure the maintenance calendar page has an edit event status dialogue 

 Make sure the maintenance calendar page opens the edit event status when I click on a maintenance 
operation calendar event 

 Make sure the edit status dialogue shows the name of the referenced maintenance operation 

 Make sure I can select the maintenance operation calendar event status as either Planned or 
Completed 

 Make sure I can select the maintenance operation calendar event date as the actual date when I 
performed the maintenance operation 

 Make sure the edit status dialogue has a Save button to save the changes 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0095 vfMaintenanceCalendar must allow the user to modify a scheduled maintenance operation 

USP15.33 Update maintenance operation calendar event status 

Description 
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Figure 178: Update maintenance operation calendar event status user story 

 

Figure 179: Edit maintenance operation calendar settings user story 

 

 

As Andrius, I want to update an operation after it is completed to adjust the calendar 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure you update the maintenance operation calendar event when I click on the Save button of 
the edit status dialogue 

 Make sure you update the maintenance operation calendar event status 

 Make sure you update the maintenance operation calendar event date 

 Make sure you generate maintenance operation calendar events to take into account the current date 
of the maintenance operation 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 

USP15.34 Edit maintenance operation calendar settings 

Description 

As Andrius, I want to change the maintenance operation calendar page settings, so that I can configure the 
dates I can view 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure the maintenance calendar page has a settings dialogue 

 Make sure the maintenance calendar page opens the settings dialogue when I press on the settings 
button 

 Make sure I can select the calendar interval as Day, Week, or Month in the settings dialogue 

 Make sure the settings dialogue has a Save button 

 Make sure I can close the dialogue if I do not want to save the changes 

 Make sure you update the maintenance operation calendar when I press the save button 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 
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Executive Summary 

Deliverable “D8.1b Annex D Pilot 2 Use Case Definition” provides a detailed description of 
the features and functionalities of the vApps of Pilot 2: Construction / Industrialisation. The 
vApps described in this document focus on improving source material waste in 
construction projects through advanced collaboration between construction managers and 
source material providers. The vApps described in this document focus on enabling the 
collaborative design and manufacturing of complex products. The functionalities of these 
vApps are described using the story map methodology and represents the functional 
specifications agreed by pilot Software Developers and Manufacturing and Logistic Users 
at the time of writing this document. Both deliverables D8.1a and D8.1b provide additional 
information on how the story map methodology is used in this document. The document 
also includes a formal description of the functionality of each vApp, accompanied with user 
interface mockups and descriptions detailing main user interactions. Nevertheless, the 
story maps and mockups presented will continue to be iteratively reviewed and developed 
following an agile development methodology. 
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1 Manufacturing and Logistic Users information 

1.1 Organisations 

The following table, presented in Figure 1, provides a description of the organisation 
involved in the vApp requests: 

Figure 1: CONSULGAL Organisation information form 

1.2 Actors 

The following figures contain additional information about the main actors to help Software 
Developers better understand the users that interact with the vApps. 

Primary vf-OS Organisation 

Name CONSULGAL (CON) 

Description CONSULGAL Group has subsidiaries in 9 countries and is active in many others. The 
vf-OS results will be applied in our on-going projects in many countries and will be 
publicised to our clients and partners, as an important advantage of our service, and a 
reassurance of a successfully implemented and cost-effective project. Its use may be 
exported to our subsidiaries, contributing to develop their know-how and work 
methods, giving them a cutting-edge advantage over their local competitors.  

URL [Optional] www.consulgal.pt 

Supply chain 
collaborators 
[Optional] 

PORCIM, Contractors. 

Supply chain roles 
[Optional] 

Customer. 

Actor 

Name José Device preference 

(None, Low, High) 

Laptop: High 

Age [Optional] 51 Tablet: Low 

Occupation Work Supervisor Smartphone: Low 

Company CON Other  

Location Portugal Application use 

(None, Low, High) 

(Use of legacy software in daily jobs)  

Android: High 

Windows: High 

Needs 

He is a Work Supervisor that needs to access complex information in a fast and organised way  

Top goal 

CON will manage all documentation of a construction contract by using a web based tool to access and 
upload all necessary documentation 

Prioritised key features 

Numbered list of features the Actor expects ordered by priority: 
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Figure 2: Actor José definition form 

 

Figure 3: Actor Marco definition form 

 

1. User friendly 
2. Fast communication apps (CON and its partners) 
3. Mobile 
 
Applications or devices owned and used 

Laptop 

Actor 

Name Marco Device preference 

(None, Low, High) 

Laptop: High 

Age [Optional] 43 Tablet: Low 

Occupation Work Director Smartphone: High 

Company Contractor Other  

Location Portugal Application use 

(None, Low, High) 

(Use of legacy software in daily jobs)  

Android: High 

Windows: High 

Needs 

He is a Work Director that needs to access complex information in a fast and organised way 

Top goal 

CON’s partners will have an easy to use web based tool to access and upload all necessary documentation 

Prioritised key features 

Numbered list of features the Actor expects ordered by priority: 

1. User friendly 
2. Fast communication apps (CON and its partners) 
3. Mobile 
 
Applications or devices owned and used 

Smartphone 
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2 Pilot 2 vApp 1 

2.1 Application Request 

2.1.1 Application 

Figure 4 presents basic information about the application being requested in vf-OS. 

Figure 4: vfDocumentPortal application information form 

2.1.2 Goals 

Figure 5 describes the main goal of vfDocumentPortal vApp. 

Figure 5: vfDocumentPortal goal definition form 

2.1.3 Activities 

Figure 6 shows the activities to be performed using the vfDocumentPortal application. 

Application 

Name vfDocumentPortal 

Description The aim of the vfDocumentPortal is to provide tools to edit, store and access all the 
relevant documentation regarding the construction site lifetime operations. This vApp 
will allow CON to manage all the documentation of a construction contract and to 
provide an easy to use web based tool to its partners to access necessary 
documentation. 

The vfDocumentPortal will manage not only editable templates from CON, but also 
external documents. 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

https://www.aconex.com/document-management-software 

Goal 

To help create an additional service ensuring quick access to information / documentation 
necessary for contracts management including administrative conflicts. 

Who is it for? José and Marco. 

What problem 
does it solve? 

Reduces the high complexity and time needed for the setting up of each construction 
project. It entails the identification of resources, definition of the intra/inter-site information 
flows, setting up control methods, defining requirements for resources and archives, and 
the agreeing on approval procedures which are most times the same in their essence 
from project to project. 

Indicators 
[Optional] 

Time for accessing construction project data (%) 

Time spent on the set up of a new construction supervision project (%) 

Activities 

Create new Supervision Project 

Actor José 
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Description Use the vfDocumentPortal app to create and design a new supervision project repository to 
store, create and edit all the documentation relevant to the project 

Details José uses the vApp to 

 Create a new project database when the project starts 

 Define which type of documents are CON’s or contractor’s templates 

 Define the access privileges for each role 
 

Interfaces 
[Optional] 

Input: 
CON template document repository 

Output: 
New Project Database 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

 

 

Activities 

Create new Document 

Actor José and Marco 

Description The inclusion of a new document in a specific project repository. This new document may 
have two sources: From a CON template or from an uploaded image of an external 
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contractor document 

Details José uses the vApp to create a new document from an existing template. 

Marco uses the vApp to create a new document by uploading an image of a contractor 
document. 

Interfaces 
[Optional] 

Input: 

CON / Project DB template document repository 
Phone used by Marco to take necessary pictures of contractor documents and upload 
Scanned contractor documents 

Output: 

New document entry in the project DB 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 
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Activities 

View existing Document 

Actor José and Marco 

Description Use of the vfDocumentPortal app to view a stored document in a Supervision Project 
Repository. 

Details José and Marco can use the vApp to visualise any existing document in the Project 
Database. 

Interfaces 
[Optional] 

Input: 

Document to be consulted 
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Inspiration 
[Optional] 

 

 

Activities 

Search for Project Information 

Actor José and Marco 

Description Use of the vfDocumentPortal app to search for a stored document in a Supervision Project 
Repository. 

Details José and Marco use the vApp to search for documents using several filters (eg project 
name, date of creation, or document type). 

Interfaces 
[Optional] 

Input: 

Search filters 

Output: 

Project document information 
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Figure 6: vfDocumentPortal activities definition form 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 
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2.1.4 Terminology 

There are no terms that need clarification for Software Developers. 

Figure 7: vfDocumentPortal terminology definition form 

2.1.5 Questionnaire 

The questionnaire in Figure 8 provides additional information for Software Developers. 

Terminology 

None Not applicable 

Questionnaire  

1. What kind of login do you want for your application? 

(Login is required to identify who is interacting with your application) 

Email 
Other service (eg Google 

or ActiveX) 
No login I don´t know 

   I 

2. Do users need personal profiles? 

(The application needs to behave in different ways depending on who is using it) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

There should be different access levels to data according to user roles. The Work Supervisor should 
always have full access. 

3. Do you need support for collaboration? 

(Partners from different organisations are going to collaborate through the application) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

A Work Supervisor is always from CON but the Contractor can come from several entities depending 
on the project.  

4. Does your application need to connect with legacy devices? 

(This means you will need Drivers to connect to devices like production machines) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

 

5. Does your application need to connect with legacy services? 

(This means you will need APIs to connect to systems and applications like ERP, MES, CRM) 

Yes No I don´t know 
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Figure 8: vfDocumentPortal application questionnaire 

2.2 User - Developer Interaction 

2.2.1 Questions and Answers 

Figure 9 includes questions and answers formulated during the interviews with Software 
Developers. 

 

If yes, can you provide some details? 

 

6. Are connected services or devices distributed among collaborators? 

(This means your application will need to be connected to systems in different organisations) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

 

7. Does your application need to manage large amounts of data? 

(The application needs infrastructure to securely manage data from connected devices and 
applications) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

 

8. Does your application need to analyse data? 

(You want your application to help you discover useful information) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

 

9. Does your application need to manage documents? 

(The application needs to handle different text or multimedia documents) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

10. How should your application look? 

(Provide an indication of the quality expected for your user interface)  

Bare-bone Stock Beautiful 

   

Questions Answers 

How should the configuration of the 
project be performed? 

The Work Supervisor should create a supervision project in which 
the templates, clients, supervisors, and contractors should be 
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Figure 9: vfDocumentPortal questions and answers 

2.2.2 User Stories 

2.2.2.1 Goal Story Map 

Figure 10 shows the story map of the vfDocumentPortal vApp. 

 
Figure 10: vfDocumentPortal: Goal Story Map 

 

The following tables describe the different user stories of the story map corresponding to 
the vfDocumentPortal vApp. 

added. 

Is it possible to directly access the 
CON database? 

I am not sure if you can do it directly, but for sure you can use 
FITMAN App to have access to the same type of data. 

Which type of documents do you want 
to store? 

Essentially docx, xlsx, png, jpg and pdf. 

Do you expect to have a system like 
ftp or we can just take screenshots of 
the documents and store them – just 
to explore the depth of requirement? 

Ideally the document but a picture will be nice to start with. 

USP21.01 Login to vApp 

Description 

As José, I want to login to the vApp, so that I can open the supervision project dashboard 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure there is a login page I can access from a web browser 

 Make sure I can enter my email 
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Figure 11: Login to vApp user story 

 

Figure 12: Access project page user story 

 

 Make sure I can enter my password 

 Make sure that there is a ‘Login’ button to login with my email and password 

 Make sure that, once I login, I can access the rest of the pages of the vApp 
 
User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0427 - vfDocumentPortal app must be able to manage the list of its registered users 

RQ_0118 - vfDocumentPortal App should have a Digital Signature functionality 

RQ_0104 - vf-OS security components must be able to cope with many users’ role type and manage access 
control 

USP21.02 Access main page 

Description 

As José, I must have a main page, so that I can manage CON projects documents 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure the main page has a "Create project " button 

 Make sure the main page has an "Open project " button 

 Make sure the main page has a "Search " button 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0365 - vfDocumentPortal needs to support mechanisms for domain-specific project definition 

USP21.03 Add project 

Description 

As José, I want to add a new project, so that I can submit it 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure there is a new project page to enter the information about a project 

 Make sure I can open the new project page after clicking on the “Create Project” button of the Access 
Project page 

 Make sure I can enter the project name in the new project page 

 Make sure that the vApp is able to retrieve from the CON database the list of the customers’ IDs 

 Make sure that the vApp is able to retrieve from the CON database the list of the supervisors’ names 

 Make sure that the vApp is able to retrieve from the CON database the list of the contractors’ names 

 Make sure that the vApp is able to retrieve all document templates from the CON database 

 Make sure I can tick supervisors from the Supervisors list 

 Make sure I can tick one contractor from Contractors list 

 Make sure I can tick documents from Select Templates list 

 Make sure there is a “Create” button in the new project page  
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Figure 13: Add project user story 

 

Figure 14: Save project info in database user story 

 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0185- vfDocumentPortal must allow for the definition of the kind of documents, templates or external, 
that are going to be used in a specific project 

RQ_0119 - vfDocumentPortal App must be able to manage editable templates 

RQ_0129 - vfDocumentPortal must allow for the definition of several projects running at the same time 

USP21.04 Save project  

Description 

As José, I want to save the project so that I can use its information later 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure you store an auto-generated identifier for the project 

 Make sure you store the project creation date as the current date 

 Make sure you store the project name 

 Make sure you store the customer ID 

 Make sure you store the Supervisor name 

 Make sure you store the Contractor name 

 Make sure you store the selected templates IDs 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_1456 vf-OS must provide mechanisms to save/modify data in private data storage 

USP21.05 Access project page 

Description 

As José or Marco, I must have access to a project page, so that I can manage its documents  

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure I can open the project page after clicking on the “Open Project” button of the Access main 
page 

 Make sure I can select which project I want to access by introducing the project name 

 Make sure the project page has a "Create Document " button 

 Make sure the project page has an "View Document " button 
 
User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0121 - vf-OS must provide a web App to manage project documentation regarding construction site 
lifetime operations 
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Figure 16: Create a document user story 

 

Figure 17: Open document template user story 

 

 

RQ_0129 - vfDocumentPortal must allow for the definition of several projects running at the same time 

RQ_0130 - vfDocumentPortal must allow for the definition of the documentation needed for a specific project 

Figure 15: Access project page user story 

USP21.06 Create document page 

Description 

As José or Marco, I want to be able to access the create document page so that I create documents related 
to the project 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that I can search a document template by name 

 Make sure that I can select a document template from a list 

 Make sure that I can select a document template by name 

 Make sure there is a “Create” button in the new project page 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_1334 - vfDocumentPortal must provide email templates 

RQ_0426 - vfDocumentPortal must allow the definition of document templates 

RQ_0414- vApps must be able to manage templates 

RQ_0133 - vfDocumentPortal must be able to search for documents with several parameters and show that 
information 

USP21.07 Open document template 

Description 

As José or Marco, I want to open a selected document template so that I can view its content 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that I am opening the template of the document previously chosen 

 Make sure that I can visualize the document template 
 
User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0119 - vfDocumentPortal App must be able to manage editable templates 

RQ_0366 - vfDocumentPortal should support different document formats 
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Figure 19: View document user story 

 

 

USP21.08 Open document image 

Description 

As José or Marco, I want to open a document image so that I can add it to the project 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that there is a browse local file system dialogue in the create document page 

 Make sure that I can open the browse local file system dialogue when I click the ‘Open Document 
image’ button 

 Make sure the browse local file system dialogue has a local file system tree table 

 Make sure I can browse files and directories in my local file system in the local file system tree table 

 Make sure the browse local file system has an input text field with the selected file location 

 Make sure I can select JPEG files 

 Make sure I can select .PDF files 

 Make sure I can select .PNG files 

 Make sure I can enter the selected image file location by clicking the ‘Open’ button in the browse local 
file system dialogue 

 Make sure I can close the browse local file system dialogue if I do not want to save changes 
User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0366 - vfDocumentPortal should support different document formats 

RQ_0117 - vfDocumentPortal App must be able to manage external files that are saved as image files 

Figure 18: Open document image user story 

USP21.09 View document 

Description 

As José, I want to be able to access the view document page so that I can see the list of documents that are 
related to the project  

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that I there is a search bar in the view document page 

 Make sure that I can search the documents by name 

 Make sure that I can select one document to view from a list 

 Make sure that there is a “View” button in the end of the view document page 

 Make sure that after clicking the “View” button I am able to see the document selected 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0187 - vfDocumentPortal must be allow the searching of documents with several parameters and show 
that information 

RQ_0370 - vfDocumentPortal must provide mechanisms for advanced, multi-criteria document search in 
database 
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Figure 20: Search document user story 

 

USP21.10 Search document 

Description 

As José, I want to be able to search documents according with predefined parameters so that I can easily 
access all documents related to a project or process 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure there is a drop-down list with all projects IDs 

 Make sure there is a calendar picker for choosing a search date  

 Make sure there is a drop-down list with all the documents listed by name 

 Make sure there is a drop-down list with all the processes listed by type 

 Make sure there is an area in the search document page that displays the results of the search – 
results box 

 Make sure that the results can be clickable 

 Make sure that the results are displayed by document name 

 Make sure I can search the documents by type 

 Make sure I can search the documents by date 

 Make sure I can search the documents by its project name 

 Make sure I can search the documents by its process type 

 Make sure that after clicking on a document in the results box I am redirected to the view document 
page 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0187 - vfDocumentPortal must be able to search for documents with several parameters and show that 
information 

RQ_0370 - vfDocumentPortal must provide mechanisms for advanced, multi-criteria document search in 
database 
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3 Pilot 2 vApp 2 

3.1 Application Request  

3.1.1 Application 

Figure 21 presents basic information about the application being requested in vf-OS. 

Figure 21: vfSteelValidation application information form 

3.1.2 Goals 

Figure 22 describes the main goal of the vfSteelValidation application. 

Figure 22: vfSteelValidation goal definition form 

3.1.3 Activities 

Figure 23 describes the activities that actors do to complete the goals using the 
vfSteelValidation vApp. 

Application 

Name vfSteelValidation 

Description The aim of vfSteelValidation is to provide tools to allow the identification of received 
steel bars at the worksite and validate them. This will speed up the reception of steel 
bars allowing Work Supervisors to have more time for other crucial activities. By using 
a camera and the image processing capabilities, this vApp can do this time-
consuming task faster and with more accuracy. 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

https://www.camscanner.com/ 

Goal 

To speed up the reception of steel bars allowing the Work Supervisor to have more time 
for other crucial activities 

Who is it for? José and Marco 

What problem 
does it solve? 

Steel Bar identification is a time-consuming activity. A Work Supervisor spends a large 
amount of time performing this task, leaving other crucial activities backlogged or 
pendent. 

Indicators 
[Optional] 

Time spent on identifying steel ratio (%) 

Activities 

Steel bar Identification 

Actor Marco 

Description The aim of the vfSteelValidation is to provide tools to identify received steel bars at the 
worksite and validate them. By using a camera and the processing capabilities this vApp 
can do this time-consuming task in a faster and more accurate way. 

Details Marco uses the vApp to: 

 Take pictures of the documents necessary to identify a steel bar lot 
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 Find the ID markings in the steel bars 

The vApp compares all the information and informs José to approve/reject the lot. 

The vApp may produce the Steel Compliance report and upload it to the proper 
Supervision Project Repository. 

Interfaces 
[Optional] 

Input: 

Direct vfSteelValidation use by Marco to take necessary pictures 

Output: 

Steel compliance report 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 
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Figure 23: vfSteelValidation activities definition form 

3.1.4 Terminology 

Figure 24 presents all the technical or business terms that need a clarification to be 
understood by Software Developers. 

Figure 24: vfSteelValidation terminology definition form 

3.1.5 Questionnaire 

The questionnaire in Figure 25 provides additional information for Software Developers. 

 

 

Terminology 

ID marking ID markings are a 2D code moulded in the steel bar that uniquely identifies its 
production batch. Note the app is not recognising the steel-bar from its structure only 
the 2D code! 

Questionnaire  

1. What kind of login do you want for your application? 

(Login is required to identify who is interacting with your application) 

Email 
Other service (eg Google 

or ActiveX) 
No login I don´t know 

   I don´t know 

2. Do users need personal profiles? 

(The application needs to behave in different ways depending on who is using it) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 
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3. Do you need support for collaboration? 

(Partners from different organisations are going to collaborate through the application) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

 

4. Does your application need to connect with legacy devices? 

(This means you will need Drivers to connect to devices like production machines) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

 

5. Does your application need to connect with legacy services? 

(This means you will need APIs to connect to systems and applications like ERP, MES, CRM) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

 

6. Are connected services or devices distributed among collaborators? 

(This means your application will need to be connected to systems in different organisations) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

 

7. Does your application need to manage large amounts of data? 

(The application needs infrastructure to securely manage data from connected devices and 
applications) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

 

8. Does your application need to analyse data? 

(You want your application to help you discover useful information) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

It should create validation reports. 

9. Does your application need to manage documents? 

(The application needs to handle different text or multimedia documents) 

Yes No I don´t know 
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Figure 25: vfSteelValidation application questionnaire 

3.2 User - Developer Interaction 

3.2.1 Questions and Answers 

Figure 26 includes questions and answers formulated during the interviews with Software 
Developers. 

Figure 26: vfSteelValidation application questionnaire 

 

   

10. How should your application look? 

(Provide an indication of the quality expected for your user interface)  

Bare-bone Stock Beautiful 

   

Questions Answers 

Who defines the steel parts and its 
acceptable types? 

The Work Supervisor should define them before the Contractor 
uses the vApp. 

What should be reflected in the 
validation reports? 

The types of steel that were identified in the construction site and if 
they were accepted or not. 

These validation reports should be 
displayed in the vApp or outside? 

The vApp should be just for contractor use to take the pictures. We 
expect to have all this information available in FITMAN App or an 
upgraded version of the same. 

What is the relationship between the 
vfSteelValidation app and the FITMAN 
App? There are many references to 
the last one but it is difficult to 
understand the specific functionality of 
both apps. It seems that many of the 
functionalities described in the user 
stories are provided by the FITMAN 
App. 

A very valid question. The vApp should be only the interface to the 
major functionalities that should be processed outside the 
smartphone and linked to FITMAN app this way we have the 
creation of apps and usage of enablers all together 
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3.2.2 User Stories 

3.2.2.1 Goal Story Map 

Figure 27 shows the story map of the vfSteelValidation vApp. 

  

 

Figure 27: vfSteelValidation: Goal Story Map 

 

The following tables describe the different user stories of the story map corresponding to the vfSteelValidation vApp. 
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Figure 29: Select project page user story 

 

USP22.01 Login to vApp 

Description 

As Marco, I want to login to the vApp, so that I can add steel parts information 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure there is a login page so that I can access from a web browser 

 Make sure I can enter my email 

 Make sure I can enter my password 

 Make sure that there is a ‘Login’ button to login with my email and password 

 Make sure that, once I login, I can access the rest of the pages of the vApp 
 
User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_1164 The security component needs for each access one username and one password to make clear 
which user accesses which resource 

RQ_0104 - vf-OS security components must be able to cope with many users’ role type and manage access 
control  

Figure 28: Login to vApp user story 

USP22.02 Select project page 

Description 

As Marco, I want to select one project from the list so that I can provide information about it 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure there is a select project page 

 Make sure that there that the Contractor can only have access to the projects that he is involved to 

 Make sure that the vApp lists only active projects 

 Make sure that the vApp can show project ID 

 Make sure that the vApp can show project name 

 Make sure that the Contractor can select one project only  

 Make sure that there is an “New Sample” button on the end of the page 

 Make sure that after clicking on the “New Sample” button the Contractor is redirected to the New 
sample page 

 
User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_1121 vf-OS must provide a web App to manage project documentation regarding contractor information 

USP22.03 New sample page 

Description 

As Marco, I want to select one option from the list so that I can add a new sample 
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Figure 31: Take picture user story 

 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure there is a select new sample page 

 Make sure that there is a “Transport Document” button 

 Make sure there is a “ID Tag” button 

 Make sure there is a “Markings” button  

 Make sure there is a “Upload” button 

 Make sure that the “Transport Document” button is enabled 

 Make sure that the “ID Tag” button is enabled 

 Make sure that the “Markings” button is enabled 

 Make sure that the “Upload” button is disabled 

 Make sure that after clicking on “Transport Document” button the vApp access the camera of the 
device 

 Make sure that after clicking on “ID Tag” button the vApp access the camera of the device 

 Make sure that after clicking on “Markings” button the vApp access the camera of the device 
 
User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_1122 vfSteelValidation must provide user interfaces to access the smart phone / tablet camera  

Figure 30: New sample page user story 

USP22.04 Take picture 

Description 

As Marco, I want to add a photo of the transport document, ID tag and steel bar markings, so that I can 
upload it 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that the Contractor is able to use the camera of the device 

 Make sure that the Contractor is able to take a picture 

 Make sure that the vApp is able to access mobile device camera 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0376 - vfSteelValidation has to be able to handle live streams from the camera in order to have 
observability on the process 

RQ_0188 - vfSteelValidation must be able to use the camera of a smartphone/tablet to take pictures of the 
steel bars 

RQ_0371- vfSteelValidation should support cooperation with gadgets to acquire images of steel bars 

USP22.05 Visualize picture 

Description 

As Marco, I want to visualize (aka see) the pictures taken so that I can validate them 

Acceptance criteria 
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Figure 32: Visualize picture user story 

 

Figure 33: Upload sample user story 

 

 Make sure that the Contractor is able to visualize the picture taken 

 Make sure that the Contractor is able to repeat the picture if needed 

 Make sure that the Contractor is able to delete the picture taken 

 Make sure that the vApp is able to access mobile device image files 

 Make sure that after exiting the visualization of the picture the Contractor is redirected to the “New 
Sample” page 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_1123 vfSteelValidation must provide user interfaces to preview smart phone / tablet camera samples 

USP22.06 Upload sample 

Description 

As Marco, I want to upload the pictures take, so that reports regarding the validation of steel can be created 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that the “Transport Document” button is disabled 

 Make sure that the “ID Tag” button is disabled 

 Make sure that the “Markings” button is disabled 

 Make sure that the “Upload” button is enabled 

 Make sure that the Contractor can upload the sample only after adding one image file to the 
“Transport Document” option 

 Make sure that the Contractor can upload the sample only after adding one image file to the “ID Tag” 
option 

 Make sure that the Contractor can upload the sample only after adding one image file to the 
“Markings” option 

 Make sure that after clicking on the “Upload” button the vApp starts processing the images  
 
User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0412 vApps must be able to manage image files 

USP22.07 Collect data 

Description 

As a vApp, I must be able to access validation parameters for the input sample so that I can start its 
validation process 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that the vApp is able to query data from the CON DB 

 Make sure that the vApp is able to query CON DB using the project ID 

 Make sure that the vApp is able to retrieve steel validation parameters by project ID 

 Make sure that the vApp is able to retrieve steel type for a project ID  
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Figure 34: Grab data user story 

 

Figure 35: Image processing user story 

 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0863 vf-OS should provide implementation of ODBC API in order to enable access files in a number of 
different databases, including Access, dBase, DB2, Excel, and Text 

RQ_0472 vf-OS must provide mechanisms to query legacy information systems 

RQ_0478 vf-OS must provide mechanisms to import to its storage system information from legacy 
information systems 

RQ_136 - vfSteelValidation must access the shipping manifest and ID tag from the steel bars 

USP22.08 Image processing 

Description 

As vApp, I must be able to process images, so that I can identify the steel type of the received sample 
 
Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that the vApp is able to process data 

 Make sure that the vApp can apply image processing filters (eg black and white, eroding, dilation 
among others) on images 

 Make sure that the vApp have image processing libraries 

 Make sure that the vApp is able to identify patterns in images (pattern recognition to identify the steel 
bar pattern code) 

 Make sure that the vApp is able to identify letters in images  

 Make sure that, according to the identified pattern, the vApp can determine the sample ID 

 Make sure that the vApp is able to store the identified sample ID 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0375 - vfSteelValidation should recognize ID markings/tags on the steel bar in order to manage the 
factory´s resources 

RQ_1102/RQ_0372 - vfSteelValidation should be integrated with advanced image processing algorithms in 
order to distinguish steel bars on taken pictures 

RQ_0189 - vfSteelValidation must be able to identify the steel bars from the picture taken 

RQ_0192 - vfSteelValidation should be able to find the ID markings in the steel bar by analysing the live 
image from the camera 

USP22.09 Sample classification 

Description 

As a vApp, I must be able to classify the sample, so that I create sample reports 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that the vApp is able to retrieve the result of the sample ID from the DB 

 Make sure that the vApp is able to compare the sample type with the steel type stored in the DB 
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Figure 36: Sample classification user story 

 

 

 Make sure that the vApp can classify the sample as OK if the sample type is the one expected 

 Make sure that the vApp can classify the sample as NOK if the sample type is not the one expected 

 Make sure that the Supervisor is notified when the classification process ends 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0373 - vfSteelValidation must extract relevant technical details from the ID tags on steel bars in order to 
have information about them in the system and know how to use them correctly in the process 

RQ_0191 - vfSteelValidation must validate and report the steel bars comparing picture identification with 
accessed documents 

RQ_0374 - vfSteelValidation has to compare acquired data with the corresponding documentation in order to 
have updated resources/tasks 

USP22.10 Generate sample classification report notification 

Description 

As the vApp, I must be able to generate a notification summarising the sample classification 

Acceptance criteria 

 The vApp must be able to generate a notification 

 Make sure the notification description contains the text “Sample classification” 

 Make sure the notification description contains the name of the project 

 Make sure the notification description contains the sample classification type 
 

User priority 

Important 

Related requirements 

RQ_1123 vfSteelValidation must provide functionality to inform of the availability of the sample classification 
report to the users 

Figure 37: Generate sample classification report notification user story 

USP22.11 Send sample classification notification through the vf-OS notification 
enabler 

Description 

As a vApp, I must be able to send the notification via the vf-OS notification enabler, so that I can inform the 
Supervisor 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure all pages have a notification icon indicating that there are unread notifications 

 Make sure the notification icon links to a "notification box" page listing all received notifications 
 

User priority 

Important 

Related requirements 
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None 

Figure 38: Send sample classification notification through the vf-OS notification enabler 

USP22.12 Send classification report notification by email 

Description 

As the vApp, I must be able to send the notification via email so that I can ensure the users involved receive 
the information as soon as it is available 

Acceptance criteria 

 The vApp must be able to obtain the email addresses of the users involved from the user login 
configuration 

 The vApp must be able to send an email 

 The email subject should contain the text “New Sample Classification” 

 The email subject should contain the name of the project and the classification type 

 The email body should contain the text “New sample report classification report available” 

 The email should attach the sample classification report 
 

User priority 

Important 

Related requirements 

RQ_1511 vf-OS must provide a standardised mechanism for vApps to send notification emails to users 

Figure 39: Send sample classification report by email 

USP22.13 Sample approval 

Description 

As José, I want to approve / reject the sample type identification made by the vApp, so that I can validate be 
identification process 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that there is a sample approval page  

 Make sure that inside the “Report” box there is a table with the pairs name and value of each sample  

 Make sure that there is presented an icon file that links to the image of the “Transportation Document” 
of the sample 

 Make sure that there is presented an icon file that links to the image of the “ID Tag” of the sample 

 Make sure that there is presented an icon file that links to the image of the “Markings” of the sample 

 Make sure that there is a “Approve” and “Reject” button in the end of the page 

 Make sure that the Supervisor can only choose one option, either Approve or Reject 

 Make sure that the Supervisor choice is stored 

 Make sure that the approval / rejection is stored with timestamp 
 

User priority 

Important 

Related requirements 

RQ_1508 vf-OS frontend environment must provide standardised mechanisms to notify vApp users on 
desktop machines 

Figure 40: Sample approval user story 
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Figure 41: Create validation reports user story 

 

 

 

USP22.14 Create validation reports 

Description 

As a vApp, I must be able to create validation reports, so that the Supervisor can evaluate the entire process 
of steel acquisition  

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure the vApp is able to retrieve data related to steel supplier for a project ID 

 Make sure the vApp is able to retrieve all data related to a steel identification process for a project ID 

 Make sure the vApp is able to consolidate all sample approvals for a project ID 

 Make sure the vApp is able to consolidate all sample approvals for a project ID 

 Make sure that the vApp is able to create a report with number of sample approvals for a project ID 

 Make sure that the vApp is able to create a report with number of sample rejections for a project ID 

 Make sure that the Supervisor is notified when the report is created 
 

User priority 

Important 

Related requirements 

None 

USP22.15 Generate validation report notification 

Description 

As a vApp, I must be able to generate a notification about a new validation report 

Acceptance criteria 

 The vApp must be able to generate a notification 

 Make sure the notification description contains the text “Steel Validation Report” 

 Make sure the notification description contains the name of the project 

 Make sure the notification description contains the validation report 
 

User priority 

Important 

Related requirements 

None 

Figure 42: Generate validation report notification user story 

USP22.16 Send validation report notification by email 

Description 

As the vApp, I must be able to send the notification via email so that I can ensure the users involved receive 
the information as soon as it is available 

Acceptance criteria 

 The vApp must be able to obtain the email addresses of the users involved from the user login 
configuration 

 The vApp must be able to send an email 
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 The email subject should contain the text “Steel Validation Report” 

 The email subject should contain the name of the project  

 The email body should contain the text “New steel validation report” 

 The email should attach the steel validation report 
 

User priority 

Important 

Related requirements 

RQ_1511 vf-OS must provide a standardised mechanism for vApps to send notification emails to users 

Figure 43: Send sample classification report by email 
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4 Pilot 2 vApp 3 

4.1 Application Request  

4.1.1 Application 

Figure 44 presents basic information about the application being requested in vf-OS. 

Figure 44: vfOnSiteManager application information form 

4.1.2 Goals 

Figure 45 describes the main goal of the vfOnSiteManager application. 

Figure 45: vfOnSiteManager goal definition form 

4.1.3 Activities 

Figure 46 describes the activities that actors do to complete the goals using the 
vfOnSiteManager vApp 

Application 

Name vfOnSiteManager 

Description The objective of vfOnSiteManager is to allow the Contractor to report delays that 
might impact the Supervisor schedule regarding the construction site. The Supervisor 
is informed of these delays and receives assistance in the rescheduling of its own 
supervision plan. After reception of a notification that a new delay was reported, the 
Supervisor will use the vfOnSiteManager app to define the impact level on his 
schedule and re-plan accordingly. 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

https://www.getharvest.com 

Goal 

To have decisions taken remotely to be able to efficiently manage the allocation of a 
human resource  

Who is it for? José  

What problem 
does it solve? 

In large or multi-location construction sites, with large travel distances between each task 
that requires a supervision process, it is of paramount importance to have a tool to 
manage the tasks and the effect delays might have on a supervision schedule. 

Indicators 
[Optional] 

Reduction of the time spent on rescheduling when delays or failures occur (%) 

Activities 

Create task delay 

Actor Marco 

Description The vfOnSiteManager app is used to create a new delay alarm to be sent to the Work 
Supervisor. The new delay can be sent by a Contractor reporting a problem regarding a 
scheduled supervision operation. 
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Details Marco uses the vfOnSiteManager app to report a new delay. 

The new delay has information regarding the project, operation, description, and delay 
time. 

Interfaces 
[Optional] 

Input: 

New delay information 

Output: 

New delay alarm/notification 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

 

Activities 

Receive delay notification 

Actor José 

Description This activity allows the Work Supervisor to receive and manage new delay alarms, as 
well as to assign the impact level for each one. 

Details José receives a new delay alarm notification in his vfOnSiteManager app. 

José uses the vfOnSiteManager app to check this new alarm. 

José may select or be predefined, the impact level of the new delay. 

If the impact level is high, then the vfOnSiteManager opens a rescheduling. 

Interfaces 
[Optional] 

Input: 

New delay alarm notification 

Output: 

New delay impact level 
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Inspiration 
[Optional] 

 

Activities 

Reschedule the task 

Actor José 

Description In the rescheduling activity, the Work Supervisor sees a list of planed supervision tasks 
and the information regarding the reported delays for each one of those tasks. Here he 
can allocate an estimated time for each task which will then be communicated to the 
Contractor. 

Details José uses the vfOnSiteManager app to view his list of tasks for the day. 

Each task has the information regarding the task, delays reported and estimated time. 

José can change the estimated time for each task. 

Marco may receive a notification when a activity estimated time is changed. 

Interfaces 
[Optional] 

Input: 

Supervision plan 

Output: 

New Supervision plan, notification 
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Figure 46: vfOnSiteManager activities definition form 

4.1.4 Terminology 

There are no terms that need clarification for Software Developers. 

Figure 47: vfOnSiteManager terminology definition form 

4.1.5 Questionnaire 

The questionnaire in Figure 49 provides additional information for Software Developers. 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

       

Terminology 

None Not applicable 

Questionnaire  

1. What kind of login do you want for your application? 

(Login is required to identify who is interacting with your application) 

Email 
Other service (eg Google 

or ActiveX) 
No login I don´t know 

   I don´t know 

2. Do users need personal profiles? 

(The application needs to behave in different ways depending on who is using it) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

There should be different access levels to data according to user roles. 

A Supervisor should always have full access. 

3. Do you need support for collaboration? 

(Partners from different organisations are going to collaborate through the application) 
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Yes No I don´t know 

  º 

If yes, can you provide some details? 

A Supervisor is always from CON but the Contractor can come from several entities depending on the 
project. 

4. Does your application need to connect with legacy devices? 

(This means you will need Drivers to connect to devices like production machines) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

 

5. Does your application need to connect with legacy services? 

(This means you will need APIs to connect to systems and applications like ERP, MES, CRM) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

 

6. Are connected services or devices distributed among collaborators? 

(This means your application will need to be connected to systems in different organisations) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

 

7. Does your application need to manage large amounts of data? 

(The application needs infrastructure to securely manage data from connected devices and 
applications) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

 

8. Does your application need to analyse data? 

(You want your application to help you discover useful information) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

 

9. Does your application need to manage documents? 

(The application needs to handle different text or multimedia documents) 

Yes No I don´t know 
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Figure 48: vfOnSiteManager application questionnaire 

4.2 User - Developer Interaction 

4.2.1 Questions and Answers 

Figure 49 includes questions and answers formulated during the interviews with Software 
Developers. 

Figure 49: vfOnSiteManager questions and answers 

4.2.2 User Stories 

4.2.2.1 Goal Story Map 

Figure 50 shows the story map of vfOnSiteManager app. 

 

Figure 50: vfOnSiteManager: Goal Story Map 

10. How should your application look? 

(Provide an indication of the quality expected for your user interface)  

Bare-bone Stock Beautiful 

   

Questions Answers 

Who defines the tasks and its 
acceptance dates? 

The Supervisor. 

When referring to delays in project 
execution, are we expecting minutes, 
days or weeks? 

The vApp should help the Work Supervisor in the rescheduling of 
tasks when a delay of 1+ days occur. Less than that is not easy to 
track since most of the times the Contractor is not tracking the 
construction by the minute. 
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The following tables describe the different user stories of the story map corresponding to 
the first goal of the vfOnSiteManager. 

 

 

Figure 52: Select project page user story 

 

 

 

USP23.01 Login to vApp 

Description 

As Marco, I want to login to the vApp so that I can report a delay 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure there is a login page I can access from a web browser 

 Make sure I can enter my email 

 Make sure I can enter my password 

 Make sure that there is a ‘Login’ button to login with my email and password 

 Make sure that, once I login, I can access the rest of the pages of the vApp 
 
User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_1164 The security component needs for each access one username and one password to make clear 
which user accesses which resource 

RQ_0104 - vf-OS security components must be able to cope with many users’ role type and manage access 
control  

Figure 51: Login to vApp user story 

USP23.02 Select project page 

Description 

As Marco, I want to select one project from the list so that I can report a delay  

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure there is a select project page 

 Make sure that there that the Contractor can only have access to the projects that he is involved in 

 Make sure that the vApp lists only active projects 

 Make sure that the vApp can show project ID 

 Make sure that the vApp can show project name 

 Make sure that the Contractor can select one project only  

 Make sure that there is an “New Delay” button on the end of the page 

 Make sure that after clicking on the “New Delay” button the Contractor is redirected to the New delay 
page 

 
User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_1125 vf-OS must provide a web App to manage project documentation regarding delay reporting 
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USP23.03 New delay page 

Description 

As Marco, I want to register a delay on a certain task 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure there is a new delay page 

 Make sure that there is a list of tasks for the Contractor 

 Make sure that I can choose one task to which I want to report a delay 

 Make sure there is an input text box in the new delay page 

 Make sure that there is a “Send” button in the end of the new delay page 

 Make sure that after clicking on “Send” button the vApp generates an alarm 
 
User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0139 -  vfOnSiteManager must allow delays to be reported by phone app or computer app 

RQ_0123 -  vfOnSiteManager App must handle internal and external delays that affect the supervisor 
schedule 

Figure 53: New delay page user story 

USP23.04 Save delay 

Description 

As Marco, I want to save the delay on a certain task, so that I can generate delay alarms 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure the delay is saved when I click on the Send button 

 Make sure you store the project ID 

 Make sure you store the task ID 

 Make sure you store the additional text 

 Make sure you store the delay timestamp 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 

Figure 54: Save delay user story 

USP23.05 Collect schedule data 

Description 

As vApp, I must be able to access tasks schedules, so that I can generate alarms 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that the vApp is able to query data from the CON database 

 Make sure that the vApp is able to query CON database using the project ID 

 Make sure that the vApp is able to collect tasks schedules by project ID 

 Make sure that task schedules contain the planned task start and end date 
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Figure 55: Collect schedule data user story 

 

Figure 56: Generate alarm user story 

 

 Make sure that the task schedules have a list of subsequent tasks 

 Make sure that the vApp is able to retrieve alarm types from the CON database 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0377 - vfOnSiteManager should acquire, compare and analyse data about delays from heterogeneous 
sources to have context information 

USP23.06 Generate alarm 

Description 

As a vApp, I want to handle the schedule and redefined dates so that I can validate real delays and generate 
alarms 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that the vApp is able to calculate the delay as the difference between the delay timestamp 
and the planned task end date of the referenced task 

 Make sure that the vApp is able to classify the delay and generate the appropriate alarm 

 Make sure that the vApp can store the timestamp of the alarm 

 Make sure that the vApp can store the alarm type 

 Make sure that the vApp can store the description of the alarm 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0194 - vfOnSiteManager should be able to recalculate the delay impact threshold based on inputs 

RQ_0357 - vfOnSiteManager App should retrieve the relevant information about delays based on scheduler 
supervisor analysis in order to have a more precise delay time 

RQ_0379 - vfOnSiteManager should possess mechanisms to adapt to new threshold based on analysed 
inputs 

USP23.07 Generate alarm report notification 

Description 

As a vApp, I must be able to generate a notification summarising the alarm 

Acceptance criteria 

 The vApp must be able to generate a notification 

 Make sure the notification description contains the text “Delay Alarm” 

 Make sure the notification description contains the name of the project 

 Make sure the notification description contains the alarm type  
 

User priority 

Important 
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Related requirements 

RQ_1126: vfOnSiteManager must provide functionality to communicate the delay alarms to users 

Figure 57: Generate alarm report notification user story 

USP23.08 Send alarm notification through the vf-OS notification enabler 

Description 

As a vApp, I must be able to send the notification via the vf-OS notification enabler, so that I can inform the 
Supervisor 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure all pages have a notification icon indicating that there are unread notifications 

 Make sure the notification icon links to a "notification box" page listing all received notifications 
 

User priority 

Important 

Related requirements 

RQ_0125 - vfOnSiteManager App must report delays that affect the supervisor schedule 

RQ_0380 - vfOnSiteManager should support notification mechanisms in order to alert actions/changes in 
evolved applications 

RQ_0196 - vfOnSiteManager must be able to send notifications of new plan available 

RQ_0195 - vfOnSiteManager must be able to send notifications of alarms and new delays 

RQ_0381 - vfOnSiteManager must report about changes occurred in the plan or schedule in order to re-
adjust the tasks 

Figure 58: Send alarm notification through the vf-OS notification enabler user story 

USP23.09 Send alarm notification by email 

Description 

As a vApp, I must be able to send the notification via email so that I can ensure the users involved receive 
the information as soon as it is available 

Acceptance criteria 

 The vApp must be able to obtain the email addresses of the users involved from the user login 
configuration 

 The vApp must be able to send an email 

 The email subject should contain the text “Delay Alarm” 

 The email subject should contain the name of the project and the classification type 

 The email body should contain the text “Delay Alarm available” 
 

User priority 

Important 

Related requirements 

RQ_0125 - vfOnSiteManager App must report delays that affect the supervisor schedule 

RQ_0380 - vfOnSiteManager should support notification mechanisms in order to alert actions/changes in 
evolved applications 
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Figure 60: Define impact level user story 

 

RQ_0196 - vfOnSiteManager must be able to send notifications of new plan available 

RQ_0195 - vfOnSiteManager must be able to send notifications of alarms and new delays 

RQ_0381 - vfOnSiteManager must report about changes occurred in the plan or schedule in order to 
readjust the tasks 

Figure 59: Send alarm notification by email user story 

USP23.10 Define impact level 

Description 

As Jose, I want to define the delay impact level so that afterwards the vApp can create delay reports 
Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that there is a “define impact level” field 

 Make sure that there is a list of the active alarms 

 Make sure that the Supervisor can select one of the alarms 

 Make sure that the Supervisor can visualize alarm ID 

 Make sure that the Supervisor can visualize alarm type 

 Make sure that the Supervisor can visualize the description of the alarm 

 Make sure that there is a drop-down list of impact levels 

 Make sure that the Supervisor can select one impact level from the drop-down list 

 Make sure that for each alarm the Supervisor define an impact level 

 Make sure that the page has a “Send” button 

 Make sure that the vApp stores the impact levels related to each project and task 

 Make sure that the vApp redirects the Supervisor to the Task Schedule page after he presses the 
send button 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0197 vfOnSiteManager should be able to define the impact level of the delay 

USP23.11 Tasks Schedule page 

Description 

As José, I want reschedule tasks according to the delay 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that the Supervisor can see all tasks for a project ID 

 Make sure that the Tasks Schedule page have the name of the tasks 

 Make sure that the Tasks Schedule page have the percentage of completeness of tasks 

 Make sure that the Tasks Schedule page have the expected final date of tasks  

 Make sure that the tasks with alarms are presented first 

 Make sure that the Supervisor can click on tasks 

 Make sure that the Supervisor can set new final dates for tasks 

 Make sure that the vApp is able to store tasks updates 

 Make sure that the vApp notifies Contractor of the process 
 

User priority 

Essential 
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Figure 61: Tasks Schedule page user story 

Related requirements 

RQ_0124 - vfOnSiteManager App should assist the rescheduling of the supervision plan 
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5 Pilot 2 vApp 4 

5.1 Application Request  

5.1.1 Application 

Figure 62 presents basic information about the application being requested in vf-OS. 

Figure 62: vfConcreteFeedback application information form 

5.1.2 Goals 

Figure 63 describes the main goal of the vfConcreteFeedback vApp. 

5.1.3 Activities 

Figure 64 describes the activities that actors do to complete the goals using the 
vfConcreteFeedback vApp. 

 

Application 

Name vfConcreteFeedback 

Description vfConcreteFeedback aims in providing feedback to PORCIM, the concrete plant, of 
the results of the on-site concrete tests. With the definition of thresholds for key 
values the vApp will be able to generate warnings for the concrete plant to improve 
the production so as to prevent or reduce the concrete being rejected when it arrives 
at the construction site. 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

N/A 

Goal 

To reduce the variability of the slump test results and therefore a reduction of construction 
stoppages and delays for the ensuing tasks 

Who is it for? José  

What problem 
does it solve? 

Due to several variables such as time or weather conditions, a load of concrete may 
deteriorate leading to bad slump tests and rejected concrete. These rejections of a 
concrete load may lead to stoppages in construction and delays for the ensuing tasks. 

Maintaining a low variance in the results of the slump test ensures a smooth concreting 
process free of delays. Results of the slump test can be used to create warnings for the 
concrete plant to change the current formula used in the concrete production. It may help 
to reduce the variability of the test results. 

Indicators 
[Optional] 

Slump test result variability (%) 

Figure 63: vfConcreteFeedback goal definition form 

Activities 

Slump test supervision 
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5.1.4 Terminology 

Figure 65 presents all the technical or business terms that need a clarification to be 
understood by Software Developers. 

Figure 65: vfConcreteFeedback terminology definition form 

5.1.5 Questionnaire 

The questionnaire in Figure 49 provides additional information for Software Developers. 

Actor Marco 

Description The vfConcreteFeedback uses the slump test result history to determine if a warning 
needs to be sent to the concrete plant ensuring a low variability of the concrete 
consistency. The vApp must have a predetermined list of acceptable values for each 
concrete type and access to the slump test results to calculate if a warning should be 
sent. 

Details Marco inserts slump test results. 

The vfConcreteFeedback app uses test results to determine if it needs to send a warning 
to José. 

Interfaces 
[Optional] 

Input: 

Test result, List of acceptable results for each concrete type 

Output: 

Warnings to the Work Supervisor 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

    

Figure 64: vfConcreteFeedback activities definition form 

Terminology 

Slump test The slump test is performed at the construction site to ensure that the consistency of 
all the concrete used in a given structure is uniform. The slump test is key to 
guaranteeing the stability and the durability of a structure and therefore it is a critical 
quality procedure. A non-conformant slump test, results in the waste of a whole truck 
or production batch of concrete. 
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Questionnaire  

1. What kind of login do you want for your application? 

(Login is required to identify who is interacting with your application) 

Email 
Other service (eg Google 

or ActiveX) 
No login I don´t know 

   I don´t know 

2. Do users need personal profiles? 

(The application needs to behave in different ways depending on who is using it) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

 

3. Do you need support for collaboration? 

(Partners from different organisations are going to collaborate through the application) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

 

4. Does your application need to connect with legacy devices? 

(This means you will need Drivers to connect to devices like production machines) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

 

5. Does your application need to connect with legacy services? 

(This means you will need APIs to connect to systems and applications like ERP, MES, CRM) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

 

6. Are connected services or devices distributed among collaborators? 

(This means your application will need to be connected to systems in different organisations) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

 

7. Does your application need to manage large amounts of data? 

(The application needs infrastructure to securely manage data from connected devices and 
applications) 

Yes No I don´t know 
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Figure 66: vfConcreteFeedback application questionnaire 

5.2 User - Developer Interaction 

5.2.1 Questions and Answers 

Figure 67 includes questions and answers formulated during the interviews with Software 
Developers. 

Figure 67: vfConcreteFeedback questions and answers 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

 

8. Does your application need to analyse data? 

(You want your application to help you discover useful information) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

 

9. Does your application need to manage documents? 

(The application needs to handle different text or multimedia documents) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

10. How should your application look? 

(Provide an indication of the quality expected for your user interface)  

Bare-bone Stock Beautiful 

   

Questions Answers 

Is there any predefined threshold for 
compliant values? 

There are several classes for complaint values, the thresholds can 
be adjusted by the user at the beginning of the process of concrete 
supply. 

Who inserts the complaint values in 
the vApp? 

The Work Supervisor, José, inserts the values and can readjust 
them concerning on what type of concrete is going to be provided 
(at the beginning of the supervision project). 

How can the vApp adjust the alert 
threshold values? 

The values must be calculated to prevent dispersion of the slump 
test values. 

When and how many times should the 
vApp send the values to the users? 

Values should be sent each time a concrete supply is received. 

If more than one supply arrives for 
different construction site zones, 
should the values be initiated again or 
should they be used in the following 
iterations of the threshold 
calculations? 

The vApp should save all values for all construction site zones. 
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5.2.2 User Stories 

5.2.2.1 Goal Story Map 

Figure 68 shows the story map for the first goal of the vfConcreteFeedback vApp. 

 

 

Figure 68: vfConcreteFeedback: Goal Story Map 

 

The tables below describe the different user tasks presented in the map. 

USP24.01 Login to vApp 

Description 

As Marco, I want to login to the vApp, so that I can report a new slump test result 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure there is a login page that I can access from a web browser 

 Make sure I can enter my email 

 Make sure I can enter my password 

 Make sure that there is a ‘Login’ button to login with my email and password 

 Make sure that, once I login, I can access the rest of the pages of the vApp 
 
User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0668 vf-OS must provide the ability to login to the platform 

RQ_1164 The security component needs for each access one username and one password to make clear 
which user accesses which resource 
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Figure 70: Select project page user story 

 

Figure 71: Collect data user story 

 

RQ_0104 - vf-OS security components must be able to cope with many users’ role type and manage access 
control  

Figure 69: Login to vApp user story 

USP24.02 Select project page 

Description 

As Marco, I want to select one project from the list so that I can report a new slump test result  

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure there is a select project page 

 Make sure that there that the Contractor can only have access to the projects that he is involved in 

 Make sure that the vApp lists only active projects 

 Make sure that the vApp can show project ID 

 Make sure that the vApp can show project name 

 Make sure that the Contractor can select one project only  

 Make sure that there is an “New Sample” button on the end of the page 

 Make sure that after clicking on the “New Sample” button the Contractor is redirected to the New 
Slump test page 

 
User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_1121 vf-OS must provide a web App to manage project documentation regarding concrete Slump tests 

USP24.03 Collect data 

Description 

As vApp, I must be able to grab slump test thresholds 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that the vApp is able to query data from the CON database 

 Make sure that the vApp is able to query CON database using the project ID 

 Make sure that the vApp is able to retrieve slump test thresholds by project ID 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0863 vf-OS should provide implementation of ODBC API in order to enable access files in a number of 
different databases, including Access, dBase, DB2, Excel, and Text 

RQ_0472 vf-OS must provide mechanisms to query legacy information systems 

RQ_0478 vf-OS must provide mechanisms to import to its storage system information from legacy 
information systems 
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USP24.04 New slump test page 

Description 

As Marco, I want to register a new slump test result on the received concrete 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure there is a new slump test page 

 Make sure there is a text box in the new slump test page 

 Make sure that the Contractor inputs only numbers 

 Make sure that the vApp verifies if the slump test value is above the threshold 

 Make sure that the vApp displays an “Danger” alarm if the value is near the threshold  

 Make sure that there is a “Send Warning” button if the value is near the threshold 

 Make sure that after clicking on “Send Warning” button the vApp generates a notification 

 Make sure that the vApp is able to store the slump test result in the DB  
 
User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0147 -  vfConcreteFeedback must allow the input of new test results 

Figure 72: New slump test page user story 

USP24.05 Generate slump test notification 

Description 

As a vApp, I must be able to generate a notification summarising the slump test result 

Acceptance criteria 

 The vApp must be able to generate a notification 

 Make sure the notification description contains the text “New Slump Test” 

 Make sure the notification description contains the name of the project 

 Make sure the notification description contains the slump test result  
 

User priority 

Important 

Related requirements 

None  

Figure 73: Generate alarm report notification user story 

USP24.06 Send slump test notification through the vf-OS notification enabler 

Description 

As a vApp I must be able to send the notification via the vf-OS notification enabler so that I can inform a 
Supervisor 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure all pages have a notification icon indicating that there are unread notifications 

 Make sure the notification icon links to a "notification box" page listing all received notifications 
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User priority 

Important 

Related requirements 

RQ_0199- vfConcreteFeedback must be able to send notifications of new results 

RQ_1131 - vfConcreteFeedback must report through notifications 

RQ_1132 - vfConcreteFeedback must limit the length of notification text to 140 characters 

Figure 74: Send slump test notification through the vf-OS notification enabler user story 

USP24.07 Send slump test notification by email 

Description 

As a vApp I must be able to send the notification via email so that I can ensure the users involved receive 
the information as soon as it is available 

Acceptance criteria 

 The vApp must be able to obtain the email addresses of the users involved from the user login 
configuration 

 The vApp must be able to send an email 

 The email subject should contain the text “New Slump Test” 

 The email subject should contain the name of the project and the slump test result 

 The email body should contain the text “New slump test available” 
 

User priority 

Important 

Related requirements 

RQ_0199- vfConcreteFeedback must be able to send notifications of new results 

RQ_1131 - vfConcreteFeedback must report through notifications 

Figure 75: Send slump test notification by email user story 

USP24.08 Historical analysis and threshold update 

Description 

As a vApp, I want to have access to historical slump test values data, so that I can check the deviation of the 
introduced value from the previous ones 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that the vApp can query the CON database using project ID 

 Make sure that the vApp can retrieve from the CON database previous slump test values for the same 
project ID 

 Make sure that the vApp can filter slump test values by concrete type for the same project ID 

 Make sure that the vApp can calculate the percentage of deviation of the value from last five ones 

 Make sure that the vApp can update slump value threshold in database (if needed) 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0144 - vfConcreteFeedback should be able to recalculate the concrete threshold based on inputs 
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Figure 76: Historical analysis and threshold update user story 

RQ_0198 - vfConcreteFeedback should be able to recalculate the concrete threshold based on inputs 
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6 Pilot 2 vApp 5 

6.1 Application Request  

6.1.1 Application 

Figure 77 presents basic information about the application being requested in vf-OS. 

Figure 77: vfProductValidation application information form 

6.1.2 Goals 

Figure 78 describes the main goals of the vfProductValidation vApp. 

6.1.3 Activities 

Figure 79 describes the activities that actors do to complete the goals using the 
vfProductValidation vApp. 

 

Application 

Name vfProductValidation 

Description The aim of the vfProductValidation is to provide tools to submit, approve, and control 
the reception of construction products to the construction site and their validation. The 
Work Supervisor must approve all the requests for the acquisition of any product to be 
installed in the structure being constructed, as well as validate that the product 
complies with all regulations. This vApp will manage the process of buying products 
(request, buy, validate) through the exchange of the required official documents 
between the stakeholders. 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

https://www.procore.com 

Goal 

To reduce the time needed to control the acquisition and reception of construction 
products and to reduce the interoperability problems in the process 

Who is it for? José  

What problem 
does it solve? 

The control of the process for the acquisition and reception of construction products is 
established in the exchange of documents and communication between the Work 
Supervisor and the Contractor. This relationship brings several interoperability problems, 
communication, ambiguous information, and others. The proposed vApp aims in solving 
some of these problems by creating an environment where all stakeholders can 
collaborate in an easy and more productive way. 

Indicators 
[Optional] 

Time spent on data exchange between stakeholders in the product acquisition process 
ratio (%) 

Figure 78: vfProductValidation goal definition form 

Activities 

New Product Acquisition Request (PAR) 
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Actor Marco 

Description The vfProductValidation app is used to create a new request for a construction product 
acquisition. The Contractor fills the request in the vApp and sends it to the Supervisor for 
approval. 

Details Marco chooses to create a new Product Acquisition Request (PAR). 

Marco fills the requested information. 

Marco sends the PAR to the Supervisor for approval. 

Interfaces 
[Optional] 

Input: 

Requested fields data 

Output: 

PAR document, Approval request notification for supervisor 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

  

Activities 

New Reception of Materials and Equipment (RME) 

Actor Marco 

Description The vfProductValidation app is used to create a new request for a Reception of Materials 
and Equipment (RME) control. The Contractor fills the request in the vApp and sends it to 
the Supervisor for approval. 

Details Marco chooses to create a new RME to a specific approved PAR when the new equipment 
arrives at the construction site. 

Marco fills the requested information. 

Marco sends the RME to the Supervisor for approval. 

Interfaces 
[Optional] 

Input: 

Requested fields data 

Output: 

RME document, Approval request notification for supervisor 
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Inspiration 
[Optional] 

  

  

Activities 

Product Acquisition Request (PAR) status review 

Actor José and Marco 

Description In this activity, a list of PARs can be consulted. For each one the PAR a RME status must 
be present. The Supervisor checks it and approves or rejects them. The result of this 
operation is a notification to the Contractor including the necessary changes to be made if 
a request is rejected. 

Details The list of PARs must show all the requests from a Supervision Project with the option to 
sort them by number, PAR status or RME status. 

There must be an option to open the information of the PAR and RME and in the case of 
the Supervisor the options to approve / reject each request. 

Interfaces 
[Optional] 

Input: 

PAR list 
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6.1.4 Terminology 

Figure 80 presents all the technical or business terms that need a clarification to be 
understood by Software Developers. 

Output: 

Approval / rejection notification to Contractor 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

  

  

Figure 79: vfProductValidation activities definition form 

Terminology 

PAR Product Acquisition Request consisting of the different documents and forms to 
request a new construction project. 

RME Reception of Materials and Equipment consisting of the different documents and 
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Figure 80: vfProductValidation terminology definition form 

6.1.5 Questionnaire 

The questionnaire in Figure 81 provides additional information for Software Developers. 

forms to document the reception of materials or equipment at a construction site. 

Questionnaire  

1. What kind of login do you want for your application? 

(Login is required to identify who is interacting with your application) 

Email 
Other service (eg Google 

or ActiveX) 
No login I don´t know 

   I don´t know 

2. Do users need personal profiles? 

(The application needs to behave in different ways depending on who is using it) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

There should be different access levels to data according to user roles. 

A Work Supervisor should always have full access. 

3. Do you need support for collaboration? 

(Partners from different organisations are going to collaborate through the application) 

Yes No I don´t know 

  º 

If yes, can you provide some details? 

A Work Supervisor is always from CON but the Contractor can come from several entities depending 
on the project. 

4. Does your application need to connect with legacy devices? 

(This means you will need Drivers to connect to devices like production machines) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

 

5. Does your application need to connect with legacy services? 

(This means you will need APIs to connect to systems and applications like ERP, MES, CRM) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

 

6. Are connected services or devices distributed among collaborators? 

(This means your application will need to be connected to systems in different organisations) 
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Figure 81: vfProductValidation application questionnaire 

6.2 User - Developer Interaction 

6.2.1 Questions and Answers 

Figure 82 includes questions and answers formulated during the interviews with Software 
Developers. 

 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

 

7. Does your application need to manage large amounts of data? 

(The application needs infrastructure to securely manage data from connected devices and 
applications) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

 

8. Does your application need to analyse data? 

(You want your application to help you discover useful information) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

 

9. Does your application need to manage documents? 

(The application needs to handle different text or multimedia documents) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

10. How should your application look? 

(Provide an indication of the quality expected for your user interface)  

Bare-bone Stock Beautiful 

   

Questions Answers 

Can the Contractor request the 
acquisition of any type of materials or 
just the ones that were configured 
before? 

Just the types which are available for the project. 

Figure 82: vfProductValidation questions and answers 
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6.2.2 User Stories 

6.2.2.1 Goal Story Map 

Figure 83 shows the story map for the vfProductValidation vApp. 

Figure 83: vfProductValidation Story Map 

 

The following tables describe the different user stories of the story map corresponding to 
the first goal of the vfProductValidation vApp. 

 

USP25.01 Login to vApp 

Description 

As Marco, I want to login to the vApp, so that I can create a new PAR 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure there is a login page I can access from a web browser 

 Make sure I can enter my email 

 Make sure I can enter my password 

 Make sure that there is a ‘Login’ button to login with my email and password 

 Make sure that, once I login, I can access the rest of the pages of the vApp 
 
User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_1164 The security component needs for each access one username and one password to make clear 
which user accesses which resource 

RQ_0104 - vf-OS security components must be able to cope with many users’ role type and manage access 
control 

Figure 84: Login to vApp user story 
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Figure 85: Select project page user story 

 

Figure 86: New PAR page user story 

 

USP25.02 Select project page 

Description 

As Marco, I want to select one project from the list so that I can create a new PAR  

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure there is a select project page 

 Make sure that there that the Contractor can only have access to the projects that he is involved in 

 Make sure that the vApp lists only active projects 

 Make sure that the vApp can show project ID 

 Make sure that the vApp can show project name 

 Make sure that the Contractor can select one project only  

 Make sure that there is an “New PAR” button on the end of the page 

 Make sure that after clicking on the “New PAR” button the Contractor is redirected to the New PAR 
page 

 
User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 

USP25.03 New PAR page 

Description 

As Marco, I want to be able to open the new PAR page input form so that I can insert the PAR information. 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure there is New PAR page 

 Make sure that there is the PAR ID is the number right after the last PAR created 

 Make sure that the PAR number is displayed to the Contractor 

 Make sure that the table lines are editable 

 Make sure that the Contractor can add new lines to the table 

 Make sure that the field is only characters 

 Make sure that the list is scrollable 

 Make sure that in the end of the page there is a “Send” button 

 Make sure that after pressing send the vApp opens the create RME page 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0128 -  vfProductValidation App must be able to approve or refuse purchase requests (PAR) 

USP25.04 Create RME 

Description 
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Figure 87: Create RME user story 

 

 

 

As Marco, I want to be able to open a data input form so that I can insert the RME info. 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that the Contractor is able to see the list of PARs for its projects 

 Make sure that the Contractor can select one or more PARs from the list 

 Make sure that in the end of the list there is a “Create RME" button  

 Make sure that the PAR number is displayed to the Contractor 

 Make sure that the table lines are editable 

 Make sure that the Contractor can add new lines to the table 

 Make sure that the field is only characters 

 Make sure that the list is scrollable 

 Make sure that in the end of the page there is a “Send RME” button 

 vApp must be able to store the RME information  

 vApp must be able to send a new RME notification for the Supervisor 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0203 - vfProductValidation must be able to manage documents from vfDocumentPortal 

RQ_0363 - vf-OS product validation App should support documentation flow among all involved applications 
in order to have updated documentation on all applications 

RQ_0127 - vfProductValidation App must be able to call the Document Portal App to be able to send the 
Shipping Manifest and RME form 

USP25.05 Generate RME notification 

Description 

As the vApp, I must be able to generate a notification summarising the RME 

Acceptance criteria 

 The vApp must be able to generate a notification 

 Make sure the notification description contains the text “New RME” 

 Make sure the notification description contains the name of the project 

 Make sure the notification description contains the RME  
 

User priority 

Important 

Related requirements 

None 

Figure 88: Generate RME notification user story 

USP25.06 Send RME notification through the vf-OS notification enabler 

Description 

As a vApp, I must be able to send the notification via the vf-OS notification enabler, so that I can inform the 
Supervisor 
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Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure all pages have a notification icon indicating that there are unread notifications 

 Make sure the notification icon links to a "notification box" page listing all received notifications 
 

User priority 

Important 

Related requirements 

RQ_0150 -  vfProductValidation must be able to send notifications of new documents 

RQ_0151 -  vfProductValidation must be able to send notifications of new products received 

RQ_0152 -  vfProductValidation must be able to send notifications of new products approved 

Figure 89: Send RME notification through the vf-OS notification enabler user story 

USP25.07 Send RME notification by email 

Description 

As a vApp, I must be able to send the notification via email so that I can ensure the users involved receive 
the information as soon as it is available 

Acceptance criteria 

 The vApp must be able to obtain the email addresses of the users involved from the user login 
configuration 

 The vApp must be able to send an email 

 The email subject should contain the text “New RME” 

 The email subject should contain the name of the project and the RME 

 The email body should contain the text “New RME” 
 

User priority 

Important 

Related requirements 

RQ_0150 -  vfProductValidation must be able to send notifications of new documents 

RQ_0151 -  vfProductValidation must be able to send notifications of new products received 

RQ_0152 -  vfProductValidation must be able to send notifications of new products approved 

RQ_0154 - vfProductValidation App must be able to send and receive emails 

Figure 90: RME notification by email user story 

USP25.08 PAR status page 

Description 

As José, I want to open PAR status page to check the active PARs/RMEs so that I can validate them. 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that the Supervisor can see a list of PARs/RMEs 

 Make sure that the Supervisor can select one item from the list 

 Make sure that the list displays PAR Number 

 Make sure that the list displays PAR Status  

 Make sure that the list displays RME Status 

 Make sure there is an “Open PAR” button 
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Figure 91: PAR status page user story 

 

Figure 92: Approve or Reject PAR/RME user story 

 Make sure there is an “Open RME” button 

 Make sure that if the Supervisor click on “Open PAR” the PAR for approval is displayed 

 Make sure that if the Supervisor click on “Open RME” the RME for approval is displayed 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 

USP25.09 Approve or Reject PAR/RME 

Description 

As José, I want to be able to approve or reject the PAR/RME so that they can be defined with this validation 
step. 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that if the Supervisor checks the PAR that he selected 

 Make sure that if the Supervisor checks the RME that he selected 

 Make sure that there is a “Approve” button at the end 

 Make sure that there is a “Reject” button in the end 

 Make sure that the vApp sends a notification for the contractor 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0362 - vf-OS product validation App must produce recommendations in order to have the capability of 
acceptance or rejection manufacturing products 

RQ_0126 - vfProductValidation App must be able to approve or refuse the received product 

RQ_0128 - vfProductValidation App must be able to approve or refuse purchase requests (PAR) 
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Executive Summary 

Deliverable “D8.1b Annex E Pilot 3 Use Case Definition” provides a detailed description of 
the features and functionalities of the vApps of Pilot 3: Manufacturing Assembly / 
Collaboration. The vApps described in this document focus on enabling the collaborative 
design and manufacturing of complex products. The functionalities of these vApps are 
described using the story map methodology and represents the functional specifications 
agreed by pilot Software Developers and Manufacturing and Logistic Users at the time of 
writing this document. Both deliverables D8.1a and D8.1b provide additional information 
on how the story map methodology is used in this document. The document also includes 
a formal description of the functionality of each vApp, accompanied with user interface 
mockups and descriptions detailing main user interactions. Nevertheless, the story maps 
and mockups presented will continue to be iteratively reviewed and developed following an 
agile development methodology. 
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1 Manufacturing and Logistic Users Information 

1.1 Organisations 

The following tables, presented in Figure 1 and Figure 2, provide a description of the 
organisations involved in the vApp requests: 

 

Figure 1: APR Organisation information form 

 

Figure 2: TARDY Organisation information form 

1.2 Actors 

The following figures contain additional information about the main actors to help Software 
Developers better understand the users that interact with the vApps. 

Primary vf-OS Organisation 

Name APR 

Description APPLICATION PLASTIQUE DU RHONE (APR) is an SME founded in 1974 and 
specialised in plastic manufacturing and transformation 

URL [Optional] http://www.apr-plastiques.fr 

Supply chain 
collaborators 
[Optional] 

TARDY 

Supply chain roles 
[Optional] 

Partner 

Primary vf-OS Organisation 

Name TARDY 

Description TARDY is an SME founded in 1949 and has significant expertise in engineering and 
transforming metal parts using several technologies 

URL [Optional] www.tardy.fr 

Supply chain 
collaborators 
[Optional] 

APR 

Supply chain roles 
[Optional] 

Partner 

Actor 

Name Pascal Device preference 

 

Laptop  High 

Age [Optional]  Tablet None 

Occupation Purchasing Director Smartphone  None 
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Figure 3: Actor Pascal definition form 

 

Figure 4: Actor Erwan definition form 

 

Company MP Customer Other None 

Location Lyon Application use Low 

Needs 

Pascal needs a simple way to manage requests for products with complex designs, combining different 
materials 

Top goal 

Pascal wants one single contact point for the management of a multi-physical product involving multiple 
manufacturing suppliers 

Prioritised key features 

Project submission portal, monitoring interface for quotations and orders, simplified communication channels 
with suppliers 

Applications or devices owned and used 

None 

Actor 

Name Erwan Device preference 

 

Laptop  High 

Age [Optional]  Tablet None 

Occupation Sales manager Smartphone  None 

Company APR Other None 

Location France Application use High 

Needs 

Erwan is responsible for quoting new projects in APR. He is in charge of the quotation of all the new 
customer projects (around 1500 project per year) 

Top goal 

Erwan wants a tool that help him define if the product is interesting to produce, reducing waste of time on 
project classification 

Prioritised key features 

Customer project classification tool 

Applications or devices owned and used 

ERP: LXP  

Actor 

Name Calogero Device preference 

 

Laptop  High 

Age [Optional]  Tablet None 

Occupation Sales manager Smartphone  None 

Company TARDY Other None 
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Figure 5: Actor Calogero definition form 

 

Figure 6:  Actor Lionel definition form 

 

Location France Application use High 

Needs 

Calogero is the sales manager for APR. He is in charge of quoting new projects in APR 

Top goal 

Calogero wants a tool to support project quotation and classification 

Prioritised key features 

Customer project classification tool 

Applications or devices owned and used 

None 

Actor 

Name Lionel Device preference 

 

Laptop  High 

Age [Optional]  Tablet None 

Occupation Industrial manager Smartphone  None 

Company APR Other None 

Location France Application use High 

Needs 

Lionel is the industrial manager for APR. He is in charge of the definition of the industrial process for final 
products 

Top goal 

Lionel wants a tool to facilitate communication on collaborative projects with industrial partners. He also 
wants to be able to analyse production data 

Prioritised key features 

Simplified communication channels, features decomposition tools, production data analytics 

Applications or devices owned and used 

ERP: LXP  

Actor 

Name Yannick Device preference 

 

Laptop  High 

Age [Optional]  Tablet None 

Occupation Industrial manager Smartphone  None 

Company TARDY Other None 

Location France Application use Low 

Needs 

Yannick is the industrial manager for TARDY. He is in charge of the definition of the industrial process for 
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Figure 7:  Actor Yannick definition form 

 

Figure 8:  Actor Eddy definition form 

 

final products 

Top goal 

Yannick wants a tool to facilitate communication on collaborative projects with industrial partner. He also 
wants to be able to analyse production data 

Prioritised key features 

Simplified communication channels, features decomposition tool, production data analytics 

Applications or devices owned and used 

None 

Actor 

Name Eddy Device preference 

 

Laptop  High 

Age [Optional]  Tablet None 

Occupation Production manager Smartphone  None 

Company APR Other None 

Location France Application use Use of legacy software in daily jobs 

Needs 

Eddy is the production manager for APR. He is in charge of the organisation of the shop floor 

Top goal 

Improve communication with collaborators in multi-physical projects. Monitor and analyse production data 

Prioritised key features 

Communications, production data analysis 

Applications or devices owned and used 

ERP: LXP  

Actor 

Name Serge Device preference 

 

Laptop  High 

Age [Optional]  Tablet None 

Occupation Production manager Smartphone  None 

Company TARDY Other None 

Location France Application use Low 

Needs 

Serge is the production manager for TARDY. He is in charge of the organisation of the shop floor 

Top goal 

Improve production efficiency 
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Figure 9:  Actor Serge definition form 

Prioritised key features 

Production data monitoring 

Applications or devices owned and used 

None 
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2 Pilot 3 vApp 1 

2.1 Application Request 

2.1.1 Application 

Figure 10 presents basic information about the application being requested in vf-OS. 

 

Figure 10: vfCollaborationAnalyser application information form 

2.1.2 Goals 

Figure 11 describes the main goals of the vfCollaborationAnalyser vApp. 

 

 

Application 

Name vfCollaborationAnalyser 

Description vfCollaborationAnalyser aims to evaluate the capacity of the consortium (APR and 
TARDY) to industrialize products from common customer projects. This evaluation is 
in the form of a classification of the business opportunity (ie, mandatory, high ROI, 
nice to have, or not relevant) and is obtained from the analysis of the STEP file, 
customer project details and the two companies' data 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

None 

Goal 1 

Provide support for project classification 

Who is it for? Erwan and Calogero 

What problem 
does it solve? 

Sales services (Erwan and Calogero) spend a lot of time analysing the customer project 
feasibility, thus generating extended response delay and customer frustration 

Indicators 
[Optional] 

Time spent on identifying the typology of rejected projects 

Goal 2 

Support quotation process 

Who is it for? Erwan and Calogero 

What problem 
does it solve? 

Collaborative projects are complex to manage for the customer. This application allows 
them to have a unique contact point to refer with 

Indicators 
[Optional] 

None 
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Figure 11: Goals definition form 

2.1.3 Activities 

Figure 12 describes the activities that actors do to complete the goals using the 
vfCollaborationAnalyser vApp. 

 

Activities 

Create new project 

Actor Pascal 

Description Pascal accesses the vApp and logs himself on. Then, he creates a new project quotation 
and adds information for the suppliers, the project and the final product (comments and 
documents). Finally, Pascal validates integrated information and saves the project 

Details The customer must be able to start the creation of a new project quotation and add all the 
required information on the page. The project quotation information consists of the 3D 
models of the design of the product in the form of a STEP file, together with some basic 
information about the product. Prior to validation, all fields must be filled in and the step file 
must be uploaded otherwise the project quotation cannot be saved 

Interfaces 
[Optional] 

Login 

Create new project 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 
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Collect internal classification report  

Actor vfCollaborationAnalyser 

Description The vApp collects data from a legacy system performing a collaborative project analysis and 
generates an internal classification report containing information about the costs related to 
the collaborative project 

Details The legacy system considers costs based on the complexity of the 3D models in the STEP 
file and the similarities with previously submitted projects. The service extracts the features 
(ie product independent components) and provides a classification of the project into four 
categories, namely mandatory, high ROI, nice to have, or not relevant. The service also 
provides a numeric ranking of the project and a list of similar (previously submitted) projects. 
This report is sent to the sales managers through the vApp. The vApp must notify the sales 
managers, providing relevant information about the project needs 

Interfaces 
[Optional] 

None 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

None 

Make a decision based on classification report  

Actor Erwan and Calogero 

Description The sales managers have access to the detailed information of the customer project 
including comments, STEP files and the classification.  

Details The user must be able to reach the project page from the notification he received to access 
the information he needs to make a decision.  Based on this information and their 
experience, the sales manager can enter their decision of accepting or declining the project 
on the vApp, which consolidates a common answer based on their input. The project must 
be accepted by both partners to be approved. 
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Interfaces 
[Optional] 

Project acceptance or rejection 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

 

Receive project report 

Actor Lionel and Yannick 

Description The vApp notifies the industrialisation teams that a new project has been accepted and 
Lionel and Yannick receive the project report 

Details The user must be notified via the vApp 

Interfaces 
[Optional] 

None 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

None 

Feature decomposition report 

Actor Lionel and Yannick 

Description Lionel and Yannick decide which product features (ie components) are going to be 
manufactured by their respective companies to split the work 

Details The user should be able to have an overview of the final product to help him identify the 
components 

Interfaces 
[Optional] 

Feature assignment 

Component overview 

Final product overview 
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Inspiration 
[Optional] 

 

Create drafts of the assembly phase 

Actor Lionel and Yannick 

Description Lionel and Yannick create drafts of the assembly phase, defining how the different features 
of the product will be assembled 

Details Lionel and Yannick can define the dependencies between the components and anticipate 
transports between shop floors in the manufacturing phase and who will be assembling the 
final product. The users can create as many drafts as they want 

Interfaces 
[Optional] 

Components dependencies 

Final product assembler 
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Inspiration 
[Optional] 

 

Validate preferred first draft 

Actor Lionel and Yannick 

Description Lionel and Yannick have to define which drafts they would like to use to assemble the 
product 

Details Lionel and Yannick can choose multiple drafts. The outcome must be a draft selected by 
both partners. The vApp has to consolidate their preferences in order to determine the best 
way to assemble the final product 

Interfaces 
[Optional] 

None 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

None 

Receive common project quotation 

Actor Erwan and Calogero 

Description From the information provided in the draft, the sales managers generate a project quotation 
in their respective ERPs 

Details The vApp collects the project quotation data from the ERP and generates a common project 
quotation for the customer. The sales managers receive the common project quotation on 
the vApp portal 

Interfaces 
[Optional] 

None 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

None 

Validate common quotation 
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Figure 12: vfCollaborationAnalyser activities definition form 

2.1.4 Terminology 

Figure 13 presents all the technical or business terms that need a clarification to be 
understood by Software Developers. 

 

Figure 13: vfCollaborationAnalyser terminology definition form 

2.1.5 Questionnaire 

The questionnaire in Figure 14 provides additional information for Software Developers. 

Actor Erwan and Calogero 

Description The sales manager adds sales coefficients to the quotation and validates the final price. The 
vApp makes the common project quotation available on the vApp portal for the customer 

Details The sales coefficients impact directly the final price of the common project quotation 

Interfaces 
[Optional] 

None 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

None 

Receive common project quotation notification 

Actor Pascal 

Description Pascal receives a notification for the new project quotation, including a link to the vApp portal 
where he can view the project and export it to a file (eg pdf) 

Details None 

Interfaces 
[Optional] 

None 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

None 

Terminology 

Multi-physical 
projects 

Multi-physical projects address the manufacturing of designs combining pieces made 
of different materials 

STEP file STEP stands for Standard for the Exchange of Product model data 
A file format used to exchange 3D object models between different computer aided 
design programs 

Project feature A piece of a multi-physical project manufactured independently of the others. It is also 
referred to as component 

Feature 
decomposition 

The process of identifying the different features of a multi-physical projects 
automatically from a STEP file 

ERP Enterprise Resource Planning application 

CMS Content Management System 
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Questionnaire 

1. What kind of login do you want for your application? 

(Login is required to identify who is interacting with your application) 

Email 
Other service (eg Google or 

ActiveX) 
No login I don´t know 

 Email + password  I don´t know 

2. Do users need personal profiles? 

(The application needs to behave in different ways depending on who is using it) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

Customers only  need to consult the details of the common quotation 

3. Do you need support for collaboration? 

(Partners from different organisations are going to collaborate through the application) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

Sales services, industrialisation teams and production teams from APR and TARDY need to collaborate to 
provide the expected level of service 

4. Does your application need to connect with legacy devices? 

(This means you will need Drivers to connect to devices like production machines) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

 

5. Does your application need to connect with legacy services? 

(This means you will need APIs to connect to systems and applications like ERP, MES, CRM) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

The application needs to connect to the ERP legacy systems and to the classification legacy system 

6. Are connected services or devices distributed among collaborators? 

(This means your application will need to be connected to systems in different organisations) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

The vApp needs to connect to both ERPs 

7. Does your application need to manage large amounts of data? 

(The application needs infrastructure to securely manage data from connected devices and applications) 
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Figure 14: vfCollaborationAnalyser application questionnaire 

2.2 User - Developer Interaction 

2.2.1 Questions and Answers 

Figure 15 includes questions and answers formulated during the interviews with Software 
Developers. 

 

                                            
1
 https://www.liferay.com/ 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

 

8. Does your application need to analyse data? 

(You want your application to help you discover useful information) 

Yes No I don´t know 

x   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

The application needs to be able to consolidate data and support decisions about customer project 
(acceptance, assembly phase) 

9. Does your application need to manage documents? 

(The application needs to handle different text or multimedia documents) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

10. How should your application look? 

(Provide an indication of the quality expected for your user interface)  

Bare-bone Stock Beautiful 

   

Questions Answers 

The project submitted by the customer 
(collection of files) will be stored in a 
new CMS or provided by one of the 
CMS of any partner? 

It should be a new common CMS. Liferay
1
 is already tested by APR 

and the company would like to continue using this container 

The main project description submitted 
by the customer is always a 
normalised STEP file? 

Yes. However, the requirements for the STEP file should be 
defined and tested during the project to validate the capacity to 
automatically extract features from the file 

The consistency and the 
completeness of the analytic results 
collected from the legacy system will 
be manually validated before 
submitting the report for quotation? 

APR and TARDY already explored Big Data facilities for business 
opportunity analysis. The analytic results should be validated 
manually before pushing any report for quoting. If not accepted, the 
flow should be sent back to regenerate the report 
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Figure 15: vfCollaborationAnalyser questions and answers 

2.2.2 User Stories 

2.2.2.1 Goal 1 Story Map 

Figure 16 shows the story map for the first goal of the vfCollaborationAnalyser vApp: 
Provide support for project classification. 

 

The consolidation of a common 
decision will be implemented only 
through some fixed rules (script) or it 
is needed to add a user task to 
confirm the automatic results? 

It is necessary to add user tasks to validate the decision generated 
by the consolidation 
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Figure 16: vfCollaborationAnalyser goal 1 story map 
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The following tables describe the different user stories of the story map corresponding to 
the first goal of the vfCollaborationAnalyser vApp. 

 

Figure 17: Login to vApp user story 

 

Figure 18: Access registered organisations page user story 

 

USP31.01 Login to vApp 

Description 

As Erwan or Calogero, I want to login to the vApp, so that I can manage user accounts 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure there is a login page I can access from a web browser 

 Make sure I can enter my email 

 Make sure I can enter my password 

 Make sure that there is a ‘Login’ button to login with my email and password 

 Make sure that, once I login, I can access the rest of the pages of the vApp 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0668 vf-OS must provide the ability to login to the platform 

RQ_1164 The security component needs for each access one username and one password to make clear 
which user accesses which resource 

USP31.02 Access registered organisations page 

Description 

As Erwan or Calogero, I must have a registered organisations page, so that I can manage the organisations 
used to create new user accounts for customers 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure there is a registered organisations page that shows information about registered 
organisations 

 Make sure that the registered organisation page has a registered organisations table 

 Make sure that the registered organisation table has a column showing the organisation name 

 Make sure that each row has a button to edit the information of the corresponding organisation 

 Make sure that the registered organisations page has a button ‘Register organisation’ to add a new 
organisation 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0831 vf-OS should have the provision for creation and assignment of roles to various users in order to 
enable role base access control 

RQ_1448 vf-OS platform must provide customised UI according to the privileges of each role 
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Figure 19: Add organisation user story 

 

Figure 20: Save organisation user story 

 

USP31.03 Add organisation 

Description 

As Erwan or Calogero, I want to add a new organisation, so that I can register new customers 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that there is a register organisation dialogue to enter the information of an organisation 

 Make sure that I can open the register organisation dialogue by clicking on the ‘Register organisation’ 
button in the registered organisations page 

 Make sure that I can open the register organisation dialogue by clicking on the edit button in the 
corresponding row of the organisations table in the organisations page 

 Make sure that I can enter the organisation name in the register organisation dialogue 

 Make sure that I can save the organisation by clicking on a ‘Save button’ in the register organisation 
dialogue 

 Make sure that I can close the register organisation dialogue if I do not want to save the changes 
 

User priority 

Important 

Related requirements 

RQ_1518 vf-OS frontend environment must provide standardised UI elements that can capture textual input 
from users, for web-based environments 

USP31.04 Save organisation 

Description 

As Erwan or Calogero, I want to save the organisation information, so that I can use it to configure new users 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that you save an auto-generated identifier for every organisation 

 Make sure that you save the organisation name 
 

User priority 

Important 

Related requirements 

RQ_1456 vf-OS must provide mechanisms to save/modify data in private data storage 

RQ_0307 vf-OS must provide an infrastructure to securely store data within the Cloud 

USP31.05 Access registered users page 

Description 

As Erwan or Calogero, I must have a registered users page, so that I can manage the configuration of 
registered users 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure there is a registered users page that shows information about registered users 

 Make sure that the registered users page has a registered users table showing the registered users 
information 
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Figure 21: Access registered users page user story 

 

Figure 22: Add registered user user story 

 

 Make sure that the registered users table has a column showing the user name 

 Make sure that the registered users table has a column showing the user organisation name 

 Make sure that the registered users table has a column showing the user email 

 Make sure that the registered users table has a column showing the user role 

 Make sure that each row has a button to edit the information of the corresponding user 

 Make sure that the registered users page has a button ‘Register user button’ to add a new registered 
user 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 

USP31.06 Add registered user 

Description 

As Erwan or Calogero, I want to manage user accounts, so that other users can access the vApp 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that there is a register user dialogue to enter the information of a registered user 

 Make sure that I can open the register user dialogue by clicking the ‘Register user button’ in the 
registered users page 

 Make sure that I can open the register user dialogue by clicking on the edit button in the corresponding 
row of the registered user table in the registered users page 

 Make sure that I can enter the user name in the register user dialogue 

 Make sure that I can select the user organisation in the register user dialogue 

 Make sure that I can enter the user email in the register user dialogue 

 Make sure that, if the user organisation is ‘APR’ or ‘TARDY’, I can select the user role as ‘Sales 
manager’ or ‘Industrial manager’ else the user role is ‘Customer’ 

 Make sure that I can enter the user alternative email in the register user dialogue 

 Make sure that I can save the user information by clicking a ‘Save button’ in the register user dialogue 

 Make sure that I can close the register user dialogue if I do not want to save the changes 
 

User priority 

Important 

Related requirements 

RQ_1409 vf-OS apps must be able to input new user 

RQ_1518 vf-OS frontend environment must provide standardised UI elements that can capture textual input 
from users, for web-based environments  

USP31.07 Save registered user 

Description 

As Erwan or Calogero, I want to save the registered user information, so that registered users can use the 
vApp 
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Figure 23: Save registered user story 

 

Figure 24: Login to vApp user story 

 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that you save an auto-generated identifier for every user 

 Make sure that you save the user name 

 Make sure that you save a reference to the user organisation 

 Make sure that you save the user email 

 Make sure that you save the user role 

 Make sure that you save the user alternative email 
 

User priority 

Important 

Related requirements 

RQ_1456 vf-OS must provide mechanisms to save/modify data in private data storage 

USP31.08 Login to vApp 

Description 

As Pascal (customer), I want to login to the vApp, so that I can create new project quotations 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure there is a login page I can access from a web browser 

 Make sure I can enter my email 

 Make sure I can enter my password 

 Make sure that there is a ‘Login’ button to login with my email and password 

 Make sure that, once I login, I can access the rest of the pages of the vApp 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0668 vf-OS must provide the ability to login to the platform 

RQ_1164 The security component needs for each access one username and one password to make clear 
which user accesses which resource 

USP31.09 Access project page 

Description 

As Pascal, I must have a project page, so that I can manage project quotations 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure the project page has a submitted project table showing the information of submitted 
projects 

 Make sure the project table has a column showing the project creation date 

 Make sure the project table has a column showing the project name 

 Make sure the project table has a column showing the project product code 

 Make sure the project table has a column showing the project product name column 

 Make sure the project table has a column showing the project requested units 

 Make sure the project table has a column showing the project expected delivery date 

 Make sure that each row has a button to edit the information of the corresponding project  
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Figure 25: Access project quotations page user story 

 

Figure 26: Add project user story 

 

 Make sure the project page has a "Add project " button 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0149 : The vfCollaborationAnalyser vApp must allow the customer to monitor the projects 

USP31.10 Add project 

Description 

As Pascal, I need to add a new project, so that I can submit a new project and attach the STEP file 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure there is an edit project dialogue to enter the information of a project quotation 

 Make sure I can open the edit project dialogue by clicking on the ‘Add project’ button of the project 
page 

 Make sure I can open the edit project dialogue by clicking on the edit button of a project table row 

 Make sure I can enter the project name in the add project dialogue 

 Make sure I can enter the product code in the add project dialogue 

 Make sure I can enter the product name in the add project dialogue 

 Make sure I can enter the requested units 

 Make sure I can enter the expected delivery date 

 Make sure I can enter the step file location in the add project dialogue 

 Make sure there is an ‘Upload STEP file’ button in the add project dialogue 

 Make sure I can enter additional comments 

 Make sure I can save the project by clicking on a ‘Save’ button in the project dialogue 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_1518 vf-OS frontend environment must provide standardised UI elements that can capture textual input 
from users, for web-based environments 

USP31.11 Browse local file system 

Description 

As Pascal, I must be able to browse my local file system, so that I can select one STEP file to upload 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that there is a browse local file system dialogue in the project quotations page 

 Make sure that I can open the browse local file system dialogue when I click the ‘Upload STEP file’ 
button in the add project quotation dialogue 

 Make sure the browse local file system dialogue has a local file system tree table 

 Make sure I can browse files and directories in my local file system in the local file system tree table 

 Make sure the browse local file system has an input text field with the selected file location 

 Make sure I can select STEP files 

 Make sure I can select .PDF files 

 Make sure I can select .XLS files 
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Figure 27: Browse local file system user story 

 

Figure 28: Upload STEP file user story 

 

 Make sure I can select .ZIP files 

 Make sure I can enter the selected step file location in the add project quotation dialogue by clicking 
the ‘Open’ button in the browse local file system dialogue 

 Make sure I can close the browse local file system dialogue if I do not want to save changes 
 

User priority 

Important 

Related requirements 

RQ_0606 vfCollaborationAnalyzer must provide mechanism to browse in the local file system 

USP31.12 Upload STEP file 

Description 

As Pascal, I want to upload the project STEP file, so that sales managers can prepare the project quotation 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that I can upload the file to the vApp when I click on the ‘Save’ button in the add project 
quotation dialogue  
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0607: The vf-OS vfCollaborationAnalyser vApp must provide a means to submit new projects in the 
common STEP format 

RQ_0614: The vf-OS vfCollaborationAnalyser vApp must support the processing of projects in STEP format 

USP31.13 Save project  

Description 

As Pascal, I want to save the project, so that suppliers can start the quotation process 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure you store an auto-generated identifier for the project  

 Make sure you store the project creation date as the current date 

 Make sure you store a reference to my organisation identifier 

 Make sure you store the project name 

 Make sure you store the product code 

 Make sure you store the product name 

 Make sure you store the expected delivery date 

 Make sure you store the requested nits 

 Make sure you store the additional comments 

 Make sure you store the STEP file location 

 Make sure you store the project status as ‘Submitted’ 
 

User priority 

Essential 
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Figure 29: Save project user story 

 

Figure 30: Call classification service user story 

 

Related requirements 

RQ_1456 vf-OS must provide mechanisms to save/modify data in private data storage 

 

USP31.14 Call classification service 

Description 

As a vApp, I must be able to call an legacy system API to classify the project and extract the project features, 
so that I can present the classification report to the user 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure I can access the legacy system API 

 Make sure I can upload the STEP file to the legacy system API using a web service 

 Make sure I can request the classification of the STEP file I have uploaded 

 Make sure I receive an internal classification response to the request 

 Make sure the response contains the classification category 

 Make sure the response contains the project ranking 

 Make sure the response contains the list of names of similar projects 

 Make sure the response contains the list of extracted features 

 Make sure that every feature has a unique name in the list 

 Make sure that every feature has a unique resource locator for the corresponding STEP file 

 Make sure I can download the STEP files of the different files using the resource locator 
 
User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0431 vf-OS vApps must be able to call legacy services 

USP31.15 Save classification result 

Description 

As a vApp, I must be able to store the project classification so that I make the information accessible to the 
users 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure you store a unique identifier for the classification result 

 Make sure you store a reference to the project identifier 

 Make sure you store the classification category 

 Make sure you store the project ranking 

 Make sure you store the list of similar projects 

 Make sure that, for every similar project, you store a reference an auto-generated identifier  

 Make sure that, for every similar project, you store a reference to the project referenced by the 
classification result 

 Make sure that, for every similar project, you store a reference to the project identifier of the similar 
project 

 Make sure you store the report location as an empty string 

 Make sure you store the list of features 

 Make sure that, for every feature, you store an auto-generated identifier 

 Make sure that, for every feature, you store a reference to the corresponding project 
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Figure 31: Save classification results user story 

 

Figure 32: Generate classification report user story 

 

 Make sure that, for every feature, you store the feature name 

 Make sure that, for every feature, you download the corresponding STEP file 

 Make sure that, for every feature, you store the STEP file location 

 Make sure that, for every feature, you store a reference to the assigned organisation id as null 

 Make sure that, for every feature, you store a sequence number as null 

 Make sure you update the referenced project status to ‘In process’ 

 Make sure you store a project quotation decision for every sales manager 

 Make sure that, for every project quotation decision, you store an auto-generated identifier 

 Make sure that, for every project quotation decision, you store a reference to the corresponding 
project 

 Make sure that, for every project quotation decision, you store a reference to the sales manager user 
identifier 

 Make sure that, for every project quotation decision, you store the decision as ‘Unspecified’ 
 

User priority 

Out of scope 

Related requirements 

RQ_1456 vf-OS must provide mechanisms to save/modify data in private data storage 

USP31.16 Generate classification report 

Description 

As the vApp, I have to generate a report of the project feature extraction and classification so that I can 
synthesize the analysis and support decision making 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure there is a built-in report to generate the classification report 

 The report must display the project's name 

 The report must display the customer's name 

 The report must display the project ranking 

 The report must display the classification category 

 The report must display the results of the feature extraction 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 

USP31.17 Save classification report 

Description 

As the vApp, I must be able to store the report so that I can make it accessible later on 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure you store the report file 

 Make sure you update the report location of the classification result 
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Figure 33: Save classification report user story 

 

Figure 34: Generate classification report notification user story 

 

Figure 35: Send classification report notification through the vf-OS notification enabler user 
story 

 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_1456 vf-OS must provide mechanisms to save/modify data in private data storage 

USP31.18 Generate classification report notification 

Description 

As the vApp, I must be able to generate a notification summarising the report 

Acceptance criteria 

 The vApp must be able to generate a notification 

 Make sure the notification description contains the text “Classification” 

 Make sure the notification description contains the name of the project 

 Make sure the notification description contains the classification category 
 

User priority 

Important 

Related requirements 

RQ_0623: The vf-OS vfCollaborationAnalyser vApp must provide functionality to communicate the internal 
classification report to the quotation referents of APR and TARDY 

USP31.19 Send classification report notification through the vf-OS notification 
enabler 

Description 

As a vApp, I must be able to send the notification via the vf-OS notification enabler, so that I can inform the 
sales managers 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure all pages have a notification icon indicating that there are unread notifications 

 Make sure the notification icon links to a "notification box" page listing all received notifications 
 

User priority 

Important 

Related requirements 

RQ_1508 vf-OS frontend environment must provide standardised mechanisms to notify vApp users on 
desktop machines 

USP31.20 Send classification report notification by email 
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Figure 36: Send classification report notification by email user story 

 

Figure 37: View classification report notification by email user story 

2.2.2.2 Goal 2 Story Map 

Figure 38 shows the story map for the second goal of the vfCollaborationAnalyser vApp: 
Support quotation process. 

Description 

As the vApp, I must be able to send the notification via email so that I can ensure the users involved receive 
the information as soon as it is available 

Acceptance criteria 

 The vApp must be able to obtain the email addresses of the users involved from the user login 
configuration 

 The vApp must be able to send an email 

 The email subject should contain the text “vfCollaborationAnalyser classification” 

 The email subject should contain the name of the project and the classification category 

 The email body should contain the text “New report classification report available” 

 The email should attach the classification report 
 

User priority 

Important 

Related requirements 

RQ_1511 vf-OS must provide a standardised mechanism for vApps to send notification emails to users 

USP31.21 View classification report notification 

Description 

As Erwan or Calogero, I want to view spare part notifications, so that I can check the classification report 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that the notification icon is no longer present if there are no unread notifications 
 
User priority 

Important 

Related requirements 

RQ_1508 vf-OS frontend environment must provide standardised mechanisms to notify vApp users on 
desktop machines 
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Figure 38: vfCollaborationAnalyser goal 2 story map 
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The following tables describe the different user stories of the story map corresponding to 
the second goal of the vfCollaborationAnalyser vApp. 

 

Figure 39: Access project page user story 

 

USP31.22 Access projects in progress page 

Description 

As Erwan or Calogero, I must be able to reach a project quotations page, so that I can get all the information 
I need to take a decision 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure there is a projects in progress page that shows information about projects with status equal 
to ‘In progress 

 Make sure the project page contains a project quotations table 

 Make sure the project table has a column showing the customer name 

 Make sure the project table has a column showing the project name 

 Make sure the project table has a column showing the project expected delivery date  

 Make sure the project table has a column showing the project classification report ranking 

 Make sure the project table has a column showing my project quotation decision 

 Make sure that each row has a button to access the project details page of the corresponding project  

 Make sure that each row has a button to access the feature assignments page of the corresponding 
project 

 Make sure that each row has a button to access the assembly details page of the corresponding 
project 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 

USP31.23 Access project details page 

Description 

As Erwan or Calogero, I must be able to reach a project details page where I can see the project information, 
so that I can get all the information I need to take a decision 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure the project details page shows the project identifier 

 Make sure the project details page shows the project customer organisation name 

 Make sure the project details page shows the project name 

 Make sure the project details page shows the project units number 

 Make sure the project details page shows the project expected delivery date 

 Make sure the project details page shows the project classification ranking 

 Make sure the project details page shows the project decision 

 Make sure the project details page has a ‘Download STEP file’ button to download the project 
quotation STEP file 

 Make sure the project details page has a similar projects table showing information of similar projects 
referencing this project identifier 

 Make sure the similar projects table has a column showing the project name 

 Make sure that the project details page has a ‘Accept button’ to accept the project  

 Make sure that the project details page has a ‘Reject button’ to reject the project  
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Figure 40: Access project quotation details page user story 

 

Figure 41: Open uploaded files user story 

 

Figure 42: Update sales manager decision user story 

 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 

USP31.24 Download STEP file 

Description 

As Erwan or Calogero, I must be able to download STEP files, so that I can access further information about 
the project quotation 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that I can download the project STEP file by clicking on the ‘Download STEP file’ button of 
the project details page 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 

USP31.25 Update sales manager decision 

Description 

As Erwan or Calogero, I must be able to easily input my decision in the project quotation details page 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that you update the project quotation decision referencing my user identifier and the project 
identifier 

 Make sure that you update the decision as ‘Accepted’ if I click on the ‘Accept’ button of the project 
details page 

 Make sure that you update the decision as ‘Rejected’ if I click on the ‘Reject’ button of the project 
details page 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_1456 vf-OS must provide mechanisms to save/modify data in private data storage 

RQ_1518 vf-OS frontend environment must provide standardised UI elements that can capture textual input 
from users, for web-based environments 

USP31.26 Consolidate decisions 
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Figure 43: Consolidate decisions user story 

 

Figure 44: Generate project decision notification user story 

 

Description 

As the vApp, I must be able to consolidate partners’ decisions, so that I can define if the project is accepted 
or not 

Acceptance criteria 

 If all project decisions referencing the project have a decision equal to ‘Accepted’, then update the 
project status as "Accepted"; else if any project decisions referencing the project have a decision 
equal to ‘Rejected’ update the project status as ‘Rejected’ 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 

USP31.27 Generate project decision notification 

Description 

As the vApp, I must generate a notification when a project is accepted or rejected including all the 
information needed by industrial managers to identify the project, so that I can speed up internal 
communications 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure the notification is generated when all partners have provided a decision 

 Make sure the notification description contains the text “Project decision” 

 Make sure the notification description contains the project quotation name 

 Make sure the notification description contains the customer organisation name 

 Make sure the notification description contains the project quotation decision 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 

USP31.28 Send project decision notification through the vf-OS notification 
enabler 

Description 

As the vApp, I must be able to send notifications through the vApp portal so that I can inform the right user 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure all pages have a notification icon indicating that there are unread notifications 

 Make sure the notification icon links to a "notification box" page listing all received notifications 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 
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Figure 45: Send project decision notification through the vf-OS notification enabler 

 

Figure 46: View project decision notification user story 

 

Figure 47: Access feature assignments page user story 

 

RQ_1508 vf-OS frontend environment must provide standardised mechanisms to notify vApp users on 
desktop machines 

USP31.29 View project decision notification 

Description 

As Lionel or Yannick, I want to know if I have new view project decision notifications, so that I access the 
project report details 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that the notification icon is no longer present if there are no unread notifications   
 
User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_1508 vf-OS frontend environment must provide standardised mechanisms to notify vApp users on 
desktop machines 

USP31.30 Access feature assignments page 

Description 

As Lionel or Yannick, I must be able to reach the feature assignment page of the project via the notification I 
just received, so that I can access more information about the project 

Acceptance criteria 

 The notification must include a link to the corresponding feature assignments page 

 Make sure the feature assignments page shows the project identifier 

 Make sure the feature assignments page shows the project name 

 Make sure the feature assignments page shows the project expected delivery date 

 Make sure the feature assignments page has a ‘Download STEP file’ button 

 Make sure the feature assignments page has a feature assignment table 

 Make sure the feature assignments table shows the feature name 

 Make sure the feature assignments table shows the referenced assigned organisation name 

 Make sure each feature assignments table has a download button to download the feature STEP file  

 Make sure each feature assignments table has a select button 

 Make sure the feature assignments page has an ‘Update assignments’ button 
User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 

USP31.31 Download STEP file 
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Figure 48: Download STEP files user story 

 

Figure 49: Update feature assignments user story 

 

Description 

As Lionel or Yannick, I must be able to download STEP files, so that I can access further information about 
the project and the project features 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that I can download the project quotation STEP file by clicking on the ‘Download STEP file’ 
button of the feature assignment page 

 Make sure that I can download the feature STEP file by clicking on the download button of the 
corresponding row of the feature assignment table 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 

USP31.32 Update features assignments 

Description 

As Lionel or Yannick, I must be able to save the organisation assigned to the features I have selected, so 
that I can select which features my organisation is going to manufacture 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure you update the features I have selected when I click on the ‘Update features’ button of the 
feature assignments page 

 Make sure you update the assigned organisation identifiers to the identifier of my organisation 

 Make sure that the vApp portal redirects me to the assembly phase page after this update 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_1456 vf-OS must provide mechanisms to save/modify data in private data storage 

RQ_1518 vf-OS frontend environment must provide standardised UI elements that can capture textual input 
from users, for web-based environments 

USP31.33 Access assembly phase page 

Description 

As Lionel or Yannick, I must be able to access the assembly phase page, so that I can agree on a sequence 
for the assembly of the different features of the product in the project quotation 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure the assembly phase page has a ‘New draft’ button to add a new draft 

 Make sure the assembly phase page has a sequence drafts table 

 Make sure the sequence drafts table has a column showing the sequence draft name 

 For every sequence draft, the list must display the sequence draft name 

 Make sure that every row has a preference checkbox to indicate my preference  

 Make sure I can have multiple preference checkbox in active state 
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Figure 50: Access assembly phase page user story 

 

Figure 51: Add new sequence draft user story 

 

 Make sure there every row has a button to edit the sequence draft 

 Make sure there is an ‘Update preferences’ button to save my preferences 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 

USP31.34 Add new sequence draft 

Description 

As Lionel or Yannick, I must be able to add a new sequence draft of the assembly phase, so that I can define 
it in terms of project quotation 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure there is a sequence draft dialogue 

 Make sure the assembly phase page opens the sequence draft dialogue when I click on the ‘New 
draft’ button 

 Make sure I can enter the sequence draft name in the sequence draft dialogue 

 Make sure there is a features table in the sequence draft dialogue 

 Make sure that the draft features table has a column showing the features sequence number 

 Make sure that the draft features table has a column showing the feature name 

 Make sure that the draft features table has a column showing the feature assigned organisation name 

 Make sure that the draft features table has a column showing the dependencies string 

 Make sure that draft features are ordered by sequence number in the features table 

 Make sure that I can drag and drop rows to edit the draft feature sequence order  

 Make sure that every row has an ‘Edit dependencies’ button 

 Make sure that the sequence draft dialogue has a combo box to select the industrial manager 
organisation name  

 Make sure the sequence draft button has a ‘Save’ button to save the changes 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_1518 vf-OS frontend environment must provide standardised UI elements that can capture textual input 
from users, for web-based environments 

USP31.35 Edit draft feature dependencies  

Description 

As Lionel or Yannick, I must be able to define the sequence number of a feature in a draft, so that I can 
determine transport needs 
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Figure 52: Edit draft feature dependencies user story 

 

Figure 53: Save sequence draft user story 

 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure there is an edit feature dependencies dialogue 

 Make sure the assembly phase page opens the edit draft feature dialogue when I click on the ‘Edit 
dependencies’ button of a sequence draft dialogue features table row 

 Make sure the edit feature dependencies dialogue has a dependencies table 

 Make sure that the dependencies table shows data for other features of the same project classification 

 Make sure that each row has a checkbox to select the feature 

 Make sure that the edit feature dependencies dialogue has a ‘Save button’ 

 Make sure that you save the project draft dependencies when you click on the save button 

 Make sure that you update the draft feature dependency string with a comma separated list of the 
selected features names 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_1456 vf-OS must provide mechanisms to save/modify data in private data storage 

USP31.36 Save sequence draft 

Description 

As Lionel or Yannick, I must be able to save the draft in the vApp so that I can access it later on 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure you save a sequence draft when I click the ‘Save’ button of the sequence draft dialogue 

 Make sure you save an auto-generated identifier for the sequence draft 

 Make sure you save the name of the draft 

 Make sure you save a reference to the project identifier 

 Make sure you save a reference to the assembler organisation identifier 

 Make sure that, for every feature in the project classification referencing the project, you save a draft 
feature 

 Make sure that, for every draft feature, you store a reference to the sequence draft 

 Make sure that, for every draft feature, you store a reference to the feature 

 Make sure that, for every draft feature, you store the sequence number 

 Make sure that, for every draft feature, you store a feature dependency list 

 Make sure that, for every feature dependency, you store a unique identifier 

 Make sure that, for every feature dependency, you store a reference to the draft feature 

 Make sure that, for every feature dependency, you store a reference to the feature 

  
User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_1456 vf-OS must provide mechanisms to save/modify data in private data storage 

 

USP31.37 Save preferences 
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Figure 54: Save preferences user story 

 

Figure 55: Consolidate preferences user story 

 

Description 

As Lionel or Yannick, I must be able to save my preferences on a sequence draft, so that it can compile 
them from both partners 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure the assembly phase has a confirm preferences dialogue 

 Make sure the assembly phase shows the confirm preference dialogue when I click on the ‘Update 
preferences’ button 

 Make sure the confirm preferences dialogue has a ‘Save’ button to save my preferences 

 Make sure I can close the dialogue if I do not want to save any changes 

 Make sure that you delete every draft preference referencing my user identifier 

 Make sure that you store a draft preference for every draft with an active preference checkbox 

 Make sure that you store a unique identifier for every draft preference 

 Make sure that you store a reference to my user identifier 

 Make sure that you store a reference to the sequence draft 

  
User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_1456 vf-OS must provide mechanisms to save/modify data in private data storage 

USP31.38 Consolidate preferences 

Description 

As the vApp, I must be able to consolidate partners' preferences and define which sequence draft is the most 
appropriate so that the quotation will be done according to the result 

Acceptance criteria 

 If there are multiple sequence drafts preferred by all sales managers, then make sure you select the 
first one 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 

USP31.39 Make quotation in ERP system 

Description 

As Erwan or Calogero, I need to make the quotation and store it into the ERP system 

Acceptance criteria 

None 

User priority 

Out of scope 
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Figure 56: Make quotation in ERP system user story 

 

Figure 57: Collect quotation data from ERP systems 

 

Related requirements 

None 

USP31.40 Collect quotation data from ERP systems 

Description 

As a vApp, I must collect the quotation data from the ERP systems, so that I can use the information to 
generate a common quotation 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure quotation data is collected whenever a new quotation is created in the ERP System 

 Make sure quotation data contains the customer product name 

 Make sure quotation data contains a list of feature quotations 

 Make sure every feature quotation has a feature name 

 Make sure every feature quotation has a price 

 Make sure every feature quotation contains a production time 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_1501 vfCollaborationAnalyzer must be able to fetch quotation data from the ERP systems 

USP31.41 Save project quotation data 

Description 

As the vApp, I must save the project quotation information collected from the ERP system 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure you save data when the customer product name matches the product name of a project 

 Make sure you save an auto-generated identifier for the project quotation 

 Make sure you save a reference to the project 

 Make sure you save the project quotation status as ‘Generated’ 

 Make sure you save the list of feature quotations included in the quotation  

 Make sure that, for every feature quotation, you save a reference to the corresponding project 
quotation 

 Make sure that, for every feature quotation, you save a reference to the corresponding feature 

 Make sure that, for every feature quotation, you save the price 

 Make sure that, for every feature quotation, you save the production time 

 Make sure that, for every feature quotation, you save a reference to the supplier organisation 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_1456 vf-OS must provide mechanisms to save/modify data in private data storage 
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Figure 58: Save project quotation data 

 

Figure 59: Generate common quotation report user story 

 

Figure 60: Store common quotation user story 

 

USP31.42 Generate common quotation report 

Description 

As the vApp, I must be able to generate a common project quotation with the final price based on the 
previously collected information, so that I send only one document to the customer 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure you generate a common project quotation whenever you have two project quotations from 
both collaborators for the same product 

 The vApp must have a built-in quotation report template to fill 

 The vApp must fill in the quotation report template with the stored information 

 The quotation report template must store the customer project name 

 The quotation report must store the list of components 

 For every component, the report must include the supplier organisation, the quotation price and the 
delivery date 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_1482: The vfCollaborationAnalyser must project customer classification at APR side 

RQ_1483: The vfCollaborationAnalyser must project customer classification at TARDY side 

USP31.43 Store common project quotation report 

Description 

As the vApp, I must store the common quotation report  so that it can become accessible later on 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure you store the generated quotation report 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_1456 vf-OS must provide mechanisms to save/modify data in private data storage 

USP31.44 Generate common quotation notification 

Description 

As the vApp, I must generate a notification including all the information the sale managers need, so that they 
receive relevant data to be validated 

Acceptance criteria 

 The notification description must contain the text “Final validation” 

 The notification description must contain the project name 
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Figure 61: Generate common quotation notification user story 

 

Figure 62: Send common quotation notifications through the vf-OS notification enabler 
user story 

 

Figure 63: View common quotation notification user story 

 

 The notification description must contain the customer name 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 

USP31.45 Send common quotation notification through the vf-OS notification 
enabler 

Description 

As the vApp, I must be able to send common quotation notifications through the vApp portal so that I can 
inform sales managers of the availability of common quotations 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure all pages have a notification icon indicating that there are unread notifications 

 Make sure the notification icon links to a "notification box" page listing all received notifications 
 
User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_1508 vf-OS frontend environment must provide standardised mechanisms to notify vApp users on 
desktop machines 

USP31.46 View common quotation notification 

Description 

As Erwan or Calogero, I must be able to see the common quotation notifications I have received so that I can 
know what is the next step in the process 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that the notification icon is no longer present if there are no unread notifications   
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_1508 vf-OS frontend environment must provide standardised mechanisms to notify vApp users on 
desktop machines 

USP31.47 Access common quotation details 
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Figure 64: Access common quotation details user story 

 

Figure 65: Validate common quotation user story 

 

Description 

As Erwan or Calogero, I want to access the common quotation details vApp page from the notification I just 
received so that I can access and validate its details 

Acceptance criteria 

 The notification must link to the common quotation validation page 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 

USP31.48 Validate common quotation 

Description 

As Erwan or Calogero, I must be able to validate the common quotation so that I can send it to the customer 

Acceptance criteria 

 On the common project quotation details page, the user must be able to integrate a sales coefficient 

 On the common project quotation details page, the user must be able to validate the quotation by 
clicking "Validate" button 

 Make sure you update the product status as ‘Validated’ 

 Make sure you update both product quotations status as ‘Accepted’ 

 Coefficient and validation must be saved in the vApp 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_1518 vf-OS frontend environment must provide standardised UI elements that can capture textual input 
from users, for web-based environments 

USP31.49 Generate project quotation accepted notification 

Description 

As the vApp, I must generate a notification including all the information the customer needs so that I 
summarise relevant data and enhance communication efficiency 

Acceptance criteria 

 The notification description must contain the text “Quotation available” 

 The notification description must contain the project name 

 The notification description must contain the names of the component provider organisations 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 
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Figure 66: Generate project validated notifications user story 

 

Figure 67: Send project quotation accepted notification through the vf-OS notification 
enabler user story 

 

Figure 68: Send project quotation accepted notification by email user story 

 

USP31.50 Send project quotation accepted notification through the vf-OS 
notification enabler 

Description 

As the vApp, I must be able to send project validated notifications through the vApp portal so that I can 
inform the customer 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure all pages have a notification icon indicating that there are unread notifications 

 Make sure the notification icon links to a "notification box" page listing all received notifications 
 
User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_1508 vf-OS frontend environment must provide standardised mechanisms to notify vApp users on 
desktop machines 

USP31.51 Send project quotation accepted notification by email 

Description 

As the vApp, I must be able to send the notification via email so that the customer knows that a new 
quotation has been validated 

Acceptance criteria 

 The vApp must obtain the email of the customer from the user login information 

 The vApp must be able to send emails 

 The email subject must contain the text “vfCollaborationAnalyser quotation” 

 The email subject should contain the name of the project and the names of the component providers 

 Make sure the common project quotation report is attached to the email 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_1511 vf-OS must provide a standardised mechanism for vApps to send notification emails to users 

USP31.51 Receive project quotation accepted notification 

Description 

As Pascal, I must be able to see the notification I have received so that I can know that a new common 
quotation is available 
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Figure 69: Receive project quotation accepted notification user story 

 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that the notification icon is no longer present if there are no unread notifications 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_1508 vf-OS frontend environment must provide standardised mechanisms to notify vApp users on 
desktop machines 
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3 Pilot 3 vApp 2 

3.1 Application Request 

3.1.1 Application 

Figure 70 presents basic information about the application being requested in vf-OS. 

 

Figure 70: vfIndusEnabler application information form 

3.1.2 Goals 

Figure 71 describe the main goal of the vfIndusEnabler vApp. 

 

Figure 71: vfIndusEnabler goal definition form 

3.1.3 Activities 

Figure 72 describes the main activities that actors do to complete the goal using the 
vfIndusEnabler vApp. 

 

Application 

Name vfIndusEnabler 

Description vfIndusEnabler aims to provide support to the industrialisation teams in the generation 
of manufacturing orders from project quotations, providing means to analyse the 
coherence between project quotation data and production data and to ensure that the 
best production sequence is offered to the customer 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

None 

Goal 

Support engineering process 

Who is it for? Lionel and Yannick 

What problem 
does it solve? 

Industrialisation teams lack means to analyse the requirements of collaborative projects 
in terms of coordination and costs of manufacturing processes during the industrialisation 
process 

Indicators 
[Optional] 

Delivery delay of complex products 

Activities 

Accept project quotation 
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Actor Pascal 

Description Pascal accesses the vApp page to make orders from accepted project quotations from 
sales managers.  

Details Upon project quotation acceptance, the vApp allows the customer to place orders for the 
corresponding project. Pascal must be able to make new orders simply by selecting an 
accepted project quotation (a project quotation that has not been accepted or rejected), 
checking the project quotation details and clicking a button to acknowledge his 
acceptance of the proposition from the suppliers. After this confirmation from the 
customer, the vApp must generate a new order with the information available in the 
project quotation and send a notification to the industrial engineering managers 

Interfaces 
[Optional] 

Project information 

Product information 

Contact information 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

 

Receive order generation notification 

Actor Lionel and Yannick 

Description Lionel and Yannick receive an email notification indicating that the customer has made a 
new order 

Details The notification contains the details of the order (product reference, quantity, order label 
and delivery date) 

Interfaces 
[Optional] 

None 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

None 

Enter production data in ERP system (out of scope) 
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Figure 72: vfIndusEnabler activities definition form 

3.1.4 Terminology 

Figure 73 presents all the technical or business terms that need a clarification to be 
understood by Software Developers. 

 

Actor Lionel and Yannick 

Description Lionel and Yannick enter the production data of the accepted quotation in their respective 
legacy ERP systems 

Details Production data for the components of the accepted project (product recipes, raw material 
stock levels, production sequence, and production times) are available in the ERP 
systems. Lionel and Yannick provide an expert point of view to validate or modify this data 
when necessary 

Interfaces 
[Optional] 

None 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

None 

Validate industrialisation phase 

Actor Lionel and Yannick 

Description Lionel and Yannick use the vApp to validate the industrialisation phase 

Details The vApp connects to the legacy ERP systems to collect pending orders and the 
production data related to the products to manufacture (product recipes, raw material 
stock levels, production sequence, and production times) and stores this information 
locally. The vApp analyses this data and validates the industrialisation phase, verifying 
that there are no issues with the costs or the delivery dates of the order related to the 
production process. The vApp generates a report containing detailed information 
indicating which manufacturing processes yield lower manufacturing costs and production 
times in the collaborative environment 

Interfaces 
[Optional] 

None 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

None 

Monitor orders 

Actor Pascal 

Description The customer has access to the list of orders placed and can monitor their status 

Details Possible status are: “In treatment”, “In production“, or “Delivered“ 

Interfaces 
[Optional] 

None 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

None 
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Figure 73: vfIndusEnabler terminology definition form 

3.1.5 Questionnaire 

The questionnaire in Figure 74 provides additional information for Software Developers: 

 

Terminology 

Routing Sequence of operations to do in order to manufacture a product 

Questionnaire 

1. What kind of login do you want for your application? 

(Login is required to identify who is interacting with your application) 

Email 
Other service (eg Google 

or ActiveX) 
No login 

I don´t know 

 email + password  I don´t know 

2. Do users need personal profiles? 

(The application needs to behave in different ways depending on who is using it) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

The user interface and functionalities are different for customers and suppliers 

3. Do you need support for collaboration? 

(Partners from different organisations are going to collaborate through the application) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

The vApp needs to integrate production data from different systems 

4. Does your application need to connect with legacy devices? 

(This means you will need Drivers to connect to devices like production machines) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

 

5. Does your application need to connect with legacy services? 

(This means you will need APIs to connect to systems and applications like ERP, MES, CRM) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

The vApp needs to connect to the ERP systems 

6. Are connected services or devices distributed among collaborators? 

(This means your vApp will need to be connected to systems in different organisations) 
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Figure 74: vfIndusEnabler application questionnaire 

3.2 User - Developer Interaction 

3.2.1 Questions and Answers 

Figure 75 shows the main questions and answers formulated during the interviews with 
Software Developers. 

 

Yes No I don´t know 

    

If yes, can you provide some details? 

The legacy ERP is only available on premise 

7. Does your application need to manage large amounts of data? 

(The vApp needs infrastructure to securely manage data from connected devices and vApp) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

 

8. Does your application need to analyse data? 

(You want your vApp to help you discover useful information) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

The vApp needs to analyse production data and validate the industrialisation of the project 

9. Does your application need to manage documents? 

(The application needs to handle different text or multimedia documents) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

10. How should your application look? 

(Provide an indication of the quality expected for your user interface)  

Bare-bone Stock Beautiful 

   

Questions Answers 

What are the conditions/constraints 
needed to check before allowing 
quotation to order conversion? 

This application uses the same project information as 
vfCollaborationAnalyser, so it should be regarded as an extension 
of vfCollaborationAnalyser, in the sense that we want the 
information to be synchronised and we should be able to navigate 
from one application to the other. So, before allowing a quotation to 
order conversion, vfCollaborationAnalyser quotations for the project 
must be available 

After the manual integration of 
production details, what data should 

There is a user task to validate the integration of production details 
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Figure 75: vfIndusEnabler questions and answers 

be checked to allow the extraction of 
technical data? 

in ERPs 

Who will get the notification of the last 
report? 

The industrialisation teams for analysis purposes 
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3.2.2 User Stories 

3.2.2.1 Goal Story Map 

Figure 76 shows the story map for the goal of the vfIndusEnabler vApp: Support engineering process. 

 

Figure 76: vfIndusEnabler goal story map
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The following tables describe the different user stories of the story map corresponding to 
the main goal of the vfIndusEnabler vApp. 

 

Figure 77: View project quotation details user story 

 

Figure 78: Access accepted project quotations page user story 

 

USP32.01 View project quotations details  

Description 

As Pascal, I want to access more information about the accepted project quotation so that I can place new 
orders 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure I can download the common quotation report from the download button of the accepted 
project quotations table 

 Make sure the common quotation report is attached to the accepted project quotation notification 
received from vfCollaborationAnalyser 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 

USP32.02 Access accepted project quotations page 

Description 

As Pascal, I want to access more information about the accepted project quotation so that I can place new 
orders 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that I can access an accepted project quotations page 

 Make sure that the page has an accepted project quotations table 

 Make sure that the accepted project quotations table has a column showing the product name 

 Make sure that, for every row, there is a download button to download the common quotation report 
 

User priority 

Important 

Related requirements 

None 

USP32.03 Access project orders page 

Description 

As Pascal, I want to access a project orders page, so that I can make new orders for validated projects 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that I can access the project orders page 

 Make sure that the project orders page has a project orders table showing product orders information 

 Make sure that the project orders table has a column showing the project name 
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Figure 79: Accept projects orders page story 

 

Figure 80: Add project order user story 

 

 Make sure that the project orders table has a column showing the project order status 

 Make sure that the project orders table has a column showing the acceptance date 

 Make sure that the project orders table has a column showing the expected delivery date 

 Make sure that the project orders table has a column showing the project order label 

 Make sure that the project orders table has a column showing the project name 

 Make sure that the project orders page has a ‘New order’ button 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 

USP32.04 Add project order 

Description 

As Pascal, I want to add a new order, so that the suppliers can start processing it 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure I can select the project name from a list of validated projects with accepted project 
quotations 

 Make sure I can edit the project order quantity 

 Make sure I can enter the user comments 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_1478 vf-OS vfIndusEnabler vApp must allow the customer to transforms its quotation into an order 

USP32.05 Save project order 

Description 

As Pascal, I need to save the information I provided before APR/TARDY start the production so that I can 
keep the traceability of my orders 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure you store an auto-generated unique identifier for the project order 

 Make sure you store the acceptance date as the current date 

 Make sure you store a reference to the project 

 Make sure you store the quantity of the order 

 Make sure you store the comments provided by the customer 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_1456 vf-OS must provide mechanisms to save/modify data in private data storage 
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Figure 81: Save project order user story 

 

Figure 82: Collect quotation data from ERP systems user story 

 

Figure 83: Save quotation data user story 

 

USP32.06 Collect quotation data from ERP systems 

Description 

As the vApp, I must be able to collect quotation data from the ERP systems, so that I can use it to generate 
the order 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure you collect quotation data for the project 

 Make sure quotation data contains a list of component quotations 

 Make sure every component quotation has a component name 

 Make sure every component quotation contains a delivery date 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_1502 vf-OS vfIndusEnabler vApp must be able to fetch data from EPR systems 

USP32.07 Save quotation data 

Description 

As the vApp, I must save quotation data related to an order so that industrial partners can start the 
production process 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure you store an auto-generated identifier for the quotation 

 Make sure you store a reference to the order 

 Make sure you store the list of products included in the quotation  

 Make sure that, for every product quotation, you store a reference to the corresponding quotation 

 Make sure that, for every product quotation, you store a reference to the corresponding product 

 Make sure that, for every product quotation, you store the price 

 Make sure that, for every product quotation, you store the delivery date 

 Make sure that, for every product quotation, you store the provider 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_1456 vf-OS must provide mechanisms to save/modify data in private data storage 

 

USP32.08 Generate order notification 

Description 

As the vApp, I must generate a notification including all the information needed by industrial managers, so 
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Figure 84: Generate order notification user story 

 

Figure 85: Send order notification through the vf-OS notification enabler 

 

that I can enhance communications 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure the notification is generated when a new order is placed 

 The notification must include the project order unique identifier 

 The notification must include the customer name 

 The notification must include the acceptance date 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 

USP32.09 Send order notification through the vf-OS notification enabler 

Description 

As the vApp, I must be able to send notifications through the vApp portal so that I can inform industrial 
managers of newly accepted orders 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure all pages have a notification icon indicating that there are unread notifications 

 Make sure the notification icon links to a "notification box" page listing all received notifications 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_1508 vf-OS frontend environment must provide standardised mechanisms to notify vApp users on 
desktop machines 

USP32.10 Send order notification by email 

Description 

As the vApp, I must be able to send the notification via email so that the industrialisation teams know that a 
new order has been generated even if they're not on the vApp 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure the vApp can send emails 

 Make sure you obtain the email addresses of the industrial managers from the user login information 

 Make sure the email subject contains the project number 

 Make sure the email subject contains the customer name 
 

User priority 

Important 

Related requirements 

RQ_1511 vf-OS must provide a standardised mechanism for vApps to send notification emails to users 
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Figure 86: Send notification by email user story 

 

Figure 87: View order notification user story 

 

Figure 88: Access order details user story 

 

USP32.11 View order notification 

Description 

As Lionel or Yannick, I need to know when a new customer project quotation has been accepted so that I 
can start the industrialisation process. 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that the notification icon is no longer present if there are no unread notifications   
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0632 : vf-OS vfIndusEnabler vApp needs to provide a role-specific user interface for production 
managers based on elements from the vf-OS Front-end Environment 

RQ_1508 vf-OS frontend environment must provide standardised mechanisms to notify vApp users on 
desktop machines 

USP32.12 Access order details 

Description 

As Lionel or Yannick, I want to access the details of the order in the vApp, so that I can view the information I 
need to start the industrialisation process 

Acceptance criteria 

 The user must be able to access the order details page from the notification (link/button) 

 The order details page must include: Project number, Customer name, Product name, Product 
quantity 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 

USP32.13 Enter production data in ERP system 

Description 

As Lionel or Yannick, I need to integrate production data in my legacy system so that I can start the 
industrialisation process 

Acceptance criteria 

None 

User priority 

Out-of-scope 
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Figure 89: Integrate production data in ERP system user story 

 

Figure 90: Validate industrialisation phase in ERP system user story 

 

Related requirements 

None 

USP32.14 Validate industrialisation phase in ERP system 

Description 

As Lionel or Yannick, I need to validate in the ERP that all production data industrialisation of products in the 
order sequence has been entered in the ERP, so that the information used by the vApp is correct 

Acceptance criteria 

None 
User priority 

Out-of-scope 

Related requirements 

None 

USP32.15 Collect production details from ERP systems 

Description 

As a vApp, I must be able to collect production data from the ERP systems, so that I can use it to generate 
an industrialisation report 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure the vApp can connect to the ERP systems 

 Make sure that, for every product in the project and configured in the ERP system, I get a list of 
production details (recipe) describing different ways to manufacture the product 

 Make sure that, for every production details, I get a unique identifier for the production details 

 Make sure that, for every production details, I get a text description of the manufacturing process used 
to manufacture the product 

 Make sure that, for every production details, I get the cost per unit of time of the manufacturing 
process 

 Make sure that, for every production details, I get the estimated production time 

 Make sure that, for every production details, I get a list of materials needed to manufacture the product 

 Make sure that, for every material, I get the product name in the ERP system 

 Make sure that, for every material, I get the quantity in number of units needed to manufacture a unit 
of product 

 Make sure that, for every material, I get the cost per unit 

 Make sure that, for every material, I get the stock level 

 Make sure that, for every material, I get the estimated delivery time 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0634 : vf-OS vfIndusEnabler vApp should be able to retrieve technical details from the legacy systems 
of APR and TARDY at the end users request (members of the industrialization teams) 
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Figure 91: Collect production details from ERP systems user story 

 

Figure 92: Save production details user story 

 

USP32.16 Save production details 

Description 

As the vApp, I must be able to save the production data, so that I can use it to generate an industrialisation 
report 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that, for every production detail, you save an auto-generated identifier 

 Make sure that, for every production detail, you save the ERP identifier 

 Make sure that, for every production detail, you save a reference to the product 

 Make sure that, for every production detail, you save a reference to the project 

 Make sure that, for every production detail, you save the text describing the machines used 

 Make sure that, for every production detail, you save the cost per unit of time of using the machine 

 Make sure that, for every production detail, you save the estimated production time 

 Make sure that, for every production detail, you save a reference to the organisation 

 Make sure that, for every material, you save an auto-generated identifier 

 Make sure that, for every material, you save a reference to the corresponding product 

 Make sure that, for every material, you save the name in the ERP system 

 Make sure that, for every material, you save the cost per unit 

 Make sure that, for every material, you save stock level 

 Make sure that, for every material, you save the estimated delivery time 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_1456 vf-OS must provide mechanisms to save/modify data in private data storage 

USP32.17 Compare production details raw materials 

Description 

As the vApp, I want to compare different production details of a product in terms of raw materials costs and 
delivery times with respect to the order 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that, for every product in the quotation, you get all available production details 

 Make sure that, for all production details of every product, you calculate the aggregated cost of 
materials needed to fulfil the order 

 Make sure that, for all production details of every product, you compare the stock levels against the 
units needed to fulfil the order 

 Make sure that, for all production details of every product, you calculate the maximum estimated 
delivery time of the additional material units needed to complete the order 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0134 The vfIndusEnabler needs to be able to understand the manufacturing processes and segment the 
data according to the manufacturing Process (eg, different industries) 
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Figure 93: Compare production details raw materials user story 

 

Figure 94: Compare production details manufacturing processes user story 

 

Figure 95: Generate comparison report user story 

 

USP32.18 Compare production details manufacturing processes 

Description 

As the vApp, I want to compare the different production details of a product in terms of production time and 
production costs delays with respect to the order 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that, for every product in the quotation, you get all available production details 

 Make sure that, for all production details of every product, you calculate the total production time 
needed to fulfil the order 

 Make sure that, for all production details of every product, you compare the total costs of the 
manufacturing process (product of the production costs time the cost per unit of time) 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0134 The vfIndusEnabler needs to be able to understand the manufacturing processes and segment the 
data according to the manufacturing Process (eg, different industries) 

USP32.19 Generate comparison report 

Description 

As the vApp, I must be able to generate a report displaying the comparisons for each production details 

Acceptance criteria 

 For every product in the quotation, the report must include a table containing the comparison of the 
different production details available 

 Make sure the table has a column for the organisation name 

 Make sure the table has a column for the production identifier in the ERP 

 Make sure the table has a column for the aggregated material costs 

 Make sure the table has a column for the maximum material delivery time 

 Make sure the table has a column for the total production time 

 Make sure the table has a column for the total production costs 

 Make sure the table has a column for the total time (maximum material delivery time plus production 
time) 

 Make sure the table has a column for the total costs (material costs plus production costs) 

 Make sure you calculate a flag -time exceeded- indicating whether the total time is lower than the 
delivery time in the product quotation 

 Make sure you sort the table by time exceeded in ascending order (production details that do not 
exceed first), by cost in ascending order and by total time 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 
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Figure 96: Save comparison report user story 

 

Figure 97: Generate comparison report notification user story 

 

USP32.20 Save comparison report 

Description 

As the vApp, I must be able to save the comparison report so that it can be accessed later on 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure you save the generated comparison report 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_1456 vf-OS must provide mechanisms to save/modify data in private data storage 

 

USP32.21 Generate comparison report notification 

Description 

As the vApp, I must be able to generate a notification summarising the comparison report 

Acceptance criteria 

 The vApp must be able to generate a notification 

 Make sure the notification description contains the text “Production analysis report available” 

 Make sure the notification description contains the name of the project 

 Make sure the notification description contains the name of the customer 
 

User priority 

Important 

Related requirements 

None 

USP32.22 Send comparison report notification through the vf-OS notification 
enabler 

Description 

As a vApp, I must be able to send the notification via the vApp portal so that I can inform the sales managers 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure all pages have a notification icon indicating that there are unread notifications 

 Make sure the notification icon links to a "notification box" page listing all received notifications 
 

User priority 

Important 

Related requirements 

RQ_1508 vf-OS frontend environment must provide standardised mechanisms to notify vApp users on 
desktop machines 
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Figure 98: Send comparison report notification through the vf-OS notification enabler 

 

Figure 99: Send comparison report notification by email user story 

 

Figure 100: View comparison report notification user story 

 

USP32.23 Send comparison report notification by email 

Description 

As the vApp, I must be able to send the notification via email so that I can ensure the industrial managers 
receive the information as soon as it is available 

Acceptance criteria 

 The vApp must be able to obtain the email addresses of the industrial managers from the user login 
configuration 

 The vApp must be able to send an email 

 The email subject should contain the text “vfIndusEnabler analysis” 

 The email subject should contain the name of the project and the name of the customer 
 

User priority 

Important 

Related requirements 

vf-OS must provide a standardised mechanism for vApps to send notification emails to users 

USP32.24 View comparison report notification 

Description 

As Erwan or Calogero, I want to know when I receive a new notification, so that I can check the results of the 
internal classification 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that the notification icon is no longer present if there are no unread notifications  
 
User priority 

Important 

Related requirements 

RQ_1508 vf-OS frontend environment must provide standardised mechanisms to notify vApp users on 
desktop machines 

USP32.25 Access comparison report details 

Description 

As Erwan or Calogero, I want to access the comparison report in the vApp portal so that I can obtain more 
information 

Acceptance criteria 

 The user must be able to access the comparison report from the notification (link/button) 

 The report must display detailed information describing the comparison analysis 
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Figure 101: Access comparison report details user story 

 

Figure 102: View list of orders user story 

 

Figure 103: Access order details vApp page user story 

 

User priority 

Important 

Related requirements 

None 

USP32.26 View list of orders 

Description 

As Pascal, I must be able to see the list of my ongoing orders so that I can monitor their status 

Acceptance criteria 

 The customer must be able to see a list of its ongoing orders 

 The list must display information for each order: Order number, creation date, product name, expected 
delivery date, status 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_1481: The customer user should be able to track each order separately 

USP32.26 Access order details vApp page 

Description 

As Pascal, I must be able to access order details vApp page so that I can gather more information 

Acceptance criteria 

 I must be able to reach the detail vApp page by clicking on an element in the list of ongoing orders 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_1481: The customer user should be able to track each order separately 
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4 Pilot 3 vApp 3 

4.1 Application Request 

4.1.1 Application 

Figure 104 presents basic information about the application being requested in vf-OS. 

 

Figure 104: vfProductionPlanner application information form 

4.1.2 Goals 

Figure 105 describes the main goal of the vfProductionPlanner vApp. 

 

Figure 105: vfProductionPlanner goal definition form 

4.1.3 Activities 

Figure 106 describes the main activities that actors do to complete the goal using the 
vfProductionPlanner vApp. 

 

Application 

Name vfProductionPlanner 

Description vfProductionPlanner aims to coordinate the production sequence between the two 
industrial workshops and ensure coherence on the production lines. The application 
will share a generated production sequence between the two industrial teams and will 
keep them in touch in order to evaluate each proposed sequence 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

None 

Goal 

Support manufacturing orders scheduling 

Who is it for? Eddy and Serge 

What problem 
does it solve? 

Manufacturing order scheduling is normally performed at a plant level. However, in a 
collaborative environment it must be made at a “consortium” level to ensure efficiency 
during the production process for collaborative projects 

Indicators 
[Optional] 

Time spent analysing the project for acceptance 

Activities 

 Accept/Reject manufacturing order sequence 
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Actor Eddy or Serge 

Description The production managers accept or reject the sequence suggested in the manufacturing 
order 

Details A legacy production sequencer service, which is connected to the legacy ERP systems, 
obtains information about the manufacturing processes of semi-manufactured products 
(raw material and manufacturing processes) and the accepted orders. With this information 
the external production sequencer service generates the manufacturing order sequences in 
the collaborative environment. The vApp collects the manufacturing order sequences and 
sends a notification to the production managers, who can check the results and accept or 
reject the suggested manufacturing order sequences. The vApp consolidates decisions 
from partners and determines when the manufacturing order sequence has been approved 
by both production managers 

Interfaces 
[Optional] 

Manufacturing orders sequence 

Partner decision (acceptance/rejection) 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

 

Enter planned manufacturing orders in the ERP system (out of scope) 

Actor Eddy or Serge 

Description The production managers enter manually the planned manufacturing orders in their 
respective ERP systems 

Details None 

Interfaces 
[Optional] 

None 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

None 
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Figure 106: vfProductionPlanner activities definition form 

4.1.4 Terminology 

Figure 107 presents all the technical or business terms that need a clarification to be 
understood by Software Developers. 

 

Figure 107: vfProductionPlanner terminology definition form 

4.1.5 Questionnaire 

The questionnaire in Figure 108 provides additional information for Software Developers. 

 

Receive acknowledgment receipt 

Actor Pascal 

Description The customer receives an acknowledgment receipt on the vApp and by email 

Details Once the production managers have confirmed the production sequence, the vApp  
generates an acknowledgment receipt, a report indicating the estimated delivery date, and 
sends it to the customer 

Interfaces 
[Optional] 

None 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

None 

Terminology 

Scheduler Scheduler software uses the information about the current status of manufacturing 
resources (machines and stock levels) and determines the optimum sequence of 
manufacturing orders for manufacturing resources to fulfil pending manufacturing 
orders. Schedulers take into account both the limited capacity of manufacturing 
resources and the delivery dates for the manufacturing orders 

Questionnaire 

1. What kind of login do you want for your Application? 

(Login is required to identify who is interacting with your Application) 

Email 
Other service (eg Google 

or ActiveX) 
No login 

I don´t know 

 Email + password  I don´t know 

2. Do users need personal profiles? 

(The application needs to behave in different ways depending on who is using it) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

There are different user profiles for production managers and for customers 
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3. Do you need support for collaboration? 

(Partners from different organisations are going to collaborate through the application) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

Production managers in both organisations need to confirm the suggested manufacturing order 
sequence 

4. Does your application need to connect with legacy devices? 

(This means you will need Drivers to connect to devices like production machines) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

 

5. Does your application need to connect with legacy services? 

(This means you will need APIs to connect to systems and applications like ERP, MES, CRM) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

Some data is collected from legacy ERPs 

6. Are connected services or devices distributed among collaborators? 

(This means your application will need to be connected to systems in different organisations) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

 

7. Does your application need to manage large amounts of data? 

(The application needs infrastructure to securely manage data from connected devices and 
applications) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

 

8. Does your application need to analyse data? 

(You want your application to help you discover useful information) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

The application needs to calculate the estimated delivery time for the order 

9. Does your application need to manage documents? 

(The application needs to handle different text or multimedia documents) 
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Figure 108: vfProductionPlanner application questionnaire 

4.2 User - Developer Interaction 

4.2.1 Questions and Answers 

Figure 109 shows the main questions and answers formulated during the interviews with 
Software Developers. 

 

Figure 109: vfProductionPlanner questions and answers 

4.2.2 User Stories 

4.2.2.1 Goal Story Map 

Figure 110 shows the story map for the goal of vfProductionPlanner vApp: Support 
manufacturing orders scheduling. 

 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

10. How should your application look? 

(Provide an indication of the quality expected for your user interface)  

Bare-bone Stock Beautiful 

   

Questions Answers 

How can product/project related data 
be identified in the beginning of the 
process to collect the data from both 
ERPs? 

This application should be regarded as an extension of 
vfIndusEnabler and therefore, this technical data has been 
integrated in ERPs during the implementation of vfIndusEnabler. 
The final product must be created with the same name as the one 
integrated by the customer in the vApp, thus creating a link for data 
collecting 

Is there enough history to consolidate 
common business rules for the script 
task at the collaborative production 
planner? 

The manufacturing order sequencing process is out of the scope of 
the application since it is performed by a legacy system 

Is there any user validation of the 
decision before notifying the 
customer? 

Production managers need to accept the proposed production 
sequence and the vApp must validate the consolidated decision 
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Figure 110: vfProductionPlanner goal story map 
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The following tables describe the different user stories of the story map corresponding to 
the main goal of the vfProductionPlanner vApp. 

 

Figure 111: Call legacy scheduler service user story 

 

Figure 112: Create production sequences user story 

 

USP33.01 Call legacy scheduler service 

Description 

As a vApp, I must be able to call an legacy scheduler service API, so that I can obtain production sequences 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure I can connect to the legacy scheduler service API 

 Make sure I can request production sequences for a given project 

 Make sure I receive a production sequence response to the request 

 Make sure the response contains a list of production sequences 

 Make sure every production sequence has a delivery date 

 Make sure every production sequence has an estimated date 

 Make sure every production sequence has a list of manufacturing operations 

 Make sure that every manufacturing operation has a (semi-elaborated) product name 

 Make sure that every manufacturing operation has the name of the organisation in charge of 
producing the (semi-elaborated) product 

 Make sure that every manufacturing operation has a suggested start date 

 Make sure that every manufacturing operation has a suggested end date 

 Make sure that every manufacturing operation has a list of the (semi-elaborated) products needed 

 Make sure that every manufacturing operation has additional comments about the manufacturing 
process 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0431 vf-OS vApps must be able to call legacy services 

USP33.02 Create production sequences 

Description 

As the legacy scheduler service, I must be able to create production sequences so that I can suggest 
optimum production sequences to the production managers 

Acceptance criteria 

None 

User priority 

Out-of-scope 

Related requirements 

RQ_1450:  vf-OS should be able to propose a sequence of manufacturing operations across the partners' 
shopfloors 

USP33.03 Save production sequences 
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Figure 113: Store production sequences user story 

 

Description 

As a vApp, I must be able to store the suggested production sequences so that I can show it to the 
production managers 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure you store an auto-generated identifier for every production sequence 

 Make sure you store the production sequence delivery date  

 Make sure you store the production sequence estimated date 

 Make sure you store the project name 

 Make sure you store the customer name 

 Make sure you store the list of manufacturing operations in the production sequence 

 Make sure you store the manufacturing operations status as pending 

 Make sure that, for every manufacturing operation, you store an auto-generated id 

 Make sure that, for very manufacturing operation, you store the (semi-elaborated) product name 

 Make sure that, for every manufacturing operation, you store the name of the organisation in charge of 
producing the (semi-elaborated) product 

 Make sure that, for every manufacturing operation, you store the suggested start date 

 Make sure that, for every manufacturing operation, you store the suggested end date 

 Make sure that, for every manufacturing operation, you store the (semi-elaborated) products needed 

 Make sure that, for every manufacturing operation, you store the additional comments about the 
manufacturing process 

 Make sure that, for every manufacturing operation, you store the organisation decisions 

 Make sure that, for every organisation, you store an organisation decision 

 Make sure that, for every organisation decision, you store an auto-generated id 

 Make sure that, for every organisation decision, you store a reference to the production sequence 
identifier 

 Make sure that, for every organisation decision, you store a reference to the organisation identifier 

 Make sure that, for every organisation decision, you set the status as pending 
 

User priority 

Out-of-scope 

Related requirements 

RQ_1456 vf-OS must provide mechanisms to save/modify data in private data storage 

 

USP33.04 Generate production sequence notification 

Description 

As the vApp, I must be able to generate a notification including information for production managers so that 
they know there is a new production sequence for a project to accept or reject 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure the production sequence notification description contains the text “Production sequence 
available” 

 Make sure the production sequence notification description contains the project name 

 Make sure the production sequence notification contains the customer name 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 
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Figure 114: Generate production sequence notification user story 

 

Figure 115: Send production sequence notification through the vf-OS notification enabler 
user story 

 

Figure 116: View production sequence notification user story 

 

RQ_0643: The vf-OS vfProductionPlanner app must be able to notify production teams of APR and TARDY 
as soon as they can validate orders in their respective legacy systems 

USP33.05 Send production sequence notification through the vf-OS notification 
enabler 

Description 

As the vApp, I must be able to send notifications through the vApp portal so that I can inform users 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure all pages have a notification icon indicating that there are unread notifications 

 Make sure the notification icon links to a "notification box" page listing all received notifications 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_1508 vf-OS frontend environment must provide standardised mechanisms to notify vApp users on 
desktop machines 

USP33.06 View production sequence notification 

Description 

As Eddy or Serge, I must have a user interface to view unread notifications I received so that I know there 
are new production sequences for the projects 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that the notification icon is no longer present if there are no unread notifications   
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_1508 vf-OS frontend environment must provide standardised mechanisms to notify vApp users on 
desktop machines 

USP33.07 Access production sequences vApp page 

Description 

As Eddy or Serge, I must have a vApp page to view a list of suggested sequences and their status so that I 
can select the one I want 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure the list of suggested sequences must display: Sequence number, start date, end date, 
acceptance status (1 column for APR and 1 for TARDY) 
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Figure 117: Access production sequences vApp page user story 

 

Figure 118: Access production sequence details vApp page user story 

 

 Make sure I get redirected to the production sequence details vApp page when I click on a sequence 
raw 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 

USP33.08 Access production sequence details vApp page 

Description 

As Eddy or Serge, I must have a vApp page with detailed information, so that I can get more information 
about a specific production sequence 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure the page has a table containing the information of the manufacturing operations in the 
production sequence 

 Make sure that, for every manufacturing operations, you show the semi-elaborated product 

 Make sure that, for every manufacturing operations, you show the organisation in charge of production 

 Make sure that, for every manufacturing operations, you show the list of needed semi-elaborated 
products 

 Make sure that, for every manufacturing operations, you show the estimated start date 

 Make sure that, for every manufacturing operations, you show the estimated end date 

 Make sure that, for every manufacturing operations, you show the additional comments 

 Make sure the page has icons showing the status of every organisation decision (pending, accepted, 
rejected) 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 

USP33.09 Take sequence decision 

Description 

As Eddy or Serge, I must be able to accept or reject the sequence in the production details vApp page, so 
that I can edit my decision in the vApp 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that the production details vApp page has buttons to accept or reject the production 
sequence 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0642: The vf-OS vfProductionPlanner vApp must be able to support an interactive process with the 
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Figure 119: Take sequence decision user story 

 

Figure 120: Save sequence decision user story 

 

Figure 121: Consolidate sequence decision user story 

 

production teams of APR and TARDY to select the most appropriate production schedule for a project 

RQ_1481 vf-OS apps must be able to input user information via forms 

USP33.10 Save sequence decision 

Description 

As a member of the production team, I must be able to save my decision in the database so that the vApp 
can consolidate it with the other partner's decision 

Acceptance criteria 

 The production details page must show a dialog to ask the user to confirm the decision ("Are you sure 
you want to accept/reject this sequence") 

 The corresponding organisation decision must be updated to “Accepted” or “Rejected” 

 After the user saves his decision, he must be redirected to the production sequences vApp page 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_1456 vf-OS must provide mechanisms to save/modify data in private data storage 

USP33.11 Consolidate sequence decision 

Description 

As the vApp, I must be able to consolidate partner's decision so that I can define for each sequence if it is 
accepted or not 

Acceptance criteria 

 If all partners accepted the sequence, then it is in "Accepted" status 

 If any partner rejected the sequence, then it is in "Rejected" status 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 

USP33.12 Generate sequence decision notification 

Description 

As the vApp, I must generate a notification including all the information the production managers need, so 
that they are aware that a decision has been made upon a production sequence 

Acceptance criteria 

 The notification description must contain the text “Production sequence approved/rejected”  

 The notification description must contain the project name 
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Figure 122: Generate sequence decision notification user story 

 

Figure 123: Send sequence decision notification through the vf-OS notification enabler 
user story 

 

 The notification description must contain the customer name 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0643: The vf-OS vfProductionPlanner vApp must be able to notify production teams of APR and TARDY 
as soon as they can validate orders in their respective legacy systems 

RQ_0641: The vf-OS vfProductionPlanner vApp must be able to communicate generated production 
schedules to the production teams of APR and TARDY 

USP33.13 Send sequence decision notification through the vf-OS notification 
enabler 

Description 

As the vApp, I must be able to send notifications through the vApp portal so that I can inform production 
managers 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure all pages have a notification icon indicating that there are unread notifications 

 Make sure the notification icon links to a "notification box" page listing all received notifications 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0643: The vf-OS vfProductionPlanner vApp must be able to notify production teams of APR and TARDY 
as soon as they can validate orders in their respective legacy systems 

RQ_0641: The vf-OS vfProductionPlanner vApp must be able to communicate generated production 
schedules to the production teams of APR and TARDY 

RQ_1508 vf-OS frontend environment must provide standardised mechanisms to notify vApp users on 
desktop machines 

USP33.14 View sequence decision notification 

Description 

As  Eddy or Serge , I must be able to see the latest notification I received so that I know an new decision  is 
available 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that the notification icon is no longer present if there are no unread notifications  
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_1508 vf-OS frontend environment must provide standardised mechanisms to notify vApp users on 
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Figure 124: View sequence decision notification user story 

 

Figure 125: Enter planned manufacturing orders in ERP system user story 

 

Figure 126: Generate acknowledgment receipt user story 

 

desktop machines 

USP33.15 Enter planned manufacturing orders in ERP system 

Description 

As Eddy and Serge, I have to enter the planned manufacturing orders in my legacy system so that I keep 
traceability for the production process 

Acceptance criteria 

None 

User priority 

Out-of-scope 

Related requirements 

None 

USP33.16 Generate acknowledgment receipt  

Description 

As the vApp, I must generate an acknowledgement receipt to notify the customer, so that he knows when its 
products will be delivered 

Acceptance criteria 

 The acknowledgement receipt must use a report template included in the application 

 The acknowledgement receipt must contain the main information about the production sequence: 
Project number, customer name, product name, quantity, total price, planned delivery date 

 The vApp must be able to generate a .pdf document 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 

USP33.17 Generate acknowledgement receipt notification 

Description 

As the vApp, I must generate a notification including all the information for the customer, so that he is aware 
that his order is planned for production 

Acceptance criteria 

 The notification description must contain the text “Acknowledgment receipt”  

 The notification description must contain the project name 

 The notification description must contain the customer name 
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Figure 127: Generate acknowledgement receipt notification user story 

 

Figure 128: Send acknowledgement receipt notification through the vf-OS notification 
enabler user story 

 

Figure 129: Send acknowledgement receipt notification by email user story 

 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 

USP33.18 Send acknowledgement receipt notification through the vf-OS 
notification enabler 

Description 

As the vApp, I must be able to send notifications through the vApp portal so that I can inform customers 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure all pages have a notification icon indicating that there are unread notifications 

 Make sure the notification icon links to a "notification box" page listing all received notifications 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_1508 vf-OS frontend environment must provide standardised mechanisms to notify vApp users on 
desktop machines 

USP33.19 Send acknowledgement receipt notification by email 

Description 

As the vApp, I must be able to send the notification via email so that I'm sure the customer know that a new  
acknowledgment receipt  has been generated even if they're not on the vApp 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure I can get the mail of the customer from the user profile configuration 

 Make sure I can send emails 

 Make sure the subject contains the text “vfProductionPlanner acknowledgement” 

 Make sure the subject contains the project name 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_1511 vf-OS must provide a standardised mechanism for vApps to send notification emails to users 

USP33.20 View acknowledgement receipt notification 

Description 

As Pascal, I must be able to see the latest notification I received so that I know an acknowledgement receipt 
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Figure 130: View acknowledgement receipt notification user story 

 

Figure 131: Access acknowledgement receipt detail page user story 

 

is available 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that the notification icon is no longer present if there are no unread notifications   
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_1508 vf-OS frontend environment must provide standardised mechanisms to notify vApp users on 
desktop machines 

USP33.21 Access acknowledgement receipt detail vApp page 

Description 

As Pascal, I want to access the acknowledgment receipt details vApp page from the notification I just 
received so that I can consult it 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure the page shows the project name 

 Make sure the page shows the estimated delivery date 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 
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5 Pilot 3 vApp 4 

5.1 Application Request 

5.1.1 Application 

Figure 132 presents basic information about the application being requested in vf-OS. 

 

Figure 132: vfQualityAssurance application information form 

5.1.2 Goals 

Figure 133 describes the main goal of the vfQualityAssurance vApp. 

 

Figure 133: vfQualityAssurance goal definition form 

5.1.3 Activities 

Figure 134 describes the main activities that actors do to complete the goal using the 
vfQualityAssurance vApp. 

 

Application 

Name vfQualityAssurance 

Description The objective of vfQualityAssurance is to notify organisations of anomalies detected 
in the collaborative manufacturing process by on premise Cyber-Physical Systems 
(CPS) at every location. The CPSs analyse different aspects of the production 
environment, such as the product quality, resources (machines, tools) environment, 
and user environment in order to detect problems that might occur during 
manufacturing operations and the vApp generate events based on detected events by 
CPSs 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

None 

Goal 

Automatic detection of disruptive events during production 

Who is it for? Eddy and Serge 

What problem 
does it solve? 

The current process does not allow quick and adapted reactions to quality issues on the 
production lines 

Indicators 
[Optional] 

Number of inter-site bottlenecks in manufacturing 

Activities 

Receive anomaly notification 
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Actor Eddy and Serge 

Description The production manager receives a notification indicating that an event has been detected 

Details CPS’ at both organisations detect anomalies in the manufacturing process using different 
sensors. The vApp is connected to both CPS’ and generates new notifications whenever a 
CPS detects a new anomaly. It is worth noting that the CPS may stop the manufacturing 
process if its logic states that the safety of operators is endangered. The vApp generates a 
report with further information about the anomaly. The production managers receive the 
notification and access the anomaly report. If the anomaly is detected in their factory, 
production managers have to physically inspect the process and, if required, they pause 
the production process, fix the problem, test the new setup and, if successful, resume 
production 

Interfaces 
[Optional] 

None 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

None 

Edit event details 

Actor Eddie or Serge 

Description The production manager edits the additional information providing more information about 
the event 

Details The production manager edits the event details in the vApp, providing a text description of 
the decisions and actions he takes after the physical check. The production manager 
indicates if and how the event has affected the manufacturing process updating the effect 
of the event (possible values are: Anomaly detected, production paused, problem solved)  
and some additional comments to enrich the feedback on the event 

Interfaces 
[Optional] 

Edit event 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 
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Figure 134: vfQualityAssurance activities definition form 

 

5.1.4 Terminology 

Figure 135 presents all the technical or business terms that need a clarification to be 
understood by Software Developers. 

 

Figure 135: vfQualityAssurance terminology definition form 

5.1.5 Questionnaire 

The questionnaire in Figure 136 provides additional information for Software Developers. 

 

Receive effect notification 

Actor Lionel or Yannick 

Description The industrial managers receive effect update notifications 

Details The industrial managers receive notification every time the effect of an event is updated. All 
the information is stored in the vApp for latter reference 

Interfaces 
[Optional] 

None 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

None 

Terminology 

CPS Cyber-Physical Systems are autonomous, distributed systems integrating 
computational algorithms and physical components. Among other industrial 
applications, CPS can detect anomalies in the manufacturing process and actuate 
accordingly, changing the configuration of machines or even stopping the 
manufacturing process 

Questionnaire 

1. What kind of login do you want for your application? 

(Login is required to identify who is interacting with your application) 

Email 
Other service (eg Google 

or ActiveX) 
No login 

I don´t know 

 Email + password  I don´t know 

2. Do users need personal profiles? 

(The application needs to behave in different ways depending on who is using it) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

Industrial managers and production managers need different profiles 
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3. Do you need support for collaboration? 

(Partners from different organisations are going to collaborate through the application) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

 

4. Does your application need to connect with legacy devices? 

(This means you will need Drivers to connect to devices like production machines) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

 

5. Does your application need to connect with legacy services? 

(This means you will need APIs to connect to systems and applications like ERP, MES, CRM) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

The vApp needs to connect to the legacy CPS systems 

6. Are connected services or devices distributed among collaborators? 

(This means your application will need to be connected to systems in different organisations) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

Each organisation has proprietary CPSs 

7. Does your application need to manage large amounts of data? 

(The application needs infrastructure to securely manage data from connected devices and 
applications) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

 

8. Does your application need to analyse data? 

(You want your application to help you discover useful information) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

 

9. Does your application need to manage documents? 

(The application needs to handle different text or multimedia documents) 

Yes No I don´t know 
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Figure 136: vfQualityAssurance application questionnaire 

5.2 User - Developer Interaction 

5.2.1 Questions and Answers 

Figure 137 shows the main questions and answers formulated during the interviews with 
Software Developers. 

 

Figure 137: vfQualityAssurance questions and answers 

5.2.2 User Stories 

5.2.2.1 Goal Story Map 

Figure 1379 shows the story map for the goal of the vfQualityAssurance vApp: Automatic 
detection of disruptive events during production. 

   

10. How should your application look? 

(Provide an indication of the quality expected for your user interface)  

Bare-bone Stock Beautiful 

   

Questions Answers 

Regarding CPS, please specify any 
expected outputs 

No direct exploitation for sensing data. 

Decision is expected for product quality, resource environment and 
human environment 

Action is expected to stop machines for safety purposes 

From where will the service will collect 
recommendations? 

Recommendations are coming from decision reports provided by 
CPS. 

The decision integration at production 
line could be user task validating some 
already created event. When this 
event is created in the flow? 

Add user task to integrate decision on the event. 
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Figure 138: vfQualityAssurance goal story map 
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The following tables describe the different user stories of the story map corresponding to 
the main goal of the vfQualityAssurance vApp. 

 

Figure 139: Subscribe to anomalies detected by CPS user story 

 

USP34.01 Subscribe to anomalies detected by CPS 

Description 

As a vApp, I must be able to subscribe to the anomalies detected by the CPS 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure I can subscribe to events generated by the legacy CPS system 

 Make sure I receive event data every time an anomaly is detected 

 Make sure the event data has a timestamp indicating when the event has been detected 

 Make sure the event data has the manufacturing order number 

 Make sure the event data has the customer name 

 Make sure the event data has the product name 

 Make sure the event data has the event type 

 Make sure the event data has the event category (product quality, resource environment, or user 
environment) 

 Make sure the event data has the event description 

 Make sure the event data has the name of the location where the event was detected 

 Make sure the event data has the deviation with respect to the expected value 

 Make sure the event data has the decision taken by the CPS on whether to stop the process 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0154: vf Quality Insurance - The application must be able to read data from CPS and quality limits from 
production manager by hand, in order to generate recommendations 

RQ_0645: The vf-OS vfQualityAssurance vApp must be able to retrieve operational data from CPS systems 
deployed at the premises of APR and TARDY 

RQ_0649: The vf-OS vfQualityAssurance vApp must be able to identify and distinguish between product 
quality defects, resource environment problems, and user environment dangers 

RQ_0644: vf-OS must provide a vfQualityAssurance vApp which supports APR and TARDY in maintaining 
their production quality standards 

RQ_0647: The vf-OS vfQualityAssurance vApp must be able to analyse operational data from CPS and 
compare these with quality standards provided by the production manager 

USP34.02 Save event data in DB 

Description 

As a vApp, I must be able to store event data in the database, so that the event is registered 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure you store an auto-generated id for every detected event 

 Make sure you store the event timestamp 

 Make sure the event data has a timestamp indicating when the event has been detected 

 Make sure you store the manufacturing order number 

 Make sure you store customer name 

 Make sure you store product name 
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Figure 140: Store event data in DB user story 

 

Figure 141: Generate event notification user story 

 

 Make sure you store the event type 

 Make sure you store the event category  

 Make sure you store the event description 

 Make sure you store name of the location where the event was detected 

 Make sure you store the deviation with respect to the expected value 

 Make sure you store the decision taken by the CPS on whether to stop the process 

 Make sure you store the decision taken by the manager as “No action” 

 Make sure you store the event status as “Opened” 

 Make sure you store the manager comments as an empty string 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_1456 vf-OS must provide mechanisms to save/modify data in private data storage 

 

USP34.03 Generate event notification 

Description 

As the vApp, I must be able to generate a notification including information for production managers, so that 
they know there that an event has been detected 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure the notification description contains the text “Anomaly detected“ 

 Make sure the notification description contains the location name 

 Make sure the notification description contains the event type 

 Make sure the notification description contains the event category 

 Make sure the notification description contains the event description 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_1494: vf-OS must provide a service to production managers at APR and TARDY to have access to the 
production events detected and resolved by CPS capabilities 

RQ_0648: The vf-OS vfQualityAssurance vApp must be able to generate notifications and provide mitigation 
recommendations to production managers if large deviations occur, based on the analysis of CPS data and 
quality limits 

USP34.04 Send event notification through the vf-OS notification enabler 

Description 

As the vApp, I must be able to send notifications through the vApp portal, so that I can inform production 
managers 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure all pages have a notification icon indicating that there are unread notifications 

 Make sure the notification icon links to a "notification box" page listing all received notifications 
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Figure 142: Send event notification through the vf-OS notification enabler user story 

 

Figure 143: View event notification user story 

 

 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_1508 vf-OS frontend environment must provide standardised mechanisms to notify vApp users on 
desktop machines 

USP34.05 View event notification 

Description 

As Eddy or Serge, I want to know I have received a new event notification, so that I can check the details of 
the detected event 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that the notification icon is no longer present if there are no unread notifications   
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_1508 vf-OS frontend environment must provide standardised mechanisms to notify vApp users on 
desktop machines 

USP34.06 Access event details vApp page 

Description 

As  Eddy or Serge, I must be able to reach the event details vApp page of the event so that I can collect 
more information 

Acceptance criteria 

 I must be able to reach the event details page by clicking on the received notification 

 Make sure the page shows the event manufacturing order number 

 Make sure the page shows the event customer name 

 Make sure the page shows the event product name 

 Make sure the page shows the event type 

 Make sure the page shows the event category 

 Make sure the page shows the event description 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0652: The vf-OS vfQualityAssurance vApp must be able to provide along with the warnings to 
production managers a detailed report about the problems and recommendations for mitigation 
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Figure 144: Access event details vApp page user story 

 

Figure 145: Take event immediate action user story 

 

Figure 146: Update event details user story 

 

USP34.07 Take event immediate action 

Description 

As Eddy or Serge, I need to check the event physically on the production line and take immediate action, 
analyse what is happening, and correct the defect 

Acceptance criteria 

None 

User priority 

Out-of-scope 

Related requirements 

None 

USP34.08 Update event details 

Description 

As Eddy or Serge, I need to update the event details in the event details vApp page, so that I can inform 
industrial engineers of the immediate actions I have taken 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure I can edit the event effect 

 Make sure I can edit the event decision 

 Make sure I can edit the event manager description and set it to “No action”, “Short term action” or 
“Long term action” 

 Make sure I can edit the event manager comments 
 

User priority 

Out-of-scope 

Related requirements 

RQ_1456 vf-OS must provide mechanisms to save/modify data in private data storage 

 

USP34.09 Generate manager event decision notification 

Description 

As the vApp, I must be able to generate a notification including information for industrial managers when the 
manager description is set to “Long term action”, so that they know a long term action is needed (product re-
design, manufacturing process changes etc.) 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure the notification is generated when the event manager description is set to ”Long term 
action” 

 Make sure the notification description contains the text “Long term action required“ 
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Figure 147: Generate manager event decision notification user story 

 

Figure 148: Send manager event decision notification through the vf-OS notification 
enabler user story 

 

 Make sure the notification description contains the location name 

 Make sure the notification description contains the event type 

 Make sure the notification description contains the event category 

 Make sure the notification description contains the event description 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0651: The vf-OS vfQualityAssurance vApp must be able to allow the production manager to notify the 
entire industrial engineering team about problems that have been identified and acknowledged 

USP34.10 Send manager event decision notification through the vf-OS 
notification enabler 

Description 

As the vApp, I must be able to send notifications about event decisions through the vApp portal, so that I can 
inform production managers 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure all pages have a notification icon indicating that there are unread notifications 

 Make sure the notification icon links to a "notification box" page listing all received notifications 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_1508 vf-OS frontend environment must provide standardised mechanisms to notify vApp users on 
desktop machines 

USP34.11 View manager event decision notification 

Description 

As Lionel and Yannick, I want to know I have received a new manager decision notification, so that I can 
check the details of the detected event that requires long term action 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that the notification icon is no longer present if there are no unread notifications   
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_1508 vf-OS frontend environment must provide standardised mechanisms to notify vApp users on 
desktop machines 
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Figure 149: View manager event decision notification user story 

 

Figure 150: Access event details vApp page user story 

 

Figure 151: Take event long term action user story 

 

USP34.12 Access event details vApp page 

Description 

As  Lionel and Yannick, I must be able to reach the details vApp page of the event so that I can collect more 
information 

Acceptance criteria 

 I must be able to reach the event details vApp page by clicking on the received notification 

 Make sure the page shows the event manufacturing order number 

 Make sure the page shows the event customer name 

 Make sure the page shows the event product name 

 Make sure the page shows the event type 

 Make sure the page shows the event category 

 Make sure the page shows the event description 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 

USP34.13 Take event long term action 

Description 

As Lionel and Yannick, I need to check the event, analyse what is happening together, so that we can take a 
long term action to solve the anomaly: product re-design, changes in the manufacturing process, etc. 

Acceptance criteria 

None 

User priority 

Out-of-scope 

Related requirements 

None 

USP34.14 Create new long term action 

Description 

As Lionel or Yannick, I must be able to create a new long term action in the event details vApp page, so that 
I can enter the details of the long term action I have taken in the vApp 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure there is a button in the event details page to create a new long term action 

 Make sure that clicking the button opens an edit long term action details dialogue where I can edit the 
details of the long term action 
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Figure 152: Create new long term action 

 

Figure 153: Edit new long term action 

 

Figure 154: Save long term action user story 

 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_1479 vf-OS vfQualityInsurance vApp should provide a way to input and track decisions during long term 
actions 

USP34.15 Edit new long term action 

Description 

As Lionel or Yannick, I must be able to edit the details of the new long term action in the edit long term action 
details dialogue, so that I can enter the information needed by production managers 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure I can enter the long term action category 

 Make sure I can enter the long term action description 

 Make sure I can enter the long term action comments 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirement 

RQ_1456 vf-OS must provide mechanisms to save/modify data in private data storage 

USP34.16 Save long term action 

Description 

As a vApp, I must be able to save the long term action so that the data is available later 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure the edit long term action details dialogue has a button to save the long term action 

 Make sure you store an auto-generated identifier for the long term action 

 Make sure you store a reference to the event 

 Make sure you store the long term action category 

 Make sure you store the long term action description 

 Make sure you store the long term action comments 

 Make sure you store the effect of the long term action as “Neutral” 

 Make sure you store the production manager feedback as an empty string 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirement 

RQ_1456 vf-OS must provide mechanisms to save/modify data in private data storage 
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Figure 155: Generate long term action notification user story 

 

Figure 156: Send long term action notification through the vf-OS notification enabler user 
story 

 

USP34.17 Generate long term action notification 

Description 

As the vApp, I must be able to generate a notification including information for production managers when a 
new long term action has been created, so that I know a long term action is conducted 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure the notification is generated when a new long term action is saved 

 Make sure the notification description contains the text “Long term action performed“ 

 Make sure the notification description contains the long term action category 

 Make sure the notification description contains the long term action description 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0153: vf Quality Assurance - The application must be able to generate notifications 

USP34.18 Send long term action notification through the vf-OS notification 
enabler 

Description 

As the vApp, I must be able to send long term action notifications through the vApp portal, so that I can 
inform production managers 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure all pages have a notification icon indicating that there are unread notifications 

 Make sure the notification icon links to a "notification box" page listing all received notifications 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_1508 vf-OS frontend environment must provide standardised mechanisms to notify vApp users on 
desktop machines 

USP34.19 View long term action notification 

Description 

As Eddy or Serge, I want to know I have received a new action notification for an event generated in a 
location in my factory, so that I can check the details of the long term action 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure that the notification icon is no longer present if there are no unread notifications   
 

User priority 

Essential 
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Figure 157: View long term action decision notification user story 

 

Figure 158: Access long term action details vApp page user story 

 

Figure 159: Edit long term action details 

 

Related requirements 

RQ_1508 vf-OS frontend environment must provide standardised mechanisms to notify vApp users on 
desktop machines 

USP34.20 Access long term action details vApp page 

Description 

As Eddy or Serge, I must be able to reach the long term action details vApp page of the long term action, so 
that I can check detailed information 

Acceptance criteria 

 I must be able to reach the long term action details vApp page by clicking on the received notification 

 Make sure the page shows the long term action category 

 Make sure the page shows the long term action description 

 Make sure the page shows the long term action comments 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 

USP34.21 Edit long term action details 

Description 

As Eddy or Serge, I must be able to edit the details of the long term action to provide my feedback on the 
effect of the long term action 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure I can edit the long term action event and set it to either “Neutral“, “Negative“, or “Positive“ 

 Make sure I can edit the long term action production manager feedback 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirement 

RQ_1456 vf-OS must provide mechanisms to save/modify data in private data storage 

RQ_1479 vf-OS vfQualityInsurance vApp should provide a way to input and track decisions during long term 
actions 

USP34.22 Close event 

Description 

As Eddy or Serge, I must be able to close the event, so that it cannot be modified anymore 
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Figure 160: Close event user story 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure the event details page has a button to toggle the status of the event 

 Make sure that, if the event status is “Open”, I can update it to ”Closed” by pressing the button 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 
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6 Pilot vApp 5 

6.1 Application Request 

6.1.1 Application 

Figure 161 presents basic information about the application being requested in vf-OS. 

 

Figure 161: vfProductionTracker application information form 

6.1.2 Goals 

Figure 162 describes the main goal of the vfProductionTracker vApp. 

 

Figure 162: vfProductionTracker goal definition form 

6.1.3 Activities 

Figure 163 describes the main activities that actors do to complete the goal using the 
vfProductionTracker vApp. 

 

Application 

Name vfProductionTracker 

Description The objective of vfProductionTracker is to monitor the status of ongoing 
manufacturing orders and detect delays that may affect the production sequences in 
any factory. vfProductionTracker can trigger the re-planning of the production 
sequence if the delay can jeopardize the delivery date for the product 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

None 

Goal 

Support manufacturing operations 

Who is it for? Eddy and Serge 

What problem 
does it solve? 

Currently, actual production efficiency is not taken into consideration after launching the 
production sequence. Deviations from theoretical performance in the manufacturing 
process are not detected in real time and the organisation lacks mechanism to efficiently 
respond to events that may delay the delivery date of the product 

Indicators 
[Optional] 

None 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

None 

Activities 
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Receive manufacturing order delay notification 

Actor Eddy or Serge 

Description Production managers receive a notification indicating that the planned delivery date of a 
manufacturing order may not be fulfilled according to production data 

Details Legacy (MES) systems monitor production data of manufacturing orders in both factories in 
real time. vfProductionTracker is connected to these systems and calculates real time delays 
with respect to the confirmed manufacturing order sequence plan. When a delay may impact 
the delivery date of a manufacturing order (and the manufacturing orders depending on it), 
vfProductionTracker generates a manufacturing order delay notification to inform the involved 
production managers of the delay 

Interfaces 
[Optional] 

None 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

None 

View manufacturing order status 

Actor Eddy or Serge 

Description The production managers check the status of the manufacturing status planning and decide 
whether it is necessary to reschedule the manufacturing order sequence 

Details The production managers can check the actual production rate against the target production 
rate established by the planned delivery date 

Interfaces 
[Optional] 

Manufacturing order status 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

 

Request manufacturing order sequence rescheduling 

Actor Eddy & Serge 
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Figure 164: vfProductionTracker activities definition form 

6.1.4 Terminology 

Figure 165 presents all the technical or business terms that need a clarification to be 
understood by Software Developers. 

 

Figure 165: vfProductionPlanner terminology definition form 

6.1.5 Questionnaire 

The questionnaire in Figure 166 provides additional information for Software Developers. 

 

                                            
2
 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manufacturing_execution_system 

Description If the impact of the delay is too important, the production manager can request the 
generation of a new production sequence to the external scheduler. This in turns triggers the 
notification of the availability of new sequences proposals to the industrial managers, through 
vfProductionPlanner. Eventually, industrial managers validate the new sequence for the 
project and the new corresponding orders are entered in the corresponding ERP systems 

Details None 

Interfaces 
[Optional] 

None 

Inspiration 
[Optional] 

None 

Terminology 

Operating 
efficiency 

Operating efficiency quantifies how well manufacturing is performing on a specific 
order compared to the planned capacity of the resources that is using. This is 
equivalent to comparing the average actual production rate to the planned production 
rate 

MES Manufacturing execution systems (MES)
2
 are computerized systems used in 

manufacturing, to track and document the transformation of raw materials to finished 
goods. MES provides information that helps manufacturing decision makers 
understand how current conditions on the plant floor can be optimized to improve 
production output. MES works in real time to enable the control of multiple elements 
of the production process (e.g. inputs, personnel, machines and support services). 

Questionnaire  

1. What kind of login do you want for your application? 

(Login is required to identify who is interacting with your application) 

Email 
Other service (eg Google 

or ActiveX) 
No login 

I don´t know 

 Email + password  I don´t know 

2. Do users need personal profiles? 

(The application needs to behave in different ways depending on who is using it) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manufacturing_execution_system
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If yes, can you provide some details? 

The application needs to differentiate production managers of different organisations 

3. Do you need support for collaboration? 

(Partners from different organisations are going to collaborate through the application) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

 

4. Does your application need to connect with legacy devices? 

(This means you will need Drivers to connect to devices like production machines) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

 

5. Does your application need to connect with legacy services? 

(This means you will need APIs to connect to systems and applications like ERP, MES, CRM) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

Production data is collected from the MES systems 

6. Are connected services or devices distributed among collaborators? 

(This means your application will need to be connected to systems in different organisations) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

MES systems are implement on premises 

7. Does your application need to manage large amounts of data? 

(The application needs infrastructure to securely manage data from connected devices and 
applications) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 

 

8. Does your application need to analyse data? 

(You want your application to help you discover useful information) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

If yes, can you provide some details? 
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Figure 167: vfProductionTracker application questionnaire 

6.2 User - Developer Interaction 

6.2.1 Questions and Answers 

Figure 168 shows the main questions and answers formulated during the interviews with 
Software Developers. 

 

Figure 168: vfProductionTracker application questionnaire 

6.2.2 User Stories 

6.2.2.1 Goal Story Map 

Figure 169 shows the story map for the goal of the vfProductionTracker vApp: Support 
manufacturing operations. 

 

9. Does your application need to manage documents? 

(The application needs to handle different text or multimedia documents) 

Yes No I don´t know 

   

10. How should your application look? 

(Provide an indication of the quality expected for your user interface)  

Bare-bone Stock Beautiful 

   

Questions Answers 

After the local/global updating of 
manufacturing orders, do you need to 
connect the process flow to the first 
process sequence to check if the 
problem is solved? 

Yes, the vApp may trigger the rescheduling of the production 
sequence, so there is somewhat a loop between 
vfProductionTracker and vfProductionPlanner 
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Figure 169: vfProductionTracker goal story map 
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The following tables describe the different user stories of the story map corresponding to 
the main goal of the vfProductionTracker vApp. 

 

Figure 170: Collect manufacturing orders from ERP systems user story 

 

USP35.01 Collect manufacturing orders from ERP systems 

Description 

As the vApp, I must be able to collect planned manufacturing orders from the ERP systems, so that I can 
compare the planned production rates with the actual production rates 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure the vApp can connect to the ERP systems 

 Make sure that, for every planned manufacturing order configured in the ERP systems, I get the 
manufacturing order information 

 Make sure that, for every manufacturing order information, I get a unique identifier for the 
manufacturing order 

 Make sure that, for every manufacturing order information, I get the manufacturing order code 

 Make sure that, for every manufacturing order information, I get the manufacturing order (semi-
elaborate) product 

 Make sure that, for every manufacturing order information, I get a list of other semi-elaborate products 
I need 

 Make sure that, for every manufacturing order information, I get the planned start time 

 Make sure that, for every manufacturing order information, I get the planned delivery time 

 Make sure that, for every manufacturing order information, I get the number of units 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0657: The vf-OS vfProductionTracker vApp must be able to retrieve information about valid orders, 
started orders and declared production numbers from the portal database and legacy systems 

USP35.02 Save manufacturing orders in DB 

Description 

As the vApp, I must be able to save planned manufacturing orders from the ERP systems, so that I can 
compare the planned production rates with the actual production rates 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure you store the unique identifier of the manufacturing order 

 Make sure you store the manufacturing order code 

 Make sure you store the manufacturing order (semi-elaborate) product 

 Make sure you store the manufacturing planned start time 

 Make sure you store the manufacturing order planned delivery time 

 Make sure you store the manufacturing order number of units 

 Make sure you store the manufacturing order status as “Planned‘ 

 Make sure you store the manufacturing order actual start date as null 

 Make sure you store the manufacturing order produced units as zero 

 Make sure you store the order event timestamp as null 
 

User priority 

Essential 
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Figure 171: Save manufacturing orders in DB user story 

 

Figure 172: Subscribe to MES manufacturing order production data user story 

 

Figure 173: Update manufacturing order production data user story 

 

Related requirements 

 RQ_1456 vf-OS must provide mechanisms to save/modify data in private data storage 

USP35.03 Subscribe to MES manufacturing order production data 

Description 

As the vApp, I must be able to subscribe to updates on the production data provided by the MES system, so 
that I can compare the actual production rate to the planned production rate 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure I can subscribe to events published by the MES system 

 Make sure I receive event data every time the MES system updates the actual start time of the 
manufacturing order 

 Make sure I receive event data every time the MES system updates the units produced in the ongoing 
manufacturing orders 

 Make sure I receive a notification at least every hour if the units produced are not updated 

 Make sure the event data contains manufacturing order code 

 Make sure the event data contains the manufacturing order start time 

 Make sure the event data contains the units produced 

 Make sure the event data contains a timestamp indicating when the units produced was updated 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 

USP35.04 Update manufacturing order production data 

Description 

As the vApp, I must be able to update the manufacturing order information with the data i received from the 
MES system, so that I can calculate production rates and delay 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure I can update the data when I receive a new event 

 Make sure I can update the manufacturing order start time 

 Make sure I can update the units produced 

 Make sure I can update the order event timestamp 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_1456 vf-OS must provide mechanisms to save/modify data in private data storage 
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Figure 174: Calculate production rates and delay user story 

 

USP35.05 Calculate production rates and delay 

Description 

As Eddy and Serge, I want  to calculate the actual average production rate, the planned production rate and 
the manufacturing order delay, so that I can provide feedback to production managers 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure you calculate the planned production rate as the manufacturing order number of units 
divided by the difference between the planned delivery time and the planned start time 

 Make sure you calculate the actual average production rate as the units produced divided by the 
difference between the order event timestamp and the actual start time 

 Make sure you calculate the remaining units as the difference between the manufacturing order units 
and the units produced 

 Make sure you calculate the estimated delay as the product of the remaining units and the actual 
average production rate 

 Make sure you add the estimated delay of manufacturing orders corresponding to semi-elaborate 
products I need for this manufacturing order to the delay 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0658: The vf-OS vfProductionTracker vApp must provide functionality to analyse the data about valid 
orders, started orders and declared production numbers and monitor the manufacturing progress 

RQ_0151: vfProductionTracking must monitor the progress of production operations in order to anticipate 
QA problems, delays and missed production quantities 

RQ_0654:  vf-OS must provide a vfProductionTracker app which analyses ongoing production, projects 
trends, compares these to the original goals, and assists APR and TARDY by suggesting mitigation actions 

RQ_0656: The vf-OS vfProductionTracker vApp must be able to validate the coherence of production 
sequences amongst APR and TARDY 

USP35.06 Generate rescheduling warning notification 

Description 

As the vApp, I must be able to generate an alert when the delay exceeds a given threshold so that that Eddy 
and Serge can be informed 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure the notification is generated when the delay of an order exceeds 8 hours 

 Make sure the notification description contains the text ”Rescheduling warning” 

 Make sure the notification description contains the manufacturing order code 

 Make sure the notification description contains the (semi-elaborate) product name 

 Make sure the notification description contains the calculated delay 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_0660: The vf-OS vfProductionTracker vApp must be able to generate notifications and provide mitigation 
recommendations to production managers if large forecast deviations occur 
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Figure 175: Generate rescheduling warning notification user story 

 

Figure 176: Send rescheduling warning notification through the vf-OS notification enabler 
user story 

 

Figure 177: View rescheduling warning notification user story 

 

USP34.07 Send rescheduling warning notification through the vf-OS notification 
enabler 

Description 

As the vApp, I must be able to send notifications through the vApp portal, so that I can inform production 
managers of delays 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure all pages have a notification icon indicating that there are unread notifications 

 Make sure the notification icon links to a "notification box" page listing all received notifications 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_1508 vf-OS frontend environment must provide standardised mechanisms to notify vApp users on 
desktop machines 

USP35.08 View rescheduling warning notification 

Description 

As Lionel or Yannick, I want to know that I have received a new rescheduling warning notification, so that I 
can check the information 

Acceptance criteria 

 Each user must have a "notification box" with latest received notifications, accessible from every page 
of the vApp portal (like Facebook notifications) 

 In order to be visible, the icon must change (colour, shape, ...) when a new notification is received 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

RQ_1508 vf-OS frontend environment must provide standardised mechanisms to notify vApp users on 
desktop machines 

USP35.09 View production schedule details 

Description 

As Eddy or Serge, I must be able to reach the detailed production sequence vApp page of the alert via the 
notification I just received so that I can collect more information 

Acceptance criteria 

 The notification must be "clickable" and redirect the user to the associated project production 
sequence vApp page 

 Make sure you show a table with the information of the different manufacturing orders in the 
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Figure 178: View production schedule details user story 

 

Figure 179: Request new production sequence user story 

production sequence 

 Make sure every row shows the information of a manufacturing order 

 Make sure the row style background is red when the delay is greater than zero 

 Make sure there is a column showing the product name 

 Make sure there is a column showing the manufacturing order status 

 Make sure there is a column showing the units produced 

 Make sure there is a column showing the planned start date 

 Make sure there is a column showing the actual start date 

 Make sure there is a column showing the planned delivery date 

 Make sure there is a column showing the estimated delay  

 Make sure there is a column showing the planned production rate 

 Make sure there is a column showing the actual production rate 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 

USP35.10 Request new production sequence 

Description 

As Eddy or Serge, I must be able to request a new production sequence to the legacy sequencer service 
API, so that I can look for a new sequence that may mitigate the delay 

Acceptance criteria 

 Make sure I can request the external scheduler service for updated production sequences 
 

User priority 

Essential 

Related requirements 

None 
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